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INTRODUCTION 
Sears (1964) has said, "The object of ecology is to find out what is 
going on in the living world, but before this cazi be done we have to find 
out what is there and what the patterns are." This dissertation is an at­
tempt to provide this information for one family of insects, the Carabidae 
(Coleoptera), and in a more general way, for other groups of arthropods 
living in Iowa cornfields, fencerows, and prairies. 
This study was undertaken in part as a response to the movement of the 
western corn rootworm, Diabrotica virgifera LeConte, into Iowa, Before 
this invasion soil insects of economic importance were known but their 
damage was either sporadic or they could be controlled by cultural and 
chemical practices. The western corn rootworm was resistant to chlorinated 
hydrocarbon insecticides and this raised the question of biological control. 
The most obvious answer seemed to be "the Carabidae" since they are pre­
sumed to be a family with predacious food habits; therefore this study was 
initiated in July of I965. 
Pitfall traps were placed in cornfields in the Clarion-Webster or 
Galva-Primghar soil types to learn what Carabidae and other arthropods are 
present at the soil surface. As an experimental control a matched series 
was placed in adjacent fencerows. Since the crop fencerow is still a dis­
turbed situation ever adjacent to man's agricultural activities, it was 
felt that an even better experimental control could be obtained by utiliz­
ing native prairies. Therefore, in I966 the cornfields, fencerows, ajid 
prairies were sampled concurrently. This initial census of the inhabitants 
of these three habitats did not answer the question of relationship of 
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rootworm and carabid numbers but it should be possible to continue the 
research and assess their relative biological and ecological roles as well 
as depict the general energy flow in the various habitats. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Carabidae 
Beetles have long been favorite subjects for collectors, as illus­
trated by Blatchley's Coleoptera of Indiana (I9IO) or the 11-volume Memoirs 
on the Coleoptera by Thomas Lincoln Casey, The Carabidae are one of the 
few groups of Iowa Arthropoda for which there is a state faunal list. 
Jaques and Redlinger (I946) compiled a list based mainly on collections 
held at Iowa Wesleyan College, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, but also on specimens 
found in the Iowa Insect Collection at Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 
and some other sources of Iowa Carabidae records. Famous entomological 
names like Chaudoir, Home, LeConte, Leng, and Van I)yke are a few taken 
from the bibliography of important papers listed by Ball (196O) in his 
section on the Carabidae in Arnett's (I96O, I96I, I962, I963) The beetles 
of the United States, This work has probably been the most helpful due to 
its breadth of coverage, date of issue, and ecological notes. The many 
other papers consulted are cited in the treatments of individual species. 
Other Carabidae literature of more general utilization, listed some­
what in the order of usefulness would be: Lindroth's The Qround Beetles of 
Canada and Alaska, Parts 2, 3, and 4 (19^1, 1963, I966). Lindroth's 1955 
paper on the Carabidae of Newfoundland was most helpful for those species 
which were also found in this study. Blatchley's Coleoptera of Ind.iana 
(1910) was useful in that it contained many ecological notes as well as 
being a faunal list of a state not too far removed from Iowa. One cannot 
omit mentioning Casey's studies in the Carabidae included in his Memoirs on 
the Coleoptera. The sections of particular importance were volume 5 (1914), 
volume 8 (I9I8), and volume 9 (1920). His descriptions included mainly 
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taxonomic discussions and contained only very infrequent ecological notes. 
Hatch's (1953) Part 1 of the Beetles of the Pacific Northwest was useful in 
that it contained habitus illustrations of many Garabidae and also showed 
distributional records in the Pacific Northwest. In addition to these 
papers Leng's, Catalog of the Coleoptera of America (1920) and its supple­
ments deserve mention, 
Hendrickson,in his Studies on the Insect Fauna of Iowa Prairies (1930), 
collected one tiger beetle species, Cicindela punctulata, and 49 species of 
Carabinae. Many of these same species were collected in the present studjr, 
Hendrickson was not primarily interested in the Garabidae and therefore did 
not concentrate on collecting them, as evidenced by the number of specimens 
he reports for most species. The primary method of collection used by him 
was sweep-netting. Since most Garabidae are not aerial feeders on insects 
or plant tissue, this method yields comparatively few Garabidae except in 
the genus Lebia, of which Hendrickson reported six species. Hendrickson 
also collected some specimens underneath litter, stones, sticks, and logs. 
Finally, the geographic and thus ecological range of his study was much 
broader than that in the present study. The prairies visited were not all 
within the Clarion-Webster or Galva-Primghar soil types, but were located 
in various soil types throughout the state of Iowa in more than 100 tracts 
of land which differed in size from one acre to several thousand acres. 
Pitfall Traps 
Pitfall traps have been employed by many primitive hunting societies to 
trap game. The earliest scientific application is not known but there is a 
1917 paper by Laurent, mentioning use of a molasses-baited pitfall trap. 
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Pitfall traps have been widely employed to collect various arthropods: 
insects (Laurent, 1917)» cave-inhabiting insects (Barber, 1931); soil-
surface arthropods (Pichter, 1941)» forest invertebrates (Hoffman, et al., 
1949); arthropods of woods, open scrub and ley (Williams, 19593-); arthro­
pods of grazed and ungraded grassland (Boyd, I96O); soil arthropods 
(MacPadyen, 1962); Carabidae of cultivated fields (Kabacik, I962); soil 
macrofauna of a national park (Kaczmarek, I963); spiders (Tretzel, 1955)» 
and Carabidae (Schjotz-Christensen, 1965a,b). Pedigo (1966) used the 
method to collect Collembola, Whitcomb, Exline, and Hite (I963) and Duffey 
(1962) collected spiders in pitfalls, and Williajns (1962) collected 
harvestmen. According to Strickland (1961) collection of cursorial arthro­
pods is best done with pitfall traps. 
The technique of pitfall trapping has probably been used most ex­
tensively by coleopterists (Williams, 1958). Laurent (I917) stated that 
during four weeks, four traps collected 46 Garabus serratus but that he had 
previously obtained only eight specimens during 38 years of hand collecting. 
Valentine (l93l) placed pitfalls in caves of remote areas and then re­
visited the site, sometimes as much as seven months later! Laurent (1917) 
noticed that Carabidae were the principal insects attracted to his molasses-
baited pitfall traps. MacPadyen (1962) has stated that the pitfall trap is 
especially good for beetles. In Saskatchewan Doane (196I) collected 
Elateridae while Rickard and Haverfield (I965) made a survey of desert 
steppe darkling beetles in the state of Washington. 
Pitfall trapping for Carabidae has been done in Holland by Vlijm, 
Hartsnijker, and Richter (I961); in Germany by Scherney (196O); in England 
by Dempster, Richards, and Waloff (1959)* Williams (1959^), Mitchell. (1963), 
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and Greenslade (1964a, 1964b); in Denmark by Schjotz-Christensen (1965a,b); 
in Ontario by Heme (1963) and Rivard (1964a', 1964b, 1965b, I966); in Wis­
consin by Pitre and Chapman (I964); and by Kirk (personal communication) in 
South Dakota. 
Pitfall traps have been alternately blessed and cursed by those who 
have used them (Tretzel, 1955)» Several investigators have observed that 
pitfall traps select for a behavior pattern of movement over a surface 
(Tretzel, 1955? Strickland, I96I; Williams, 1962; MacPadyen, I962), Criti­
cal reviews on the proper use of and interpretation of pitfall trap catches 
have recently been made by Tretzel (1955)» Briggs (196I); MacPadyen (1962); 
Williams (1962); Mitchell (1963); Greenslade (1964a); and Southwood (1966), 
These authors agree that results must be properly evaluated and that the 
quantitative interpretations are limited. 
Some of the problem areas surrounding the use of pitfall traps are the 
relationship between absolute populations as sampled by the quadrat method 
and the size of a catch in pitfall traps (Williams, 1958; Briggs, I96I). 
Williams (1962) found that the movement of harvestmen changed with change in 
density. Greenslade (1964a) observed the same problem with Carabidae. 
Variations in the catch of a pitfall trap are also known to be due to mete­
orological conditions, i.e., temperature, which favors or depresses activity 
(Briggs, I96I; Greenslade, 1964a; Williams, I962). Mitchell (1963) found, 
from laboratory experiments with ground beetles, that the efficiency of 
pitfall traps varied directly with soil moisture, but specific values were 
not given. Davies (1963) found that moderate to heavy rainfall reduced 
carabid activity. Briggs (1961) noted that the species caught most fre­
quently is not necessarily the dominant. Greenslade (1964a) pointed out 
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that the same species in two different vegetation types cannot be quanti­
tatively compared due to the differing physical resistance of the surface 
vegetation. As a result relative habitat abundance, as indicated by pit­
fall trap catches, can only be inferred if the greater number of captures 
was in the more difficult habitat. The catch of a pitfall trap is se­
lective according to Williams (1958)* Certain diurnal carabid species 
seemed to be able to avoid the trap as observed by van dfer Drift (l95l)» 
The position of a pitfall trap relative to surrounding vegetation has a 
bearing on the temporal catch (Mitchell, 1963) as well as species number 
(Greenslade, 1964a). Prom the writings of the above authors Southwood 
(1966) concluded that pitfall traps may not be used for direct estimation 
of populations, as is also stated by Tretzel (1955)» 
Several additional problems arise after the specimens are collected: 
the predatory activities of birds visiting the traps, the predatory activi­
ties of carabids within the traps (Briggs, I96I; Mitchell, I963), or mice 
eating the catch (Kirk, personal communication). The population size can 
change due to prédation or to egg hatch within the trap (MacFadyen, I962). 
Pitfall traps may be properly used to study temporal and annual ac­
tivity periods (Tretzel, 1955; Williams, 1959a, 1959b; Briggs, I96I; 
Williams, 1962; Vlijm, et al,, I96I; Weber, I965; Southwood, 1966), presence 
or absence of species (Morris, I96O; Greenslade, 1964a), range distribution 
(Morris, 196O; Mitchell, I963; Greenslade, 1964a), seasonal incidence 
(Tretzel, 1955; Greenslade, 1964a; Southwood, I966), behavior (Mitchell, 
1963), population dispersal (Grum, 1959» Mitchell, I963; Rickard and Haver-
field, 1965; Schjotz-Christensen, I965), or habitats of the carabid fauna 
(Greenslade, 1964a; Thiele, I964). 
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Greenslade (1964a) concluded "...despite their drawbacks pitfall traps 
are often the only method available in studies on Carabid populations." 
Williams (1958) states, "Pitfall traps are shown to be sufficiently relia­
ble, in the statistical sense, to reveal the differences in the number of 
animals caught at different times of the year and in different habitats...," 
and are "... sufficiently sensitive to show up real differences of ecological 
significance." 
Collecting Liquids 
The use of baited pitfall traps is probably as old as the technique of 
pitfall traps. Several authors have used baits or various attractants to 
obtain larger catches of a particular group or representatives of a trophic 
level, Laurent's (I917) molasses would certainly have acted as a bait. He 
reported that the ground beetles were the principal insects attracted. 
Dethier (1947) stated that Carabidae and other beetles were attracted to 
fermenting baits. By contrast Greenslade (1964a) reported that there was 
no variation in the catch number of Carabidae as the result of baiting or 
camouflaging the pitfall trap. Walsh (1933) investigated the use of natural 
baits of animal origin. He.found that relatively few ground beetles were 
attracted to the baits he presented. Hoffman, et al. (1949) used both fish 
and molasses as bait in studying the forest invertebrate fauna. 
Peck (1966) collected spiders with pitfall traps that had neither 
bait, preservative, nor collection liquid in them. Carabidae were dry-
trapped by Kabacik (1962) and Rivard (1962), Mitchell (1963) was forced 
into timing his research to avoid Feronia sp. which ate his catch, Coaker 
(1965) placed a roof over his pitfall traps to keep predatory birds from 
eating the catch. 
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Various preservatives have been employed "by researchers. The "Barber 
Method" (Tretzel, 1955) is much quoted. He used Gait's solution (5 parts 
table salt, 1 part saltpeter, 1 part chloral hydrate, 100 parts water; 
Tretzel, 1955). Barber used Gait's solution mixed with glycerin and also 
ethylene glycol with or without Gait's solution, and obtained results ac­
ceptable to him, in some cases even after six months of trap exposure. 
Zenker's fluid was found to preserve well, but the insects could not be 
cleaned. Valentine (1931) also used Gait's solution and considered it non-
repellent to the insects. "A saturated aqueous (3/4) and glycerine (1/4) 
solution of picric acid gave good results," but care had to be taken to 
avoid contaminating the lip of the jar or the picric acid acted as a re­
pellent (Valentine, 1931). The use of picric acid as a preservative was 
also suggested by Southwood (I966). In 1958 Williams used dilute glycerin 
to prevent escape and prédation of the sample of arthropods as did Heme 
(1963) in collecting ground beetles. Duffey (I962) filled his jars one-
quarter full of a 1:10,000 aqueous dilution of phenyl-mercuric acetate. 
This was found acceptable except during long, dry periods and rain. This 
preservative was also recommended by MacFadyen (1962), Tretzel (1955) 
filled his glasses one-third to one-half with ethylene glycol. He found 
ethylene glycol to have minimal evaporation, to be colorless and almost 
odorless, and to preserve well for several weeks; however, it was hygro­
scopic. Briggs (1961) observed that he caught more ground beetles in wet 
than in dry traps. Pearson and White (1964) collected Phalangida and 
Carabidae in water containing 10^ glycerol. 
The more common preservatives for biological specimens have also been 
used. Ethyl alcohol was stated by MacFadyen (1962) to be repellent to some 
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forms. In a 1937-1939 study of grassland arthropods, Fichter (1954) used 
alcohol in his pitfall traps. The trap designed by Fichter (I941) contained 
"JCffo ethyl alcohol. Whitcomb, et al. (1963) collected spiders in 'JOfo ethyl 
alcohol, Southwood (1966) mentioned the possible repellency of ethyl alco­
hol. Stanley and Bennett (I965) used isopropyl alcohol as a killing agent 
in light traps. Formalin was stated by MacPadyen (1962) to be repellent but 
no supporting data was presented, Boyd (1960) used 10 cc of strong form­
alin (lO-2C^) in each of his pitfall traps, taking care not to contaminate 
the lip of the trap. Tretzel (1955) reported good results in collecting 
spiders into 4-% formalin, Thiele (1964) used 4% formalin in collecting 
beetles in a hedgerow. Weber (I965) employed 5^ formalin and detergent 
while investigating the ground beetles of cultivated land, 
Dethier (1947) stated that ",,,above 25 and 5 percent respectively 
ethyl alcohol and acetic acid behave as repellents," for fruit flies and 
in general ".,,most odors are repellent if their concentration is great 
enough. Repellency and the degree of repellency are thus bound up with 
concentration, " 
Community Studies 
No species ever lives alone or has a completely unshared autecology. 
Natural aggregations of species are known as communities (Odum, 1959). 
Studies of communities have been extensively made by botanists and zoolo­
gists. Warming (1909) in working with Danish plants suggested a classifi­
cation scheme based on physiognomy. In the same year Raunkiaer, another 
Dane, (1909) first published his observation that plants had a particular 
arrangement within their communities, a concept greatly expanded by him in 
1934» Gleason (1920) worked in Michigan with community studies by using 
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the quadrat method for plants, Clements (19I6) recognized the regular oc­
curence of plants in successional stages and also communities. Vestal 
(1913) studied the interrelationship of plants and animals living on Illi­
nois sand prairie "because he felt that the two were inextricably inter­
related, Elton (1946) summarized the results of 26 plant and 55 animal 
community studies selected from the literature and concluded that much more 
ecological investigation was needed to understand the balance of communi­
ties, particularly the role played by those organisms at the same consumer 
level. Fautin (I946) studied the plant and animal communities in Utah and 
noted that the plant communities usually had sharp boundaries. The inverte­
brate components of these plant communities were somewhat different from 
each other. More recently Goodall (1952) carefully examined the quanti­
tative aspects of plant distribution and communities, Iowa native prairies, 
especially Kalsow and Hayden, were studied by Moyer (1953). Whittaker 
(1956) analyzed the vegetation of the Great Smoky Mountains, The structure 
of Wisconsin forests was studied by Bray and Curtiss (1957)« Schmid (I965), 
by using scuba equipment, was able to work with submerged aquatic vegetation 
of Long Lake in northwestern Minnesota. 
Terrestrial animal associations have been studied more from the stand­
point of Gynecology because animal species move about. No complete survey 
of the biota of an area has ever been made. Mobius (I877) recognized the 
oyster bed as a community of animals living together because common physi­
cal requirements were met at the oyster bed. He coined and proposed the 
II 
term bioconose to designate particular communities. 
Elton (1946) stated that in making a community survey it is more im­
portant to determine to species several well-collected groups, rather than 
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that all groups should be recorded. The leafhoppers of herbaceous vege­
tation in Finland were studied by Kontkanen (I95O) who found that they could 
be separated into seasonal populations and also communities which corre­
sponded somewhat with plant communities. The litter breakdown by fauna of 
a beech forest in Holland was studied by van der Drift (l95l) who found 
that the macrofauna is most important in mechanical breakdown of litter 
size. Whittaker (1952) studied the insect communities on summer folieige in 
the Great Smoky Mountains by sweeping and found the more advanced groups in 
the drier environments. Pichter (1954) reported the community stratifi­
cation and seasonality on a prairie near Lincoln, Nebraska, and found rec­
ognizable invertebrate communities. Muma and Muma (1949) determined the 
species of spiders collected by Pichter and found that the spiders repre­
sented 5*5 to 7.8^ of the population in the different habitats of the 
prairie. Prom results of other authors Muma and Muma concluded that spider 
numbers may be the least variable of all the arthropods. Macan (1954) col­
lated other authors' records with his own collections of British Corixidae. 
He was able to place the 32 species into five groups and then relate these 
groups to a specific habitat. The breeding bird population of forests in 
southern Wisconsin was found by Bond (1957) to show a gradient type of re­
sponse to vegetational differences, certain species being most common in 
certain habitats. The plankton copepod communities of eastern Washington 
state were studied by Whittaker and Fairbanks (1958). The species formed 
communities along three different physical parameters: oligotrophy, 
salinity, and impermanence, Pedigo (1965) found that he could group 
Collembola into communities of species and also determine the effect of 
physical factors on collembolan communities. An ordination of corticolous 
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cryptogamic plant communities was made by Seals (I965) by use of a modified 
index of similarity. 
The first idea of species-area consideration was credited by Cain 
(1938) to Jaccard in I912, Other authors, including Gain, had made limited 
use of the concept before the 1938 paper by Cain placed the idea in better 
perspective. He recognized that the shape of the curve was determined by 
the particular x-y ratio selected by an author. It was also noted that the 
greater proportion of species would be sampled most rapidly in a homogeneous 
community. In summary Cain stated that species-area curves may be used: 
(1) to determine minimal community area, (2) to determine minimum quadrat 
size for constancy, (3) to determine minimum quadrat size for frequency 
data, and (4) to determine the minimum number of quadrats for an adequate 
community sample. Whatever the usage the curve should approach an asymptote 
(Cain, 1938). Goodall (1952) in reviewing methods for quantification of 
data found that irreconcilable views of species-area curves were held by 
various authors, particularly Williams and Preston, Hairston and Byers 
(1954) cautioned that the clumping of rare species will tend to keep the 
species-area curve from ever becoming a horizontal line. Their curves were 
plotted with the ordinate in arithmetical and also in logarithmic scale. 
An apparently straight line, rather than the expected asymptote, was ob­
tained with the logarithmic scale, possibly because the Michigan soil micro-
arthropod community is extremely diverse. Hairston (1959) again mentioned 
the problem caused by the clumping of rare species and the relatively more 
rapid collection of these new species than, the addition of individuals of 
species previously collected. The species-area curve was said by Smith 
(1966) to be useful in determining the minimum sample size to study a 
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community or to compare communities. DauTaenmire (I968) found species-area 
curves applicable to essentially the same usage as Cain. 
Quantitative analysis of a fauna is aided by the use of statistical 
methods, especially the quotient of community, percentage of similarity, 
diversity index, and the species-area curve. Southwood (I966) listed other 
methods of community analysis as well as a host of methods measuring inter­
specific associations. Daubenmire (1968) warned against complete reliance 
on mathematical approaches and felt that many of the same conclusions may be 
reached by a well-trained field observer. 
Lorenz was said by Bray and Gurtiss (1957) to have used quantitative 
methods for community analysis as early as 1938. Southwood credited Jaccard 
(1912) with the first index used to delineate distinct communities. His 
coefficient of community was: 
number of species common to the two districts 
total number of species in the two districts ^ 100* 
Jaccard worked in the alpine areas of the Swiss Alps and noted that very few 
plant species were really widespread, contrary to the gross appearance. He 
also observed that when an area became floristically impoverished, the re­
sultant association of species almost all represented different genera, thus 
establishing a biological significance for the idea of a genus, Gleason in 
1920 strongly advanced the quadrat method as one means of quantifying the 
analysis of plant communities, but noted that its effectiveness depended 
upon a certain homogeneity of the vegetation (1917, 1920). Gleason used 
Jaccard's frequency index to analyze his data and also determine optimum 
quadrat size and placement. The community coefficient (quotient of simi­
larity) was employed to rank areas with each other and also modified by 
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Gleason so that all species and individuals were not given equal emphasis. 
Renkonen (1938) used relative dominance figures in attempting to discern 
the community structure of beetles in Finland. Sorensen (1948) devised the 
quotient of similarity (or community) to facilitate study of vegetation 
"...so insensibly merged as to form a sliding scale," in northeast Green­
land. The formula, a modification of both Jaccard and Kulczynsjci's (see 
Sorensen, I948) is: QS = 2c . 100 where a = the number of species in 
a+b 
habitat A, b = the number of species in habitat B, and c = the number of 
individuals of species in common to habitat A and B, Brink and Wingstrand 
(1949) also used Kulczynski's method in comparing the fauna of diverse habi­
tats in Swedish Lapland, Odum (1950) in studying the birds of the High­
lands Plateau of North Carolina used percentage differences, the complement 
to percentage of similarity, to array the bird populations of different 
forest associations of the Appalachian Mountain region. In a 1951 paper 
Williams noted that the community coefficient of Jaccard was not entirely 
independent of sample size. Raabe (1952) used a percentage figure in his 
new approach to community structure. The formula (Southwood, I966) is; 
^ S = ^ min (a,b,....X); where the smaller percentage for shared species 
is summed. When a given species occurs in both samples the lower percentage 
of such a series of comparisons is summed. The leafhopper fauna of part of 
Finland was arrayed by Kontkanen (1950) into communities by the use of 
Sorensen's 1948 quotient of similarity and also the dominance method em­
ployed by Renkonen. Both methods revealed that leafhopper community 
boundaries did not coincide with plant community boundaries. Kontkanen 
preferred the QS method of Sorensen since it was "more serviable" (sic). 
In studying the summer insect communities of foliage Whittaker (1952) used 
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the same percentage difference and similarity as Odum (1950) add termed the 
product "index of association". By using this method and comparing each 
station with all other stations Whittaker was able to establish the relative 
degrees of likeness between stations and array them into a graded sequence 
showing ecological distance, 
Culberson (1955) used the coefficient of community to array major tree 
species into a linear sequence, on the basis of the lichens and bryophytes 
supported by them in northern Wisconsin. In discussing the practical appli­
cation of phytosociological methods, Poore (1955) stated that it is not 
satisfactory to separate communities solely on the basis of dominants. He 
also questioned the use of Jaccard, Kulczynski, and Sorensen's indexes for 
measuring community associations and stated, "It is unlikely that there is 
any really satisfactory classificatory unit in ecology..." but Poore failed 
to offer any constructive answer for the dilemma he saw. He was, however, 
correct in emphasizing that dogmatism concerning concepts in ecology is an 
error, since no method has complete validity, A study of Wisconsin vege­
tation by Bray (1956) was ordinated through the use of the quotient of simi­
larity as developed by Gleason and found to agree rather well with another 
index based on dominants alone. Bray and Curtiss (1957) used the quotient 
of similarity together with a three-dimensional ordination method and found 
the quotient of similarity to have been satisfactory for study in an upland 
forest in Wisconsin, Whittaker and Fairbanks (1958) used both the quotient 
of community and the percentage of similarity in their study of plankton 
copepod communities of eastern Washington State. A fair balance may be 
achieved through the use of both since the quotient of community may over­
rate minor species and the percentage of similarity may overrate dominant 
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species. They considered the quotient of community to give better results 
in their study. Pearson and White (I964) used the index of similarity to 
compare species of Phalangida and Carabidae in North Wales, Southwood 
(1966) restated the emphasis bias of the quotient of similarity and the 
percentage of similarity and noted that they are affected by sample size. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Site Descriptions 
Five geographical areas were used as collection points. Four of these 
were located well within the Clarion-Webster soil complex, but the fifth 
was in Galva-Primghar soil. Three of these sites were used both in I965 
and 1966, the two prairies only in I966; thus I7 series of collections were 
obtained at these sites during the growing seasons of I965 and I966. 
Curtiss farm 
The nearest site was Curtiss farm, a university farm located on State 
Street south of the Iowa State University campus, and I.5 miles distant. 
Portions of the farm were utilized for research plots. The general area in 
which pitfall traps were located was utilized for three things: a corn­
field, a grassy fencerow area which was not cultivated but was mowed and 
served as a border, and a natural history preserve in which disturbances 
were kept to a minimum. The 196$ series of three pitfall traps was between 
the natural history preserve and the mowed grassy area in a north-south 
orientation on a west slope, south of the cornfield. The northernmost trap 
was about 20 meters from the edge of the cornfield. The distance between 
the pitfall traps was about 5 meters. The immediate area around the pitfall 
traps was disturbed mainly by mowing operations when the grass and herbs 
grew too tall and interfered with its use as a general storage area. Other 
than the mowing operations, however, the area was apparently not subject to 
grazing or many agricultural chemicals and thus, in a relative sense, it is 
undisturbed. Specimens falling into the I965 pitfall traps thus could 
have originated from either the mowed grassy area to the east of the trap 
line, or the natural history preserve to the west. Due to the height of 
the vegetation during moat parts of the season, migration on the surface 
would seem to be quite difficult for the larger arthropods because of the 
number of stems. The distance between areas is too great for smaller ones, 
like mites. Changes in storage operations at Curtiss farm between the 
summers of 19^5 azid I966 necessitated relocating the fencerow series for 
1966 to the fencerow paralleling the cornfield on the west slope, but still 
only 15 meters removed from the 19^5 location. A pile of posts Was 10 
meters away from the easternmost pitfall trap. Ecologically, the 1966 
habitat would be called mesic. At the time the pitfall traps were set, 
they were in unmowed grass 3 meters from the corn and only 2 meters from 
plowed ground to the north. To the south the grassy area was later mowed 
within 0.5 meter from traps 1 and 2 and about 1 meter from 3 but not at all 
close to trap 4» A pocket gopher was active around hole 1. 
Dominant plant species around the fencerow traps were as follows: 
hole 1 Agropyron repens, also some Amaranthus retroflexus and Physalis 
heterophylla. Hole 2 was also dominated by Agropyron repens, with a 
Phalaris arundinacea clump between 2 and 3. Hole 3 was dominated by Bromus 
.japonicus with some Polygonum convolvulus, Solanum nigrum,and Lactuca 
scariola. One Cannabis sativa plant was between holes 3 and- A* The area 
around pitfall trap 4 was dominated by Bromus inermis. Table 10 lists the 
plants found around the holes on August I9, I966. The mowed edge on the 
cornfield side was just within 1 meter of pitfall trap 4« 
The 1965 and I966 cornfield traps were in the same general location in 
the field of row corn planted for grain production. Herbicide and insecti­
cide applications were those any enterprising farmer might have used. The 
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1965 series was started when the corn was already in good growth, and had 
received the last cultivation. The three traps were in an L-shape rather 
than in a straight line. Holes 1 and 2 were in the same row but hole 3 was 
in a parallel row 10 rows to the north. In I966 the cornfield traps were 
set on April 8, at which time the fall-plowed field was still bare. The 
spring discing was done on April 13. The cornfield traps were out of the 
ground 27 hours in order to avoid their being disced under. The field was 
again briefly worked about the 14th or 15th of April, at which time one trap 
was damaged. On the l8th an anhydrous ammonia application disturbed the 
area. The field was again worked about May 2. On May 5 the traps were dis­
turbed by the corn planter. On May I6 the corn had not yet emerged, but by 
May 20 it was about 2 inches high. From April 1 through May 20 then, there 
was very little vegetation for any plant-feeding insects. Cultivation in 
the pitfall trap area was on June 7 a^d again on June 20, An herbicide, 
2,4-D ester, was sprayed over the cornfield about June 30, By July 5 the 
ground in the cornfield was well shaded. On September I9 an animal, judged 
to be a raccoon, disturbed some of the pitfall traps. By September 23 the 
corn was getting quite dry and light penetration to the soil had increased. 
By October 3 the corn was more or less dead and leaves and trash were be­
ginning to accumulate on the soil in the cornfield. By October 21 very few 
leaves were left on the cornstalks. At the time the ^ tfall traps were re­
moved on October 28 the corn had not been harvested. The I966 cornfield 
was quite weedy in the corn row, A plant census was taken on August 19, 
1966 (see Table lO), Some of the broadleaf weeds, particularly smartweed, 
had been killed or at least damaged by the herbicide. The remaining weeds 
around pitfall trap 1 were Setaria lutescens, Amaranthus retroflexus. 
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Physalia heterophylla, and Solanum nigrum; around pitfall trap 2 Setaria 
viridis, S, lutescens, Echinochloa sp.; around 3 S. lutesoens; and around 
hole 4 S, lutescens, Polygonum pennsylvanicun^ and Amaranthus retroflexus. 
The plants were those found immediately around the pitfall traps to a 
distance of about 2.5 meters. 
DeKalb Research Farm 
The DeKalb Research Farm near Dayton, Iowa, is operated _by,the DeKalb 
Agricultural Association for research purposes in evaluating commercial 
lines of corn ajid other crops. It is located about 45 miles northwest of 
the Iowa State University campus. The farm is of particular interest since 
insecticides had not been employed at all in the area involved in this 
study (Table l). Therefore the DeKalb Farm should represent the fauna of 
arable lands as free of insecticide contamination as any site available 
within Iowa. Whatever pesticide particles are in the air, within rainfall, 
or settle onto the soil; these of course would still be present. The I965 
fencerow pitfall traps were in a grassy strip 4 meters wide along an east-
west fence in the interior of the farm. Except for the fence, this site 
could certainly have been plowed to the same advantage as the adjacent 
areas. A cornfield was about 2,5 meters to the north. To the south was an 
unimproved roadway and then auaother cornfield. During the winter of I965 
the fence was removed; consequently, the I966 series was moved to a differ­
ent location. The fencerow along the north edge of the farm between the 
county bar ditch and the DeKalb Research Association cornfield was chosen. 
The bar ditch was subject to herbicide application by Webster County road 
crews and thus had a rather high percentage of brome grass. The corn to 
the south was only 1 meter removed from the fencerow pitfall traps. The 
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Table 1. Soil insecticide residues given as parts per million at I966 
pitfall trap sites in Iowa cornfields, fencerows, and prairies, 
April, 1967 
Site DDT DDD DDE 
Diel-
drin Aldrin 
Hepta-
chlor 
Hepta-
chlor 
Epoxide 
Chlor-
odane 
Curtiss fence 0.035 0.010 0.012 0.062 — —— — 
Curtiss corn 0.18 0.038 0.041 0.13 0.018 0.018 — 
DeKalb fence T* T* T* T* — — — 
DeKalb corn 0.041 T* rp* T* — ~ — 
Sanborn fence 0.010 T* T* 
— — 
Sanborn corn 0.049 — —— 0,030 — 0.022 0.096 0.055 
Kalsow rise iji* ij* T* T* — — — 
Kalsow low T* T* T* fp* —- — — — 
Cayler hill ip* T* rp* T* — — 
Gay1er bench 0.013 rp* ip* T* — — ~ 
T* = ^0.010 parts per million 
stand of grass in which the traps were located was uninterrupted through the 
bar ditch and up to the grade of the road. The traps themselves were in a 
level area with no appreciable grade. The vegetation in the ditch was sub­
ject to disturbance by mowing as well as herbicide application. The domi­
nant plant within 2 meters of the 1966 pitfall traps was Bromus inermis. 
Around hole 1 some Asclepias syriaca was also present; and around hole 2 
Panicum capillaire and Setaria viridis. Thus, there was a heavy stand of 
Bromus inermis with occasional grasses of other species and only those 
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broad-leafed herbs which are somewhat resistant to herbicide applications. 
The DeKalb cornfield pitfall traps in both I965 and I966 were placed 
in the guard rows surrounding Iowa State University and DeKalb Research 
Association cooperative rootworm research plots. The field was thus a 
little more open than a cornfield; however, the weed population was much 
lower because of the hand hoeiî^g practiced by the DeKalb personnel. The 
1965 and 1966 traps were about 10 meters and 5 meters apart respectively. 
The overall slope of the cornfield at both sites was roughly level. On 
August 19, 1966, the cornfield had few weeds. Around pitfall trap 1 there 
were three or four plants of Setaria viridis and one plant of Amaranthus hy-
bridus. Around pitfall trap 2 and 3 there were a few plants of Setaria 
viridis and Amaranthus hybridus. Hole 4 had a few more Setaria viridis. 
Thus the insects caught in this habitat should at least be tolerant of a 
corn monoculture, if it is not preferred, because the incidence of other 
plant species within the plots was so low. 
Sanborn, Iowa 
The Sanborn, Iowa, pitfall traps were on a private farm located five 
miles east of Sanborn, Iowa, along U.S. 18 in O'Brien County. This farm is 
about 175 miles northwest from Ames. The I965 fencerow series was on a 
very gentle north slope leading into a waterway; the lower portion probably 
floods whenever the waterway becomes filled. The southernmost hole was in 
well-drained soil and only 1 meter from the cornfield on the west side and 
5 meters from another cornfield to the east. No particular weed control or 
herbicide application was noted. For 1966 a site on the north side of the 
permanent waterway was chosen to obtain a location which would definitely 
have been agricultural land except for the fence. The corn to the east was 
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5 meters removed, but on the west side was a small triangle of land which 
was not tilled due to the closeness and angle between the fencerow and the 
permanent waterway, 
A selective hand application of herbicide against broad-leafed weeds 
was practiced by the farmer during the summer of I966. Poa pratensis was a 
dominant plant arouiid all four holes. Other plants surrounding hole 1 were 
Asclepias syriaca and one clump of Phleum pratense; hole 2 was dominated by 
Poa pratensis aind Andropogon gerardi; also present were Cirsium arvense, 
one plant, and a few plants of Agropyron repens; Poa pratensis and Andro-
pogon gerardi dominated the site around hole 3, with Ambrosia artemisifolia 
also being present. Site 4> the more southern of the four traps, was domi­
nated by Poa pratensis and Andropogon gerardi in a 3:1 ratio, while Ascle­
pias syriaca, Bromus .japonicus, and Ambrosia artemisifolia were also 
present. 
The cornfield pitfall traps were within research plots supervised by 
the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Most cultural practices were i-
dentical to those of the farmer on whose land these plots were located. 
The plots, however, did not have insecticide treatments but were surrounded 
by areas of insecticide usage, (See Table 1 for residue analysis.) The 
traps were set within the corn row in a straight line at 5-meter intervals 
for both 1965 and I966. The I965 and I966 sites were about $0 meters a-
part on the same north slope draining toward the permanent waterway. The 
corn plots and rows were of sufficient size and length to approximate 
normal cornfield conditions from an ecological standpoint. Soil insecti­
cides had been applied to these soils for at least 10 consecutive years 
before this study. The I966 cornfield was rated very clean in that no 
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weeds were seen within 2,5 meters of holes 1, 2, and 4, tiut there was one 
Setaria viridis plant within 2,5 meters of pitfall trap 3» thus corn was 
the dominant plant. 
In 1965 there was also a series of pitfall traps in a field of broad­
cast corn on the same farm. Care was taken to place the pitfall traps as 
close to the center of the field as possible. The nearest edge of the 
field was about 40 meters. Before planting an insecticide application con­
sisting of 30 pounds of ICffo granules of 4072 was applied over the entire 
field with a seeder. This field was planted late in the season so that the 
corn would still be attractive to corn rootworm adults when other fields 
had already matured. The plant population was over 40,000 stalks per acre. 
This high population gave a shading of the ground very quickly and allowed 
virtually no other plant species to establish, excépt for a few clumps of 
smartweed, 
Kalsow Prairie 
Kalsow Prairie is a l60-acre state botanical preserve located in Poca­
hontas County five miles from Manson, Iowa, and 80 miles northwest of the 
Iowa State University campus. No part of this prairie has ever been plowed, 
although 40 acres in the northwest corner were heavily grazed until the 
1930's, The eastern portion of the prairie was mowed for hay when horses 
were still common in the area. Local residents recall a wagon trail on the 
prairie. The plant diversity of Kalsow Prairie is extremely high, over 25O 
species of angiosperms having been collected in the course of one summer by 
Jack Brotherson (personal communication). The surface of the soil is 
covered by a 2- to 3-inch layer of dead plant material except in areas 
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disturbed by gophers. Two different series of pitfall traps were located 
within the prairie, in areas as ecologically distinct as possible. The 
highest point in the southeast corner of the prairie was chosen for the 
series hereafter called "rise." To the east, on the edge of a pothole, 
was the series called "low;" however, only about 4 feet of horizontal 
distance separated the two. 
The rise would be characterized as being a gentle ridge. Plant species 
noted within 2,5 meters of the pitfall traps are listed in Table 10, A 
partial list is as follows; pitfall trap hole 1 was dominated by Sporo-
bolus heterolepis; also present were Amorpha canescens, Helianthus laeti-
florus, Petalostemum purpureum, Solidago canadensis, S, rigida, and Andro-
pogon gerardi, The same plant complex was around pitfall trap 2 with the 
addition of Rosa suffulta, Lespedeza capitata, Psoralea argophylla, and 
Echinacea pallida. Many of these same plants were around pitfall trap 3, 
but the presence of Helianthus laetiflorus, Solidago rigida, and Lathyrus 
yen0sus was noted. Pitfall trap 4 was characterized by a larger proportion 
of Andropogon gerardi, also Panicum leibergii and Ratibida pinnata. The 
only disturbance noted in the area of the pitfall traps was by pocket 
gophers actively building mounds in the immediate vicinity. 
The low was near the lowest part of an undrained depression. The pit­
fall traps were not located in the lowest part because, when the traps were 
placed on June 10, water drained into the holes initially dug; therefore 
the traps had to be moved away to a position above the water table. The 
dominant plant around pitfall trap 1 was Sporobolus heterolepis, and some 
Andropogon gerardi and also Aster ericoides, Rosa suffulta, Helianthus 
laetiflorus, Solidago rigida. Petalostemum purpureum, Lespedeza capitata. 
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Asclepias tuberosa, Solidago canadensis, and Panicum virgatmn. Around hole 
2, Sporobolus heterolepis again was the dominant plant with Artemisia ludo-
viciana, Helianthus maximiliani, Equisetum laevigatum, and Spartina pecti-
nata. Hole 3 had, in addition to the Sporobolus, Zizia aurea and Elymus 
canadensis, more sunflowers and less grass as dominants. Around hole 4, 
Andropogon gerardi, Lathyrus venosus, and an unidentified species of Lactuca 
were noted, in addition to the dominant Sporobolus heterolepis. No severe 
damage from any cause was observed within the trap line. 
Gay1er Prairie 
Cayler Prairie is another state botanical preserve located l80 miles 
northwest of Iowa State University and about 4 miles west of West Lake 
Okoboji in Dickinson County, This prairie is a few acres larger than Kalsow 
Prairie but probably does not have the vascular plant diversity found in 
Kalsow Prairie. The topography contrasts with Kalsow Prairie, which is 
rather level, whereas, Cayler Prairie has hills and valleys in it and grades 
off into a stream with running water and even contains some xeric sites. 
The mat of dead plant material was not as thick as at Kalsow Prairie. 
A series of pitfall traps was on top of a windswept hill, hereafter 
called the "hill" series. This site was subject to as much wind as any of 
the prairie and therefore would have the most exposure to climatic factors. 
Ecologically, the site would be a mesic ridge top. Hole 1 was dominated by 
Andropogon gerardi with other plants present being Artemisia ludoviciana, 
Cirsium plodmanii, Amorpha canescens, and Sporobolus heterolepis. Hole 2 
was also dominated by Andropogon gerardi with Petalostemum candidum, P. 
purpureum, Rosa suffulta, and Monarda fistulosa present. The dominant 
plants around the site of pitfall trap 3 were Andropogon gerardi, 
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Sporobolus heterolepis, and. Amorpha canescens; also present was some 
Solidago rigida. The area surrounding pitfall trap 4 was dominated Jay 
Andropogon gerardi and Sorghastrum nutans. Liatris aspera and Potentilla 
arguta were also present. The site as a whole was undisturbed except for 
one incident: automobiles quickly wore a track into the prairie at the 
time of the dedication ceremony. 
The "bench" area was rather flat and in the middle of the western slope 
of the hill site. Pitfall trap 1 was dominated by Andropogon gerardi and 
Sorghastrum nutans, with Helianthus maximiliani, Panicum praecocius, and 
Panicum scribnerianum also present. At pitfall trap 2 the dominant plant 
species was Andropogon gerardi with some Achillea millefolium, Monarda 
fistulosa, and Desmodium canadense. The area around pitfall trap 3 was domi­
nated by Andropogon gerardi, with Cirsium flodmanii and Rosa suffulta being 
present. Sporobolus heterolepis and Andropogon gerardi dominated the area 
around pitfall trap 4» with Solidago missouriensis and Heliopsis heli-
anthoides also present. It should be noted that there was a large anthill 
about 15 meters from hole 4 of the bench series. 
Pitfall Traps 
Pitfall traps are admirably suited for the collection of arthropods at 
the soil surface. MacPadyen (1962) asserted that pitfall traps are es­
pecially good for beetles and I concur with that judgment. Pitfall traps 
operate 24 hours per day, collect both nocturnal and diurnal forms, and do 
not select for the rare or against the common species, thus skewing the re­
sults. Pitfall traps have a constant efficiency, even for different ob­
servers. Different people can operate a pitfall trap with the saime effi­
ciency as contrasted to a sweep-net. 
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Pitfall trapping is sometimes said to be a good measurement of activi­
ty. It seems to be a rather excellent qualitative method, but with proper 
discretion can also be used quantitatively. 
Pitfall trap usage has been criticized because the population density 
cannot be directly determined from the results. However, this criticism 
has a major weakness in that no collecting technique can absolutely sample 
the habitat of even one species. For certain groups of organisms, e.g., 
Carabidae, no better collection method has been found. The collecting 
technique most frequently compared with pitfall trapping is the insect 
sweep net. The sweep net, however, has internal difficulties, particularly 
in the area of efficiency. It is difficult for an individual to repeat 
himself in terms of reliability and it is frequently impossible for two 
people to make a survey in the same area and obtain results that are compa­
rable; therefore the sweep net does not have a constant efficiency. 
The construction of the pitfall traps was relatively simple (see 
Figure 1.) An ordinary tin funnel, 6^-inch diameter, was taken and 
the constricted stem removed. Following this the lid of a 4*5 oz baby-food 
jar, with a hole cut out large enough to receive the base of the funnel, 
was soldered with a discontinuous bead to the bottom of the funnel. This 
allowed water from rainfall to drain out of the funnel to the level of the 
sample jar. The uniform jar lid permitted rapid field exchange of a fresh 
bottle and the bottle with the newly collected sample. The sample's identi 
fication was placed directly on the glass jaxs with a Marks-a-lpt felt-tip 
pencil. 
The horizontal distribution of the pitfall traps was in a straight 
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Figure 1. Method of pitfall trap construction and sample identification 
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line, except for the Curtiss 1965 cornfield series which was L-shaped. The 
intertrap interval was 5 meters, except for the 19^5 Curtiss and DeKalb 
cornfields, in which lO-meter intervals were used. The holes for the pit­
fall traps were dug with a golf-course cup-cutter. The hole, made by a 4-
inch diameter cutter, was adequate for the large funnel in the looser ara­
ble land or for a slightly smaller funnel in the sod of either a fencerow 
or a prairie. The holes were dug deep enough so that the funnel and jar 
hung suspended into the hole and could thus be placed level with the sur­
face of the soil as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. This permitted any 
cursorial arthropods to readily fall into the trap. On the basis of limit­
ed observations, there did not seem to be any important barrier, either 
visual or tactile, that prevented arthropods from dropping into the trap. 
The collecting liquid in the pitfall trap varied. The use of liquid 
is highly desirable since without it the insects can again extricate them­
selves by flying or jumping out of the trap. Mortality is very low in a 
dry-trap, thus the larger specimens may eat the smaller ones. In 19^5» in 
the absence of definite statements in the literature as to the quantitative 
effect of collecting liquids, three were employed. Each fencerow and corn­
field series had one jar with water, one with 70?^ ethyl alcohol, and one 
with lOfo formaldehyde in the jar (30 to 35 ml). Table 2 shows one cycle of 
liquid rotation used in I966. 
The collection periods in I965 were irregular, ranging from one to 20 
days, but in 1966 a rigid weekly schedule was observed. The respective 
dates can be seen by reference to Table 3. In I966, collection weeks were 
set up by exchanging the jars each Friday without particular reference to 
the time of day, and then making a second visit to the trap within the 
Figure 2. Method of pitfall trap placement in fencerow 
Figure 3. Method of pitfall trap placement in cornfield 
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Table 2. Collecting liquid rotation sequence cycle, 1966 
1 2 
Hole 
3 4 
alcohol formalin Alcohol formalin 
formalin alcohol formalin alcohol 
alcohol formalin formalin alcohol 
formalin alcohol alcohol formalin 
alcohol alcohol formalin formalin 
formalin formalin alcohol alcohol 
collection week, either on Monday or Tuesday, The weeks were standard weeks 
of the years as given in Lewis and Taylor, Appendix J (1967). 
In 1965 and I966 Curtiss farm collections were made by me. Some of the 
1965 DeKalb Research Farm and Sanborn exchanges were made by fellow graduate 
students in the research group or by Dr. Peters. In 1966 there were local 
assistants, at DeKalb Research Farm, Sanborn, Kalsow Prairie, and Cayler 
Prairie, who made three consecutive changes. I made the change on every 
other Friday. Thus, one-fourth of the changes were made by me, and three-
fourths by the assistants. The use of assistants at the outlying sites was 
more economical in terms of finance and time. The periodic visits allowed 
for inspection at two-week intervals to assure proper maintenance of the 
pitfalls. 
The bottles were prefilled and prelabeled in the laboratory and then 
brought out to the assistants at the various sites. The physical ar­
rangement that the bottles should have within the pitfall trap series was 
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Table 3. Location, year, number of samples and the collecting dates by 
habitat series 
Wo, of Wo. of 
Location Year Habitat Weeks Dates samples days 
Curtiss 
farm 
1965 
DeKalb 
Research I965 
Farm 
fencerow 27-44 July 7-Wov. 2 II4 149 
cornfield 27-44 July 7-Oct.13 99 I29 
fencerow 26-41 June 30-Oct,25 63 117 
cornfield 26-41 June 30-0ct.25 63 117 
Sanborn 1965 fencerow 27-42 July 2-Oct,28 51 117 
farm cornfield 27-42 July 2-0ct,28 34 117 
b, corn 28-42 July 12-0ct,28 32 107 
Curtiss 1966 fencerow 15-43 April 8-0ct,28 220 203 
farm cornfield 15-43 April 8-Oct,28 220 203 
DeKalb fencerow 22-35 May 31-Sep,.2 108 94 
Research 1966 cornfield 22-35 May 31-Sep, 2 108 94 
Farm 
Sanborn 1966 fencerow 22-35 May 31-Sep, 2 108 94 
farm cornfield 22-35 May 31-Sep, 2 108 94 
Kalsow 1966 rise 24-41 June lO-Oct,14 128 126 
Prairie low 24-41 June lO-Oct,I4 128 126 
Cay1er 1966 high 24-35 June 10-Sep, 2 96 84 
Prairie bench 24-35 June 10-Sep, 2 96 84 
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prescribed on a separate 3x5 card by habitat, collection number, and 
liquid. The collection numbers were all coded in that the first digit 
indicated a particular geographic site. The card indicated the liquid 
within each bottle as well as the collection number. Through use of this 
system the assistants were able to make exchanges in the prescribed manner 
with a minimum of errors. Individual samples were identified by location, 
habitat, date, liquid, and collection numbers. No two samples were 
assigned the same number. In the early part of the I965 season the bottles 
were assigned these numbers after collection, but later in I965 and in all 
of 1966, they were all prelabeled with collection numbers before placement 
in the field, thus reducing confusion. The jars were labeled with a felt-
tip pencil. The collection number was printed on one side, and on the 
opposite side was the geographic location, e.g., Sanborn, followed by the 
habitat, e.g., corn. Next were the dates that the collection would cover, 
and finally the collection liquid. Moisture was a problem because it 
washed information from the bottle; however, one side of the bottle was 
usually legible. 
The samples retained the assigned numbers throughout the entire pro­
cess, including the label of pinned specimens. As the specimens were 
brought into the laboratory following field collection, the codings and 
contents of the bottle were checked, and preservative was added or changed 
as judged necessary. If an exchange of liquid was necessary, the old 
liquid was filtered out by the use of a lid containing a stainless éteel 
screen with 0.15-mm diameter openings. This screen did permit an occasion­
al juvenile mite or collembolan to pass through. Since these particular 
groups were estimated when numbers were beyond 40» important change re­
sulted from this technique. After inspection of the data aind contents, the 
samples were placed in a 5°C walk-in refrigerator ajid held at that tempera­
ture until sorting time. 
The sample numbers were prestamped upon a "standardized" duplicated 
sheet, so that the recording of the contents of each sample was uniform. 
These sheets, illustrated in Figure 4> were then placed in spring-back 
binders, allowing for easy addition or removal as the samples were sorted. 
Figure 4* Standard recording sheet, I966 
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Curtiss farm fencerow Collection # 
DeKalb Research Farm row corn H^O 
Sanborn broadcast corn ETOH 
Gayler Pi'airie soybeans FORM 
Kalsow Prairie 
Collection interval 
Date sorted 
Isopods 
Millipeds 
Centipedes 
Spiders 
Harvestmen 
Mites 
Collembola 
Crickets 
Hemiptera 
Leafhoppers 
Aphids 
Carabids 
Misc. beetles 
Plies 
Ants 
Misc. wasps 
Count 
Final 
Count 
to 
by 
1966. 
Count 
Final 
Count 
Misc. Orthoptera 
Pseudoscorpions 
Thrips 
Lepidoptera 
Neuroptera 
Psocoptera 
Annelida 
Mollusca 
Nematodes 
TOTAL 
Days in interval 
No. insects/day 
Sorting proceeded in an orderly fashion, more or less paralleling the 
collection numbers within a site. After retrieving the samples from the 
walk-in refrigerator they were allowed to warm until the moisture that con­
densed on the surface evaporated. The contents were dumped into as many 
100-mm petri dishes as necessary to allow reflected light to illuminate the 
material. Sometimes cornfield jars were so filled with soil that the col­
lection was no longer considered valid because of changed conditions. 
Insects could have either escaped or been prevented entry; therefore, the 
sample was discarded and is not represented in the totals. Thus, the total 
number of reported samples in the cornfield may differ from the adjacent 
matched fencerow. 
Following placement of the sample into the petri dish, it was placed 
upon the stage of a stereoscopic microscope. Other instruments used in 
sorting the specimens were Irwin loops, medicine droppers, and forceps. 
Arthropod specimens were placed in dram homeopathic vials, using cork 
number 0 or 4-dram snap-cap vials. The preservative was 70^ alcohol. The 
specimens were counted on a stage counter, with aji individual button for 
each group of insects, as they were placed within the vial. This provided 
for a minimum number of counting errors. Thus identification of the arthro­
pods was made while sorting. The vials were held in a wooden block in 
banks of five, allowing for easy retrieval of the vial of choice. Following 
completion of the sorting of the sample by the technician, the blocks with 
vials and also the petri dishes were set aside for checking by me. Thus, 
final responsibility for the identifications rests upon me, and not the 
technician. 
The labeling was done after the final check, using preprinted site 
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labels. On the obverse side of the label only the collection date was 
added by hand, the remainder having been machine printed. The collection 
number and liquid were written on the reverse side of the locality label. 
The homeopathic vials were then placed in a honey-combed drawer containing 
all of the vials of a series in çne sequence. Reference could thus readily 
be made to a particular vial. The snap-cap vials were also filed by col­
lection number. Storage after sorting was in 'JQSfo alcohol. 
Determination of Carabidae 
Initial determination of Carabidae was from pinned, dry specimens. 
After recognition was more precise, csire was taken to pin only the first 30 
to 50 representatives of each species. In some cases all specimens of a 
species were pinned because they could not be determined when wet. All 
Carabidae species had representative specimens which were determined by Dr, 
G, E, Ball, Department of Entomology, University of Alberta, Edmonton, 
Canada, or by Dr, Rick Preitag, a former graduate student of Dr. Ball, Dr, 
Ball is a recognized authority on the Carabidae, having written the Carab­
idae section in Arnett's The Beetles of the United States (I96O), 
The keys used for determining the Carabidae were, first of all. Ball's 
keys in Arnett, which go from the family to genus or subgenus. Species 
keys utilized were from the literature for the respective genera. The im­
portant sources of keys are Thomas Lincoln Casey in his Memoirs of the 
Coleoptera, beginning with volume three through ten, and spanning the years 
1912 through 1922, and Lindroth's The Ground Beetles (Carabidae Excluding 
Cicindelinae) of Canada and Alaska. Only fasicules two, three and four 
(1961, 1963, 1966) were available. Another importemt source was Hatch's 
Studies on the Coleoptera of the Pacific Northwest IV (1951). Lindroth's 
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1955 paper on "Garabidae çf.Newfoundland" was also helpful to a limited 
degree, Blatchley's Coleoptera of Indiana (l$10) was used mainly as a 
species checklist and for ecological notes. Following verification of a 
particular species name by Dr. Ball, additional specimens were determined 
by me. Those species which were too common to profitably pin,were de­
termined by placing the remaining unpinned Garabidae of one collection in 
a petri dish under a microscope, counting the number of representatives of 
each species, and recording these numbers directly on an IBM data sheet. 
These specimens were retained in alcohol for reference purposes. 
Microscopes used for either dry or wet determinations were a Bausch & 
Lomb zoom microscope with magnifications from "Jx to 30x and also a 2x ob­
jective which could be added to double the magnification. For identifi­
cation of the Pseudophonus group of Harpalus, an American Optical turret 
scope with the same total magnification (60x), but with a better optical 
system because of the absence of the zoom adaptation, was used. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Effect of Habitat - Garabidae Adults 
The Garabidae were all of subfamily Garabinae, Division B, Garabida. 
Of the Coleoptera,Garabidae are frequently the dominant group (Vestal, 
1913). The Garabidae are medium-sized to large beetles with mostly pre­
dacious food habits. The species of certain genera are small; other species 
are known plant-feeders. A few of the Garabidae are of economic importance. 
Most, however, go unnoticed. Their value as biological control agents is 
not fully known. The following species are discussed in the systematic 
sequence of Ball (I96O), Lindroth (I96I, 1963, I966), and others, 
Carabus meander Fischer 
Two specimens of Garabus meander Fischer were collected at Cayler 
Prairie, one during week 25 and the other during week 30. This species 
represents a new state record, C, meander is a northern, although not an 
arctic, species known to be almost trans-American, reaching from Maine into 
the Northwest Territories. It is also known from Michigan, Illinois, and 
Minnesota (Lindroth, 1955)* Procter (1946) reported the species from 
Morrell Park in the Mt, Desert region of Maine. Both Lindroth and Ball 
(i960) indicated that this species is highly hygrophilous, being found on 
the edge of Carex marshes without Sphagnum, or close to fresh water. 
Rivard (1964a) found C. meander on moist soil with moderate to dense vege­
tation, In Cayler Prairie the specimens came from the bench, a site not 
observed to have standing water. 
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Calosoma calidum Pabricius 
Pour specimens of Calosoma calidum Pabricius were collected; two from 
the 1965 Curtiss cornfield, one from the 1966 Curtiss fencerow, and one 
from the Cay1er Prairie bench. Collections were from week 21 to 30. This 
species is one of the few Carabidae to have a recognized common name, 
namely, the fiery hunter (Blickenstaff, 1965). Ball (196O) and Gidaspow 
(1959) differed on the adult hunting habits of £. calidum. Ball stated 
that the adults are known to be incapable of climbing add that they thus 
confine their hunting activities to the ground, Gidaspow asserted that the 
larvae of the species is terrestrial in that they do not often climb but 
that the adults, however, climb trees easily. Burgess and Collins (I917) 
found that neither the adults nor larvae were effective tree climbers. 
Nonetheless the species is a potent predator and a voracious feeder on 
caterpillars, and has been introduced into Hawaii for control purposes 
(Burgess and Collins, 1917)* Calosoma calidum is widely distributed, 
being known from southern Canada to the southern United States, It has 
been collected in the District of Columbia and 26 states, including Iowa. 
Minnesota and Michigan have been reported by Burgess and Collins (1917) but 
not by Gidaspow (1959)» The species is most common in a belt across the 
northern tier of states. It seems to be rather widely distributed but not 
locally abundant. One specimens was taken from a prairie by Hendrickson 
(1930). Walkden and Wilbur (1944) found the species in a sweetclover field. 
In Canada the species is known to frequent open, dry fields with low vege­
tation (Lindroth, 1955i I961) and reported by Rivard (1964a) to be found in 
open ground areas with dry soil. The habitats from which it was recorded, 
namely, fencerow, cornfields, and the prairie, would agree with this previ­
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ously reported ecology, 
Forbes (1883) examined the stomach contents of eight specimens and 
found them to have taken only animal food. He also indicated observation 
of a C, calidum eating a grasshopper. Slough (I940) confined specimens 
and found them to refuse boiled egg white, dry wheat, boiled wheat, and 
fat meat but to accept cheese, boiled egg yolk, lean meat and banana. They 
also ate living katydids, stink bugs, a cicado nymph, an ant, spiders, a 
butterfly chrysalis, measuring worms, other larvae, and sometimes sowbugs. 
Galosoma obsoletum Say 
Calosoma obsoletum Say is a large, rather dark carabid. Jaques and 
Redlinger (1946) recorded it from Iowa; however, Gidaspow (1959) did not 
record it from Iowa. The species is western, ranging from Washington and 
eastern Oregon to Kansas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas, Lindroth (196I) 
stated that the species is an inhabitant of the open prairie and cultivated 
fields. In this study five specimens were collected in the I965 DeKalb 
fencerow and cornfield. In I966 only one was collected from the cornfield 
at Gurtiss farm. All six occurred singly rather late in the season, rang­
ing from weeks 36-40. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) found C. obsoletum under-
neath burlap-sack traps in alfalfa, bluegrass, sweetclover, and native hay 
fields, Lindroth (1963) indicated that the adults are active throughout 
the summer and then hibernate; however, since all the specimens were col­
lected in September and October, perhaps adults in Iowa do not emerge until 
early autumn and that they overwinter as adults. 
Burgess and Collins (I917) reported captive adults would attack and 
consume living range caterpillars (Hemileuca oliviae) and grasshoppers. 
Unrestrained larvae in the field were observed feeding on range 
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caterpillars. 
Scaphinotus elevatus Fabricius 
One specimen of Scaphinotus elevatus Fabricius was collected at the 
rise in Kalsow Prairie during week 27, I966, This species is widely dis­
tributed in the eastern part of the United States, and also is known from 
Nebraska, Colorado, and Iowa, 
Notiophilus semistriatus Say 
Notiophilus semistriatus Say is a beetle which is generally quite rare 
but may be locally abundant. It was collected only at two sites, one 
specimen from the I965 DeKalb cornfield in week 40 and the remaining 35 
from the 1966 Curtiss fencerow. Most specimens were collected during week 
34 through week 38 but some as late as week 40» It is interesting to note 
that 20 of the specimens came from hole 2 thus indicating that the species 
is not uniformly distributed but may be associated with a particular host 
plant in the vicinity of that hole, a habitat feature, or that one trapped 
individual may have attracted others through the release of a pheromone. 
The beetle itself resembles the tiger beetles rather strongly in that it 
has markedly protruding eyes. The distribution is trans-American, reaching 
as far south as New Mexico, Jaques and Redlinger (1946) have recorded it 
from Iowa. The hibernating stage is unknown (Lindroth, I961), but the late 
occurrence of specimens would indicate hibernation as adults or eggs, 
Lindroth (I96I) stated that the species is found on open, gravelly, rather 
dry ground with thin, low vegetation. The fencerow at Curtiss farm 
certainly was neither a moraine soil, gravelly, nor open, having been dense 
with vegetation. Dambach (1948) reported occasional specimens from an Ohio 
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fencerow of bluegrass sod. 
Pasimachus elongatus LeConte 
During weeks 27 and 28 three specimens of Pasimachus elongatus LeConte 
were collected at Cayler Prairie, one from the hill and the other two from 
the bench site. This species is widespread, occurring from Texas to Ari­
zona (Lindroth, I96I) and as far north as southern portions of the Canadian 
Prairie Provinces. The species inhabits prairies and dry, open woodlands 
(Ball, i960). Vestal (1913) stated the species to be subterranean in woods 
and fencerows, Whelan (1936) collected it from under a stone in a Nebraska 
prairie. Walkden and Wilbut (1944) collected I80 specimens from wasteland, 
pastures, and forage crops in Kansas, 
Every item of living food offered by Slough (1940) was taken by P. 
elongatus with a voracity equal to Calosoma calidum. Cheese, boiled egg 
yolk, lean meat, and peach were also eaten but boiled egg white, banama, 
boiled wheat, and dry wheat were refused. 
Scarites quadriceps Chaudoir 
The adults of the genus Scarites are large beetles frequently seen on 
sidewalks or other open places during the daytime in summer. If picked up 
they usually do not hesitate to attack their captors. The specific names in 
the genus Scarites are in a state of confusion. Some authors recognize 
seven species in North America; others designate these as subspecies of a 
single species inhabiting the entire continent. The name employed here was 
first used by Chaudoir in describing specimens from Indiana but has never 
•been widely applied, Blatchley (I9IO) indicated that substriatus (here 
quadriceps) is common throughout Indiana from the first of April through 
July 7. 
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Specimens of Scarites quadriceps Chaudoir were collected almost ex­
clusively from agricultural lands, only one specimen coming from the 
prairie, namely, Kalsow rise. Of the total 42 specimens, 28 were collected 
in the I966 DeKalb cornfield and an additional ten were collected from the 
DeKalb cornfield and fencerow in I965. During his study of insects of Iowa 
prairies Hendrickson (1930) collected a single specimen. Everly in 1938 
reported the species by a synonym (^. substriatus) from an Ohio sweet corn 
field. It was taken along the roadside, in waste land, pastures, and 
forage crops of the Flint Hill section of Kansas (Walkden and Wilbur, 1944). 
A species similar to S. quadriceps, subterraneus Pabricius, was said by 
Ball (i960) to be found in seedbeds damaging seedlings. S. quadriceps oc­
curs in Texas, Florida, Louisiana, Indiana, and Iowa, Lindroth (I96I) did 
not list Scarites quadriceps as reaching Canada. 
From observations of limited feeding trials in the laboratory, an 
adult S, quadriceps, when unfed for a period of time, pounced upon a root-
worm larva presented to it and immediately killed it. During a 24-hour 
period an adult S, quadriceps consumed several rootworm larvae, S. quadri­
ceps also took adult corn rootworms and various lepidopterous larvae, some 
almost as long as the ground beetle. 
Dyschirius globulosus Say 
Nine specimens from eight collections of Dyschirius globulosus Say 
were obtained; six of the specimens came from Cayler, evenly divided be­
tween the hill and bench sites. Single specimens were collected from Kal­
sow low, DeKalb cornfield I966, and Curtiss fencerow I966, The known range 
is the eastern United States and Canada west to British Columbia, and even 
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the Yukon and Alaska. The southern limit is stated "by Lindroth (196I) as 
being unknown. D. globulosus has been reported from Florida and Louisiana 
(Leng, 1920), 
The species of this genus live in sand and clay soil burrows usually 
near water (Ball, I96O), Lindroth (I961) stated that I)yschirius globulosus 
is not strictly riparian but often occurs on the uppermost zone of river-
banks. Kirk (personal communication) stated that in South Dakota, immedi­
ately following a rain, he had seen many specimens on the soil surface of 
the cornfield at night. A second observation several days later revealed 
few specimens. This species' role in the energy economy of arable lands is 
wholly unknown. Wolcott (1937) found this to be the most numerous carabid 
species in two pastures and a meadow studied by him. A single specimen was 
collected in sweet clover by Walkden and Wilbur (1944)* Blatchley (19IO) 
stated the species was often collected from beneath loose bark of logs. 
Rivard (1964a) reported the habitat as open ground with sparse vegetation 
on dry soil. Hendrickson (1930) collected several specimens from Iowa 
prairies. Dambaoh (1948) found the species common in Ohio bluegrass and 
fencerows and occasionally in a clover meadow. 
A specimen was observed feeding on a small larva (Webster, I86O), 
Clivina impressifrons LeConte 
Only 34 specimens of this common species were collected. These came 
exclusively from the arable land and mostly from the cornfields, the 
Gurtiss cornfield, I966, being the largest single source. Light traps 
operated during the summer of I967 collected literally handfuls of Clivina 
impressifrons LeConte during the middle of July. These traps overlooked 
agricultural lands bearing crops other than corn. This indicates that C. 
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impressifrons is a good flier euid thus could potentially infest fields at 
almost any site, Blatchley (19IO) stated that the species does much damage 
to germinating corn. This species is rather widely reported over eastern 
North America: south as far as Texas, west to Kansas, and north to Ontario 
and Quebec. Everly (1938) found specimens under debris of a sweet corn 
field, especially when the soil was moist, Clivina impressifrons has been 
implicated as feeding on seed corn in Iowa. 
Clivina bipustulata Fabricius 
The overall populations of Clivina bipustulata Pabricius must be con­
siderably lower than those of C. impressifrons, specimens being seen in­
frequently in light trap or pitfall trap material, A total of eight speci­
mens were collected, half of which came from the Kalsow rise, none being 
collected at the northernmost sites, namely, Sanborn and Cayler Prairie. 
This species apparently is a southern or possibly even semitropical species, 
occurring in Canada only in southern Ontario but south as far as Florida 
cUid even the West Indies (Lindroth, I96I). It is also known from New York, 
Indiana, and Iowa. Lindroth (1961) questioned the indigenous status of the 
species in Canada since most of the specimens were found as drift material 
along lake shores. Rivard (1964a) took the species in Ontario light traps, 
but not pitfall traps. Everly (1938) found C. bipustulata under debris in 
an Ohio sweet corn field, Walkden and Wilbur (1944) collected one specimen 
from wheat pasture and also one from brome grass along a roadside, Dambach 
(1948) collected specimens from bluegrass fencerows in Ohio. My specimens 
were collected as early as week 24 and as late as week 35» both extremes 
being from Kalsow rise. 
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Bembidion rupicola Kirby 
One specimen of Bembidion rupicola Kirby was collected during week 33 
or 34 from the I965 Sanborn cornfield. This northern species was not previ­
ously recorded from Iowa. The species is known from the Canadian Prairie 
Provinces, west into British Columbia, but not the Pacific coast, Leng 
(1920) reported the species from Minnesota and south as far as Colorado. 
Lindroth (I963) indicated that the species is pronouncedly xerophilous and 
is known to occur in cultivated fields and other dry habitats, but also 
saline locations. The specimen was taken from a xeric situation, the corn­
field. 
Bembidion rapidum LeConte 
Bembidion rapidum LeConte was a common species in this study, being 
found in 13 of the I7 series, although it has never been previously reported 
for Iowa. Numerous specimens were also seen from July, I967, light trap 
material. The species is found predominantly in the cornfield, but not to 
the same extent as some of the other ground beetle species. It was more 
common in the prairies than Bembidion quadrimaculatum. The known range is 
North America east of the Rocky Mountains, south as far as Texas and even 
southern California, In Canada it is known from Ontario west to Alberta 
(Lindroth, 1963), 
Limited feeding trials in the laboratory indicated that B. rapidum can 
eat corn rootworm larvae, Lindroth (1963) did not state whether B, rapidum 
is known to fly, but specimens have frequently been observed to exhibit 
strong flight, reminding one of a small tiger beetle. 
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Bembidlon mimus Hayward 
One specimen of Bembidion mimus Hayward was taken at the Kalsow 
Prairie low during week 38. This species is known from Newfoundland west 
to Manitoba, Minnesota, and Illinois, but not Iowa. 
Bembidion impôtens Casey 
The fencerow in Sanborn, I965, yielded a single specimen of Bembidion 
impotens Casey during week 29. This species has not been recorded for Iowa, 
Lindroth (1963) stated it was distributed over the entire United States. 
It is known from Texas and Arizona to Ontario and British Columbia. Casey 
(1918) indicated that the species was rather abundant in Arizona, but the 
small size and population would seem to preclude any great effect on the 
energy budget of Iowa fencerows. 
Bembidion guadrimaculatum Linnaeus 
This common species was represented by the second highest total, over 
3,000 specimens having been collected. It was found in 16 of the I7 habi­
tat series, all except the Kalsow low, but only six specimens were col­
lected from the other three prairie series. It is definitely a species 
which was associated with agricultural land, 88^ of the specimens being col­
lected from the cornfield. Bembidion quadrimaculatum Linnaeus was common 
in all three cornfields both years. Everly (1938) found the species quite 
abundant in an Ohio sweet corn field, especially while the soil was still 
moist, following a rain. Lindroth (1963) wrote that the species as a whole 
is palearctic, occurring in eastern Siberia, as well as being trans-
American, having an eastern and western subspecies. Subspecies are found 
south as far as Texas and southern California and north into the Yukon and 
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Alaska, He also indicated that the species is common in cultivated fields, 
but also occurs regularly along lakeshore and river banks. Lindroth 
further noted that it has, been observed preying on Hylemya eggs in Mani­
toba. Rivard (1964a) stated the habitat to be mostly on open ground with 
dry soil. The species was common in Ontario agricultural land (Rivard, 
1966). He has also found that in Ontario the species definitely repro­
duced in spring (Rivard, 1964b). 
Feeding trials in the laboratory showed that the adults could eat corn 
rootworm larvae, and should definitely be explored as a biological control 
agent. The specimens were frequently seen running on the surface of the 
cornfield in the heat of summer, even during daylight hours, rushing from 
one crevice to another, thus seemingly on a constant search for food. The 
cabbage maggot egg-eating capacity and abundance of B. quadrimaculatum ap­
peared very favorable to Wishart, Doane, and Maybee (1956). In the field 
it was the most important predator. They also reported the maximum ob­
served movement of this species to be 49 yards. 
B. quadrimaculatum was found to be the most numerous ground beetle 
predacious upon cabbage maggot eggs in the field (Pitre and Chapman, 1964), 
During laboratory trials they found the ground beetle consumed 67^ of the 
eggs offered, 
Tachys granarius Dejean 
Only two specimens of Tachys granarius Dejean were collected, both from 
the Cay1er hill. This is the smallest of the carabids collected. The 
species is eastern in its distribution, reaching as far south as Florida, 
Arkansas, west to Kansas, and north to Ontario. Lindroth (I966) indicated 
that the species may sometimes be riparian but has also been found in dry 
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sand and in gravelly, exposed positions, e.g., gravel pits. The two speci­
mens came from the more exposed site within Cayler Prairie, the windswept 
hill, Blatchley (1910) indicated that the same species occurs in Indiana 
beneath stones and leaves on damp, wooded hillsides. Dowdy (1947) col­
lected specimens from the leaf layer of a disturbed oak-hickory forest in 
Missouri. 
Tachys anceps LeConte 
Tachys anceps LeConte was commonly collected in this study, being 
found in I4 of the 17 habitat series. It was most numerous in the corn­
fields, although also present in the fencerows and prairies (see Table 11). 
The total of 678 specimens collected is remarkable in that T. anceps repre­
sents a new record for the state of Iowa. Due to the confusion with Tachys 
incurvus the southern limit of T, anceps is not definitely known. T. 
anceps is reported from North America west of the Rocky Mountains and south 
as far as Texas and north as far as Alberta. Blatchley (I9IO) did not re­
cord it for Iowa and Leng (1920) listed it as a synonym of T, incurvus, but 
it was finally recognized as a full species by Lindroth (1966). He stated 
that the habitat and ecology are the same for T, anceps and T. incurvus and 
that the two species are repeatedly found together. There are apparently 
properly identified Iowa specimens of T. incurvus in the Iowa Insect Col­
lection. 
The occurrence of T. anceps, according to Lindroth (1966), is in rather 
dry, exposed areas which may be very sandy or mixed with clay, but as a rule 
are near water. It seems difficult to reconcile this with my finding that 
over 80^ of the specimens were collected from the cornfield. These certain­
ly meet the exposure requirement but not that of moisture. The peak of 
collections came in weeks 27-29 with some considerably earlier, as well as 
continuing on into the summer (see Table 2l). Not many occurred later 
than week 32 (with a gap in collection then) but a few occurred as late as 
week 43 at Curtiss farm. At DeKalb I966 the specimens were regularly col­
lected, albeit, in small numbers as long as the traps were in place, 
namely, through week 35» Very few specimens were collected from Kalsow 
Prairie or Sanborn, a few more being found at Cay1er Prairie early in the 
season. Nothing is known of its ecological impact upon its community, 
Fterostichus chalcites Say 
In contrast to the rather somber colors of most Iowa Carabidae, Ftero­
stichus chalcites Say is a bright metallic green. Only the commoness of 
the species spoils the appreciation for these handsome specimens. This 
species was collected most. It was found almost exclusively in arable 
land, and only one specimen was collected in the prairies, the Kalsow rise. 
Of the total 5097 specimens more than 1,400 were collected in Curtiss corn­
field in 1966 and more than 1,000 in Curtiss cornfield in 1965. The 
species showed strong affinity for the cornfield, having been collected 
there 91^ of the time. The distribution of P, chalcites was said by Leng 
(1920) and Casey (19I8) to be both Atlantic and Pacific. Lindroth (1966), 
however, indicated that its distribution is decidedly eastern, reaching 
only as far west as Indiana, and in Canada only into Ontario and not 
further west. Blatchley (19IO) indicated that P. sayi Brulle (now a syno­
nym) was common throughout Indiana. Jaques and Redlinger (1946) listed the 
species as Poecilus chalcites. It was found principally at Curtiss farm, 
DeKalb Research Farm, and Sanborn, Hatch (1953) did not record it from 
the Pacific Northwest region. The distribution of P, chalcites is probably 
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entirely east of the Rocky Mountains, Wolcott (193?) collected several 
specimens from a New York pasture and also a meadow. The species was very 
abundant in an Ohio sweet corn field (Everly, 1938), It was collected near 
Manhattan, Kansas, in alfalfa fields, a pasture, a wheatfield, and along a 
roadside by Walkden and Wilbur (1944), Dambach (1948) found occasional 
specimens in a bluegrass field border, Lindroth (1966) indicated that 
specimens of the species have been taken on sandy lakeshores but also in 
fields and in open woods on damp soil, Rivard (1964a) also reported oc­
currence on moist soil, with moderate to dense vegetation. The commonness 
of this beetle in the cornfields ajid the fact that only one specimen was 
taken in the prairie, suggests that many specimens taken outside of agri­
cultural lands are migrants in the process of moving from one location to 
another one. This species does have good powers of flight and has been 
taken in light traps at Ames, Iowa, The larva of this very abundant 
species has not been described. 
The size of the species and the food habits, as observed on laboratory 
specimens which were confined and presented with corn rootworm larvae, are 
such that P, chalcites could well be an important factor in the natural 
biological control of rootworms in Iowa, The species is numerous enough in 
most fields so that it could certainly be the number one predator on these 
larvae. Starved laboratory specimens have been observed to immediately 
pounce upon corn rootworm larvae when presented to them. One of the pitfall 
trapped specimens appeared to have been feeding on corn pollen, since the 
mouthparts were clogged with it, Forbes (I880) reported Pterostichus chal­
cites to have consumed an insect, Wishart et al, (1956) reported no evi­
dence of prédation on eggs of the cabbage maggot. 
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Pterostichus luoublandus Say 
Pterostichus luoublandus Say is of singular interest in that it comes 
as close to being an ubiquitous carabid as any collected in this study. Of 
the 1,287 specimens almost a third were found in each major habitat, i.e., 
fencerows, cornfields, and prairies. This species has also been seen in 
pitfall trap material collected in a local woods, P. luoublandus was repre­
sented in all of the 17 habitat series, being least numerous in the I965 
Sanborn cornfields and broadcast cornfield, and the I966 Sanborn cornfield. 
During I966 each of the 40 pitfall trap holes collected members of this 
species. At the DeKalb Research Farm, both in I965 and I966, significant­
ly more specimens were collected in the cornfield than in the fencerow. 
Even with a total of only 1,200 specimens, seven of the habitat series had 
more than 100 representatives, Hendrickson (1930) collected two specimens 
from a prairie near Ames, Iowa, Everly (1938) found only one specimen in 
an Ohio sweet corn field, Walkden and Wilbur (1944) collected the species 
among wild rye in a Kansas wasteland, Procter (1946) reports it from wet, 
stony areas and also a meat trap and a molasses trap on Mt, Desert Island, 
Maine, Dambach (I948) reported finding P, lueblandus Say (Tlucublandus) 
from shrubby fencerows in Ohio, Rivard (1964a) reported the species from 
moist, open ground, and (1966) as being present in most Ontario cultivated 
fields, Lindroth (1966) indicated distribution is trans-American, reach­
ing south to at least Missouri and Oregon, It is also found in Nova 
Scotia, New Brunswick, and Quebec on the eastern side and as far west as 
Vancouver Island, British Columbia, My results indicated that either 
habitat preferences are not strong or that the tolerance and adaptability 
are broad, Gilbert (1957) studied breeding time of several ground beetles 
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and concluded that Pterostichus luoublandus was unquestionably a spring 
breeder. Rivard (1964b) also found this to be true in Ontario, Vestal 
(1913) stated that adult beetles hibernate. 
A high percentage of the food was found to be animal matter (Forbes, 
1880). A specimen of P. luoublandus was seen feeding on a dead P, chal-
cites (Forbes, 1883). Webster (1880) suggested by circumstantial evidence, 
that the species might also feed on wheat kernels, although Slough (1940) 
found that in the laboratory it did not feed on dry wheat but would feed on 
boiled wheat, readily took lean meat and large larvae, and was slightly 
cannibalistic, Wishart, et al. (1956) found no evidence of prédation on 
eggs of the cabbage maggot, 
Pterostichus stygicus Say 
Pterostichus stygicus Say is not greatly unlike the Evarthrus species, 
but slightly smaller, A little over one-half of the 84 specimens were col­
lected in the prairies, evenly distributed between the series. The San­
born 1965 and 1966 fencerows yielded 14 and 12 specimens, respectively. 
Only seven specimens were collected at Curtiss farm, and none at the DeKalb 
Research Farm, Casey (1918) reported the species as being abundant and 
found from New York and Pennsylvania to Indiana, It was reported from a 
meadow and also a meat trap in the Mt. Desert region of Maine by Procter 
(1946). Lindroth (1966) reported it to range west to Missouri, Jaques and 
Redlinger (1946) have previously reported it for Iowa as Euferonia stygica. 
Lindroth (1966) indicated that the species is found in hardwood forests, or 
adjoining meadows with high vegetation, Rivard (1965a) has found the 
species in or near woods with moist soil. Of the five geographic locations 
sampled, only Curtiss farm could provide a habitat that might meet the 
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woods requirement. Most specimens were collected far from any hardwood 
forest, no woods being within sight of Kalsow Prairie, The trees closest 
to the Cayler Prairie series would be almost a half mile away, paralleling 
the stream along the east side of the quarter section, Gilbert (1957) sug­
gested that the species overwinters as an adult. 
Pterostichus scrutator LeConte 
A single specimen of Pterostichus scrutator LeConte was collected in 
1966 during week 40 from the Kalsow rise. The range of the species is 
northeastern. Specimens are known in Canada from Quebec, Ontario, and 
possibly Manitoba (Lindroth, 1966), Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa may be the 
southern range limit, Blatchley (I9IO) reported two specimens were taken 
close to an Indiana peat bog, Lindroth (1966) stated the habitat to be 
near standing water with a dense vegetation, 
Pterostichus luctuosus Dejean 
The five specimens of Pterostichus luctuosus Dejean probably do not 
adequately represent distribution of this species. Two were collected in 
the Curtiss fencerow in I965 and three in the 19^5 Sanborn fencerow. It 
has been collected at each site only during weeks 40 through 43 and thus 
could not possibly have been collected anywhere except the Curtiss farm in 
1966, Even though the collections at Curtiss farm continued through week 
43, no P, luctuosus were collected, Hendrickson (1930) collected a single 
specimen from a prairie near Ames, Iowa, during March, I927, Procter 
(1946) took the species from under stones and around ponds on the Mt, 
Desert Island of Maine, Rivard (1964a) stated the Ontario habitat to be 
moist soil in or near woods. 
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The distribution is completely trans-American, being found from 
Newfoundland to Vancouver Island, British Columbia, in the north, and south 
as far as Virginia and west into Washington and Oregon, Lindroth (I966) 
stated the species is very hygrophilic but is also rather eurytopic, being 
found near sandy waters and marshes where the vegetation is rich and 
frequently contains mosses. The five specimens were from the fencerow, 
which is certainly not a moist habitat. The three Sanborn I965 specimens 
could have migrated or moved from the permanent waterway just to the north 
of the pitfall trap series, but the Curtiss fencerow pair of specimens were 
certainly collected a long distance from water, 
Pterostichus leconteianus Lutshnik 
Thirty-six specimens of Pterostichus leconteianus Lutshnik were col­
lected in 34 different samples. Thirty-three were from Gay1er Prairie, and 
one from the I966 DeKalb fencerow. Lindroth (1966) and Ball (196O) both 
asserted that the distribution is transcontinental in the northern United 
States and Canada, with possibly a gap on the true prairie. Lindroth had 
not seen any specimens from Alberta. Leng (1920) reported it as P. 
erythropus in the Atlantic states, Florida and Indiana. It was listed for 
Iowa by Jaques and Redlinger (1946). The habitat reported by Ball (196O) 
is under cover in otherwise open areas that are damp. Rivard (1964a) re­
ported the Ontario habitat to be on moist soil in or near woods. Lindroth 
(1966) indicated that the species is found on open meadow ground which is 
not too dry. The Cay1er hill and bench series should be rated as mesic in 
moisture. 
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Pterostichus patruelis Dejean 
Pterostiohus patruelis Dejean has been reported for Iowa as Micro-
mas eus patruelis. The species was collected in one of the habitat series, 
the 1965 Sanborn fencerow during mid-autumn in week 40. Lindroth (1966) 
stated that the distribution is trans-American, but mostly northern, reach­
ing south as far as Kansas, Hendrickson (1930) collected one specimen from 
a prairie near Britt, Iowa. The species was reported by Lindroth (1966) to 
be a eurytopic swamp species, especially around Sphagnum bogs or Carex 
mires, Rivard (1964a) reported the habitat to be moist soil, but on open 
ground with sparse vegetation. The I965 Sanborn fencerow was close to the 
permanent waterway but there was not a Sphsignum bog or even a Garex associ­
ation in the waterway. Eight of the 10 beetles were collected in the same 
trap, the middle one of the series and not the one closest to the waterway. 
One of the specimens was collected in the 19^5 Sanborn cornfield which by 
any standards certainly was not a moist habitat. The habitat tolerances 
thus must be broader than previously reported in the literature, 
Pterostichus femoralis Kirby 
Pterostichus femoralis Kirby is a species of the interior, extending 
west to the Rocky Mountains but not reported from either coast. It has 
been reported south to Kansas, Iowa, and Indiana and is known in Canada 
from Ontario through Alberta. Forty-two individuals were collected, 32 in 
the fencerow and 10 in the cornfield, none being found in the prairie (see 
Table ll). My study indicated that the species is very tolerant of dis­
turbance and would tend to be found more readily in a semidisturbed area or 
ecotone, e.g., a fencerow. Dambach (1948) collected the species from 
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bluegrasB and shrub—bordered fields in Ohio. Lindroth (I966) stated that 
P. femoralis is found in open country and even on the dry prairie with 
either sandy or clayish soil. The seasonal occurrence of this species is 
very broad, having been collected in week 16 and as late as week 40. Col­
lection times at any particular habitat or series of pitfall traps, how­
ever, are not this broad. At Curtiss farm in I966 the species was col­
lected only early in the season, week I6 through 20, and not again, even 
though collections continued through week 43. 
Abacidus permundus Say 
Abacidus permundus Say is a southern species. It has been reported 
from Louisiana, Alabama, Nebraska, Iowa, and Indiana, but does not occur in 
Canada. One-half of the pitfall trap specimens were collected from the 
prairie, a third came from the fencerow, and the remainder from the corn­
field (see Table ll). Very few specimens were collected at either Curtiss 
farm or at Sanborn, Iowa. Blatchley (19IO) indicated that A. permundus was 
found frequently throughout the southern half of Indiana, beneath logs in 
open, sandy woods. None of the 17 habitat series contained any logs and 
only one habitat, the Curtiss fencerow, was near trees. Hendrickson (I930) 
collected a specimen from a prairie near Ames, Iowa. A. permundus was 
taken in wild rye wasteland, a bluegrass roadside, and a sweet clover field 
in Kansas (Walkden and Wilbur, 1944)« Shelford (I963) stated that the 
species was found in the later serai stages of a sugarberry-elm-sweetgum 
forest. 
Personal observation on limited laboratory feeding trials indicated 
that this species is a capable predator. 
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Ehrarthrus sodalis colossus LeConte 
The specimens of Evarthrus sodalis colossus LeConte were all from the 
Sanborn I965 and I966 fencerows. The two species names, Eumolops sodalis 
LeConte and Eumolops colossus LeConte, have recently been synonimized by 
Freitag (1968); the resulting species name thus is not on Jaques and Red-
linger' s 1946 list. The species is reported from Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indi­
ana, Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas, Texas, and Louisiana, A possible 
explanation for finding this species at Sanborn exclusively is that the 
soil type is not the glacial till derived Clarion-Webster, but rather 
Galva-Primghar, a loess type soil (Penton, Highland, and Phillips, 1967). 
It is probable that insects will be proved to respond to soil types as 
plants are known to do, Hendrickson (1930) collected nine specimens from 
prairies, mostly in the Ames, Iowa, vicinity, Walkden and Wilbur (1944) 
collected 15 specimens from under their sack-traps in Kansas forage crops, 
a pasture, and a roadside, 
Forbes (I88O) found a specimen with beetle fragments still clinging 
to its mandibles. Dissection of this specimen revealed that none of the 
food was of vegetable origin. Another specimen contained traces of algae 
in addition to several insects. Seven more specimens (Forbes, I883) had 
consumed about 7^ vegetable food and the remainder caterpillars, Scarabae-
idae, Coleoptera larvae, cankerworms, and other insects. Slough (1940) 
found his captive specimens quickly took animal food, sometimes even fight­
ing over morsels, while a third specimen appropriated the tidbit. Live 
food eaten by the beetles included grasshopper nymphs, leafhoppers, stink 
bugs, and other sodalis colosGusl Of the non-living food cheese was eaten; 
the other foods of the series were not reported, Freitag (1968) reported 
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the species to eat ants. 
Evarthrus alternans Casey 
This species was predominantly collected in the prairie, nearly 6ofo 
coming from Kalsow Prairie, All of the prairie and fencerow series con­
tained the species, but the three cornfields where it was found yielded a 
mere jfo of the total. Kalsow Prairie collections continued throughout the 
season, but reached a peak during week 30. Evarthrus alternans Casey was 
first described from Keokuk, Iowa, specimens, but Jaques and Redlinger 
(1946) did not include it in their list. The known remge is Illinois, 
Iowa, Missouri, South Dakota, and Wisconsin (Preitag, I968), 
Evarthrus torvus LeConte 
A single specimen of Evarthrus torvus LeConte was collected from the 
1965 Sanborn cornfield during July. The species is known from Kansas, 
Nebraska (Leng, 1920), and Iowa (Jaques and Redlinger, 1946). Walkden and 
Wilbur (1944) collected the species from pastures, forage crop fields, a 
roadside, and a dropseed wasteland in Kansas. 
Evarthrus iowensis Preitag 
Evarthrus iowensis Preitag is a recently described species (Preitag, 
1968). Porty-seven specimens were collected from Cayler Prairie, predomi­
nantly the hill series. Paratypes are on deposit at the Iowa Insect Col­
lection, Iowa State University. The species* appearance is a small edition 
of previously known members of the genus, Iowa represents the southeastern 
extent of the range, Minnesota axid South Dakota complete the known range 
(Preitag, I968). 
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Calathus gregarius Say 
Calathus gregarius Say is known from Nova Scotia to Iowa and south to 
Florida ajid Texas. In Ontario Rivard (1964a) has collected the species in 
or near dry woods. In the present study C. gregarius was found only in­
frequently in the cornfields, all but 43 specimens originating from the 
fencerows or the prairies. Relatively few specimens were collected at San­
born, none from either the I965 or I966 cornfield series, Adams (I909) re­
ported collecting a specimen in the leaf litter of a balsam-spruce forest 
on Isle Royale, Wolcott (1937) found the species in two pastures and a 
meadow in New York, Procter (1946) took specimens from grass, logs, and a 
meat trap in the Mt, Desert area of Maine, 
Webster (I88O) and Forbes (I88O) both reported the species to have fed 
on grass pollen and anthers, as well as some insect material (Forbes, I88O), 
Six specimens of Ç, gregarius were dissected by Forbes in I883 and found to 
have consumed caterpillars and other insect larvae, the remaining one-third 
of their food being pollen of grasses. 
Agonum cupripenne Say 
One specimen of Agonum cupripenne Say was taken on the bench of Cayler 
Prairie during week 34* The species is distributed from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific Coast and south at least to North Carolina, Indiana, Iowa, 
Kansas, and Oregon (Lindroth, I966), Wolcott (1937) found a single speci­
men in a New York pasture. Procter (1946) found the species in a stony 
area of the Mt. Desert region. Dambach (I948) found the species in her­
baceous borders of Ohio fields, Lindroth (1966) indicated that the beetles 
are to be found in open mesic country with rather sparse vegetation. Open, 
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moist ground with moderate to dense vegetation was the habitat reported 
by Rivard (1964a), The Cayler bench was probably mesio enough but the vege­
tation was too dense to be called sparse or thin. Incidental observations 
made in em Ames, Iowa, cornfield in I967 revealed that Agonum oupripenne 
was present, 
Webster (1880) observed two specimens harassing a half-grown cricket 
that they had already injured, 
Agonum gratiosum Mannerheim 
Five specimens of Agonum gratiosum Mannerheim were collected in I965 
in the Sanborn fencerow. It is quite likely that additional specimens 
might have been collected if the I966 Sanborn fencerow pitfall traps had 
been operated later than September 2 (week 36). The weeks represented in 
1965 were either 30 or 31, one specimen, and the remainder from weeks 39» 
40, and possibly as late as week 43. Synonyms have previously been known 
for Iowa, The greater distribution is trans-American, with a southern 
range very much like that of A, cupripenne. A, gratiosum is somewhat less 
hygrophilous than other closely related species, being found in open, 
moderately moist habitats which in some areas of its range may include 
peat as well as Sphagnum (Lindroth, I966), Rivard (1964a) reported moist 
soil in or near woods to be the major habitat. The I965 Sanborn fencerow 
pitfall trap series were close enough to the permanent waterway to have 
collected specimens from there. Specimens were, however, collected from 
all three of the traps in the series. 
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Agonum melanarium Dejean 
A single specimen of Agonum melanarium Dejean was collected during 
week 40 in the I965 Sanborn fencerow. Due to the mid-autumnal occurrence 
of this particular adult, early termination of the I966 fencerow pitfall 
trap series probably precluded collecting additional specimens. This 
species is northern, being found from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and 
west into British Columbia (Lindroth, I966). The southern extent of the 
range is from Washington, D,C,, to Oregon (Leng, I920), Procter (1946) 
took a flying specimen, melon-baited specimen and several others from near 
water, Rivard (1964a) found the species on moist soil with moderate to 
dense vegetation. The soft, wet soil near water called for by Lindroth 
(1966) or even a brushy situation is not very well provided by the I965 
fencerow habitat. The specimen may have been wandering away from the 
permanent waterway immediately north of the pitfall trap from which it was 
collected, 
Agonum placidum Say 
Agonum placidum Say seems to be widely dispersed in different habitats, 
and is broadly distributed over the continent. It is known from Newfound­
land to Edmonton, Alberta, and said by Lindroth (1966) to reach south into 
Mexico, but not the Pacific Coast. The species was collected in 15 of the 
17 habitat series (see Table 11). Eighty-four % of the specimens were col­
lected from the cornfield and 15^ from the fencerow. Thus, this species 
seems to have been favored by the disturbance created by agriculture. The 
largest collections were from the Gurtiss cornfields of I965 and I966. 
Hendrickson (1930) reported collecting a specimen from a prairie near 
Stanhope, Iowa. Everly (1938) collected the species from an Ohio sweet 
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corn field. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) reported one specimen taken in panic 
grass and another in a sweet clover field, Procter (1946) found the 
species under stones in a Maine potato field, Darabach (1948) occasionally 
found the species in bluegrass sod field borders. Lindroth (I966) indi­
cated that A. placidum is ",,,a pronouncedly xerophilous species occurring 
in open, usually sandy country, often on cultivated soil among weed vege­
tation," This characterization certainly agrees with the habitat situation 
in which A, placidum was collected in this study. It was found by Rivard 
(1964a) to be mostly on open ground with dry soil. A possible explanation 
for the broad habitat occurrence of this species is its excellent power of 
flight. It was reported by Lindroth as being taken in light traps. Numer­
ous specimens were taken in light traps at Ames, Iowa, during July, I967. 
Rivard (1964b) has found that the species is a midsummer breeder. 
Agonum puncticeps Casey 
The distribution of Agonum puncticeps Casey is basically trans-Ameri­
can but there are large gaps or areas in the central part of the prairies 
in which the species has not been collected. It is known from Quebec, 
north as far as Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, and on to the southeast part of 
British Columbia. The southern boundary appears to be close to the 
northern tiers of the states in the United States, Wickham (I9II) reported 
the species for Iowa as Platynus pusillus LeConte, A, puncticeps was col­
lected in three of the habitat series, four specimens from the I965 Sanborn 
fence, two from the Cayler hill, and four from the bench. The Sanborn 
fence specimens were collected in mid-autumn, weeks 40 through 43? however, 
the Cayler Prairie specimens were collected during weeks 25, 26 and 27. It 
should thus have been possible to have collected the species in I966 at 
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Sanborn. Lindroth (I966) indicated that the species was found among dead 
leaves and similar material, and shady places near water of rivers and 
lakes. There is enough dead vegetation in the three habitats where it was 
collected to provide adequate cover for the species; however, all three 
habitats were far removed from flowing water. 
Amara Bonelli 
The distribution of the Amara species seems to be principally in dis­
turbed sites. Geographic distributional records cited are composites of 
Leng (1920), Hayward (1908), Casey (1918), Lindroth (1955)} and Blatchley 
(1910), The particular source of information will not always be cited for 
each species. 
Amara torrida Paykill 
Two specimens of Amara torrida Paykill were collected from the I966 
DeKalb Research Farm fencerow. The species was known from Iowa by a syno­
nym, Amara rufimanus Kirby. A. torrida is a northern species, being known 
from Newfoundland west to Alberta and Alaska (Lindroth, 1955), and south 
into the alpine zone of Colorado. Lindroth (1955) stated that the beetle 
is confined to open, dry grasslands with a firm soil base. It is also said 
to be favored by human culture in Newfoundland as it is in other heavily 
forested areas. The present finding in fencerows is in agreement with 
previous records from disturbed habitats, 
Amara pennsylvanica Hayward 
Five specimens represent Amara pennsylvanica Hayward, These were 
taken in I966, one at the Curtiss fencerow, two in the DeKalb fencerow. 
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and two in the DeKalb cornfield. The species is known from Iowa (Jaques 
and Redlinger, 1946), the Atlantic seaboard, south as far as Alabama, west 
to Missouri, Texas, New Mexico, Nebraska, Wyoming, and north into Canada 
(Hayward, I908), No published record of its ecology was seen but it would 
seem to be favored by disturbed areas. 
Amara carinata LeConte 
Amara carinata LeConte was collected in 10 of the 17 habitat series. 
It is apparently favored by disturbance, since it was not collected from 
the prairies. Collections were evenly distributed between the fencerow and 
cornfield. Collection dates were scattered from week 27 to week 41* It 
has been reported for Iowa and west to Montana and Utah, then south to 
Kansas. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) collected the species in Kansas waste­
land, sweet clover, and alfalfa fields, 
Forbes (1863) found that all of the food taken by three specimens of 
A. carinata had been of vegetable origin; seeds, fungi and other plant 
tissues, 
Amara exarata Dejean 
Thirteen specimens of Amara exarata Dejean were collected from five of 
the 17 habitats. It has been recorded from Kansas, Iowa, and east to North 
Carolina, and Long Island in New York State and north to Massachusetts, 
The species was collected only in disturbed areas; the fencerow and corn­
field but primarily in the fencerow. Everly (1938) has collected the species 
in an Ohio sweet corn field. Dambach (I948) reported it from bluegrass sod 
fencerows. Most collections were from late August through October. 
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Amara latior Kirby 
A single specimen of Amara latior Kirby was collected at DeKalb Re­
search Farm from the I965 cornfield during week 39« This is a new state 
record. The species is widely distributed and is reported from Newfound­
land, Nova Scotia, south as far as Texas, west to California, Oregon, and 
British Columbia (Lindroth, 1955» Hayward, I908). Since only one specimen 
was collected it might have been a straggler from some other habitat. 
Rivard (1964a) has collected the species from "open ground in general" with 
dry soil. He also (I966) found it common in agricultural land. Lindroth 
(1955) reported that in Nova Scotia the species has been taken on dry grass­
land with gravelly soil. The species reproduces in autumn (Rivard, 1964b). 
Amara apricaria Paykill 
Nine specimens of Amara apricaria Paykill were collected. Only 1965 
is represented since the habitats from which they were obtained, i.e., the 
DeKalb fencerow and cornfield, did not have pitfall traps in them as late 
into fall during I966. The earliest specimens collected were during week 
36 with some as late as week 40 to 43» the collection interval being too 
long to determine which week these specimens were collected, Amara apri­
caria is almost circumpolar, being found throughout Eurasia and is in North 
America as an introduction. On this continent it is known from Nova Scotia 
to British Columbia (Lindroth, 1955)* Everly (1938) found the species 
under debris of a sweet corn field in Ohio. Procter (1946) collected A. 
apricaria under stones in a potato field and also from Lake Wood. Jaques 
and Redlinger (1946) reported the species to respond rather well to human 
culture, being found in gardens and open, dry ground with grass and weeds. 
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These observations are supported by the collections from fencerows and 
cornfields. 
Amara avida Say 
Amara avida Say seems to be broadly distributed in agricultural lands 
of Iowa, since it was collected from all three of the agricultural sites. 
The DeKalb Research Farm yielded most specimens. The temporal occurrence 
was from week 30 through 37* The species is known from Nova Scotia to 
Edmonton, Alberta, and British Columbia, The southern limit of the range 
seems to be Virginia, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Colorado, and British Co­
lumbia. Lindroth (1955) reported that this species chooses intimate as­
sociation with human culture in Newfoundland, being found in areas of 
scarce vegetation and especially weedy places. The species is most common­
ly found on open ground with dense vegetation (Rivard, 1964a), Procter 
(1946) collected the species from under stones of a potato field in the Mt.' 
Desert area of Maine, 
Amara obesa Say 
Amara obesa Say was collected 10 times and from all three of the major 
habitat divisions. The habitat tolerance of the species appears to be 
rather eurytopic but tending toward the climax vegetation. Pour of the 
specimens come from the prairies, an additional five from the fencerow and 
only one from the cornfield, which also was the only specimen collected 
from Sanborn in I966 (see Table 11), The species is trans-American in a 
rather broad belt from Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, west to British Co­
lumbia, south to the western part of Oregon, Idaho, Arkansas, and New York 
State, Wolcott (1937) collected three specimens of ? obesa from a New 
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York meadow. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) collected specimens from a river 
bottom, sweet-clover field, alfalfa field, bluegrass and roadside brome-
grass pasture. Lindroth (1955) reported taking two specimens on a sandy 
seashore. Rivard (1964a) found the species on open ground with dense or 
moderate vegetation. 
Parker and Wakeland (1957) reported Amara obesa adults to have been 
reared from larvae feeding on grasshopper egg pods collected in Klamath 
County, Oregon. They also quote Riley as having documented the destruction 
of "large numbers" of eggs in Minnesota during I876 and 1877* Since A. 
obesa is widespread, Parker and Wakeland felt that it might be the most 
important carabid predator of grasshopper egg pods. The species reproduces 
in autumn (Rivard, 1964b). A. obesa utilized bison dung as a food source 
(Shelford, I963). 
Amara ellipsis Casey 
Amara ellipsis Casey is a new record for Iowa. It is also known from 
Kansas and Colorado (Casey, 1918b), The species thus appears to be of the 
interior mid-prairie regions. Twenty-eight specimens were collected, all 
but three in the I966 Sanborn fencerow. One specimen was collected in the 
1965 Sanborn fencerow and two from the Kalsow low. The species was col­
lected from week 24 to 33» but the greatest number of collections was 
during weeks 24 through 27. Since the species was collected only twice 
from the prairie and so frequently from the 1966 fencerow, which is con­
sidered an intermediate between a prairie and the cornfield, it is assumed 
that the disturbance caused by surrounding agricultural practices favored 
the population development. 
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Amara aeneopolita Casey 
Amara aeneopolita Casey is reported for the first time from Iowa. 
Lindroth (1955) stated that the species is widely distributed in northerly 
latitudes, but is known only from Newfoundland, Labrador, Quebec, Michigan 
and Manitoba. The Iowa specimens were all collected in the fencerow at 
Sanborn, during weeks 26 to 31 of I966. A single specimen was collected 
during week 40, I965. Lindroth states that in Newfoundland the species is 
found on dry grasslands on firm soil. This is in agreement with the 
present observation. 
Amara sp, (near aeneopolita Casey) 
Forty-two specimens representing this presently unidentified species 
were collected in the Sanborn I966 fencerow. Collections were from week 
23-34. Since these weeks are only one removed from the beginning or the 
end of pitfall trapping in the Sanborn fencerow I966, it is quite likely 
that the adult activity period is even longer. 
Amara littoralis Mannerheim 
Amara littoralis Mannerheim was known to Hayward (1908) from Alaskan 
specimens only. The species represents a new record for Iowa. This 
species was represented by 27 specimens from nine of the different habitats: 
Curtiss farm fencerow, DeKalb Research Farm, Kalsow and Cayler Prairie, 
The DeKalb farm and Kalsow Prairie yielded most specimens. The collection 
times formed no clear pattern, extremes were week I7 to 35. Most speci­
mens were collected during weeks 24 through 32. During 1966 Curtiss farm 
yielded specimens in week 17 and also 34î thus the extremes in collecting 
dates were almost achieved in the same location. The general occurrence 
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indicated that this species is a spring breeder, 
Amara cupreolata Putzeys 
Amara cupreolata Putzeys was collected from seven of the sites (see 
Table ll). The greatest number of specimens were collected at Kalsow 
Prairie, in the rise and low. The range is several provinces in Canada, 
the New England States, south to New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Mis­
souri, Kansas, Colorado and west to Utah, Vestal (1913) collected a speci­
men on blowsand in an Illinois sand prairie, Procter (1946) stated their 
Maine habitat to be under logs and stones in damp places, Dambach (1948) 
found Amara cupreolata in bluegrass field borders in Ohio, 
Forbes (I880) dissected a specimen whose stomach was 9*^ filled with 
mite eggs, and also one with 90^ mites and the remainder grass (1883). 
Vestal (1913) stated that the species feeds mostly on vegetable matter, 
Amara angustata Say 
Amara angustata Say is known from Canada, the New England States, 
south to Virginia and Indiana, and west to Kansas. About 8Cffo of the speci­
mens were collected from the fencerow, primarily Sanborn I966. No speci­
mens were taken in cornfields, but the prairies series were all represented. 
The Sanborn occurrences were from the first week of collection until week 
33, mostly between weeks 26-31. Hendrickson (1930) found the species 
numerous in Iowa prairies. 
Cratacanthus dubius Palisot de Beauvois 
Cratacanthus dubius Palisot de Beauvois was collected from the fence-
row, except one I965 Curtiss cornfield specimen. The earliest collection 
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was in week 29 and the latest in week 35» Jaques and Redlinger (1946) in­
cluded it for Iowa, The range is the southeastern United States, New 
Jersey, then westward to Indiana, Iowa, Arizona, and south of this line. 
Blatchley (19IO) stated that the species is found in Indiana gardens, the 
borders of cultivated fields, and may often be unearthed during plowing 
operations. The Iowa occurrence is definitely ecotonal, since C, dubius 
was collected almost exclusively in the fencerow. The species is common in 
the eastern United States aJid was taken from under a board in an Illinois 
sand prairie (Vestal, 1913). Walkden and Wilbur (1944) collected 54 speci­
mens from pastures, four from a dropseed wasteland, one from a sweetclover 
field, and one from an old stand of alfalfa. 
A specimen was found by Forbes (I88O) to have an empty alimentary 
canal, except for a few fungus spores. 
Harpalus Latreille 
Harpalus beetles are medium-sized to large specimens. This genus con­
tains species whose main dietary source is not of animal origin. Several 
species, including a number in Iowa, are known seed-eaters, Blatchley 
(1910) indicated that beetles of the genus Harpalus occur in the area of 
logs and rubbish, and also the margin of cultivated fields. 
Harpalus herbivagus Say 
Harpalus herbivagus Say is a rather common beetle, having been col­
lected in 14 of the If habitat series, but especially fencerows. The 
species has been recorded for Iowa and is known from Long Island, Virginia, 
Nebraska (Casey, 1914)» and the Pacific Northwest (Hatch, 1953). Hendrick-
son (1930) collected several specimens from various prairies in central 
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Iowa. The Curtiss fence, both in I965 and I966, yielded comparatively 
large series. Of the foiar prairie series only one has a significant num­
ber, the Kalsow rise, Everly (1938) found several specimens in an Ohio 
sweet corn field. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) collected 48 specimens, 
principally from a wasteland and an old stand of alfalfa, but also from 
pastureland, roadsides, and a sweetclover field. In Ontario Rivard (1964a) 
found this ground beetle common in moist open ground. 
Early in spring Harpalus herbivagus feeds on tender grass shoots and 
then later in the season shifts to tender blades and discolored portions of 
the grass plant (Webster, I88O). He also presented circumstantial evidence 
that indicated the species would feed on wheat kernels. 
Harpalus indigens Casey 
Harpalus indigens Casey was originally described in 1924 from one 
specimen collected at Monmouth, Maine, Since that time no author has re­
ported Harpalus indigens; the range is either very disjunct or there is a 
chance that the specimens are misidentified. In a personal communication 
with Dr. Carl H. Lindroth (November 26, I967) he indicated that this 
species might be Harpalus ventralis LeConte. H. ventralis is known from 
Colorado. In either case my 120 specimens were collected exclusively in 
the prairies. Kalsow Prairie had about three times as many representatives 
as Cay1er Prairie. 
Harpalus fallax LeConte 
Harpalus fallax LeConte were collected five times from the Curtiss 
farm fencerow and once from the Cay1er bench. The collections were from 
week 27 to 34» thus spanning the midsummer season. Jaques and Redlinger 
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(1946) reported the species, Casey (I918) indicated it may be abundant in 
New Mexico and Colorado. 
Forbes (I88O, 1883) reported five specimens to have consumed only vege­
table matter, mainly grass tissue and fungi. 
Harpalus faunus Say 
Harpalus faunus Say has been reported for Iowa (Jaques and Redlinger, 
1946; Ball and Anderson, I962), It is widely distributed over eastern 
North America, ranging from Ontario, to Louisiana, North Dakota, and Ari­
zona, Both Blatchley and Casey indicated that the species is common. 
Seven specimens were taken in the I966 DeKalb Research Farm fencerow, two 
at the 1966 Curtiss farm fencerow, one in the I966 Sanborn fencerow, and 
one from the Kalsow rise. The collections were from week 27 to 39* Walk-
den and Wilbur (1944) took five specimens from pastures in the Kansas 
Flint Hills, The same activity periods were reported by Rivard (1964a) 
from Ontario, where the habitat was moist soil with sparse vegetation. 
The liquid in which nine of these specimens were collected was formalde­
hyde. 
Harpalus longicollis LeConte 
A specimen of Harpalus longicollis LeConte was collected from the I966 
DeKalb Research Farm cornfield during week 33. The species had been re­
ported for Iowa by Jaques and Redlinger (1946) and Ball and Anderson (1962). 
The range is from southern Quebec to South Dakota, Kansas, and to the Gulf 
Coast. One specimen was taken in an Ohio sweet corn field (Everly, 1938), 
Ball states the habitat to be damp soil with grassy places near bodies of 
water. The DeKalb cornfield certainly was not a damp place in August of 
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1966, 
Harpalus pennsylvanicus De Geer 
The most common large carabid of agricultural lands must be Harpalus 
pennsylvanicus De Geer, of which almost 1,900 specimens were collected. 
The species was most commonly observed in the cornfields, but more were 
collected in the fencerow; the difference was almost lOÇS, or 200 specimens 
(see Table ll). Very few individuals were collected from the prairies; 
only six from the Kalsow low and one from the Gayler bench, Hendrickson 
(1930) collected only one specimen (from beneath a stone) during his study 
of Iowa prairie insects. This species has a wide distribution in the 
United States, having been collected in every state in the continental 
United States (Ball and Anderson, I962), as well as the Bahamas, northern 
Mexico, and the southern tier of Canadian provinces. The habitat reported 
by Ball and Anderson (1962) for specimens found in the eastern United 
States is a dry, grassy place. Rivard (1964a) working in Ontario has col­
lected the species most frequently on open ground in dry soil, or commonly 
in agricultural land (I966), Heme (I963) found the species in a DDT-
sprayed peach orchard. In the Southwest it is found under litter in the 
vicinity of water. The species is common under cover in dry pastures of 
the Pacific Northwest (Hatch, 1953). Everly (1938) found it common under 
debris in an Ohio sweet corn field, Walkden and Wilbur (1944) found speci­
mens in wasteland, alfalfa fields, and a bluegrass roadside. Rivard 
(1964b) has shown that the species reproduces from midsummer to fall. 
A female H. pennsylvanicus did not consume rootworm larvae offered her 
in the laboratory, Webster (188O) reported observations of H, pennsyl­
vanicus specimens seen eating a wheat kernel, Timothy grass seeds, ragweed 
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(Ambrosia artemisifolia) seeds and other parts, Panicum orusgalli seeds, 
and a nitidulid, Glischroohilus (ips) fasciatus» He also noted that some 
wheat shocks had been blown over by wind and that many Harpalus pennsyl-
vanicus. Fterostiohus lucublandus, Harpalus herbivagus, H. caliginosus and 
Anisodactylus seunctaecrucis were underneath. The wheat kernels had been 
badly damaged, Forbes (I88O) dissected four specimens and found virtually 
all vegetable matter, but one ant was also seen. The vegetable material 
consisted of root-tips, seeds, bacteria, ragweed, and other plant material. 
In 1883 he reported dissection of 12 specimens. These had eaten about the 
same kinds of material, except for three which were collected from among a 
cankerworm infestation. These three had obtained about 33^ of their diet 
by eating cankerworms. During laboratory feeding experimens Slough (1940) 
observed the species to refuse dry wheat, a large butterfly, and ants 
while accepting "inch-worms", lean meat, banana, cheese, boiled eggwhite, 
boiled egg yolk, and boiled wheat. Rivard (1965b) reported maintaining 
the species on mature wax moth larvae while waiting to release the beetles 
for recapture. The beetles tended to disperse in a northeast direction. 
The dispersal rate and general activity of the sexes appeared to be about 
equal. Wishart, Doane, and Maybee (I956) found no evidence for prédation 
of cabbage maggot eggs by Harpalus pennsyIvanicus, Adams (1915) reported 
observing H, pennsyIvanicus feed upon ragweed flowers or seeds. Prom these 
records it seems that the species is capable of obtaining food of animal 
origin, but does not normally do so. 
Harpalus compar LeConte 
Harpalus compar LeConte was collected in the same general habitats as 
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Heirpalus pennsylvanious. Total numbers were much lower, only 82, but the 
proportions were much the same as H, pennsylvanious except in the Gurtiss 
fencerows, where H, oompar seems to have displaced H, pennsylvanious to 
some extent. This species was most common in the fencerows and was also 
found in the prairies, whereas H. pennsylvanious essentially was not found 
in the prairie. H. compar has been reported by Jaques and Redlinger (1946) 
and Ball and Anderson (1962) for Iowa. Hendrickson (1930) collected two 
specimens from a prairie near Ames, Iowa. The range for the species is 
mainly east of the Rocky Mountains, from Nova Scotia to southern Manitoba 
and from Florida west to Arizona, Everly (1938) collected two specimens 
from an Ohio sweet corn field. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) took four speci­
mens in an overgrazed pasture. Dambach (1948) found occasional specimens 
in bluegrass sod fencerows. The habitat is stated by Ball and Anderson 
(1962) to be open, grassy woods and fields in damp situations, often to­
gether with H. pennsylveinicus. Rivard (1964a) also reported the same habi­
tat as for H. pennsylvanious, open ground with dry soil. H. compar is 
found in most Ontario agricultural land (Rivard, I966), The breeding 
season is in autumn (Rivard, 1964b). 
Rivard (1965b) maintained Harpalus compar on mature wax moth larvae 
while amassing individuals for marked release. Within 24 hours of release 
the maximum dispersal distance found was 60 feet from the release point. 
No difference in dispersal by sexes was observed. The beetles tended to 
move northwest from the release point, 
Harpalus erythropus Hejean 
Harpalus erythropus Dejean were collected 17 times from six of the 
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pitfall trap series. Of these nine specimens came from the bench and four 
from the hill at Cayler Prairie. Most collections were during week 32. 
The species is known from New Hampshire west to Manitoba and from Florida 
west to Colorado, Ball and Anderson (1962) as well as Jaques and Redlinger 
(1946) listed the species for Iowa. The habitat is much the same as for H. 
compar; field and open woods (Ball and Anderson, I962), or a sweet corn 
field (Bverly, 1938), overgrazed pasture, panic grass and prairie hay 
(Walkden and Wilbur, 1944) and a bluegrass sod fencerow (Dambach, 1948). 
Harpalus paratus Casey 
Only two specimens of Harpalus paratus Casey were collected, one from 
the 1965 DeKalb fencerow and the other from the I966 Sanborn fencerow. 
These two specimens represent a new distribution record for the species, not 
having been reported for Iowa by Jaques and Redlinger (1946) or Ball and 
Anderson (I962). The overall distribution of the species is the central 
United States, being found from Michigan to Alberta, then south to Mexico. 
Iowa would thus be in the area where one might expect to collect this 
species. Several specimens of H. paratus were collected in Texas by Ball 
from underneath the litter of oak leaves over dry, sandy, clay soil. 
Harpalus caliginosus Fabricius 
Harpalus caliginosus Fabricius is easily the largest Harpalus species 
(Blatchley, I910). It appears to be widely dispersed in the state of Iowa, 
but was not locally abundant in any series. The distribution was markedly 
regular when comparing the various habitats. Of 33 specimens no site 
yielded more than four but only three of the habitat series were not repre­
sented by at least one specimen. Rivard (1964a) reported the habitat to be 
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open, moist ground in general. He also (1966) found it common in most On­
tario cropland. It ranges from coast to coast and beyond the borders. 
Blatchley (19IO) indicated that at times the species could be very common 
with thousands being attracted to the electric lights of cities, A swarm 
was noted on June 14, 1900, in Indianapolis, Indiana. Vestal (1913) re­
ported collecting H. caliginosus in a walnut grove, under a board, under 
cow-chips, and in bluegrass, but that it is not restricted to a sandy habi­
tat. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) found 69 specimens under their sack-traps, 
mostly in an overgrazed pasture, some in alfalfa fields, and fewer in 
prairie hay fields, a dropseed wasteland, and a brome grass pasture. Ever-
ly (1938) reported the species as abundant under debris in an Ohio sweet 
corn field. The species was taken in light traps during the summer of I967 
at Ames, Iowa, 
A female was held several days in the laboratory. The rootworm larvae 
presented were not eaten, although the viscera of a lepidopterous larva may 
have been consumed. Wishart et al. (I956) found no evidence for prédation 
by H. caliginosus on cabbage maggot eggs. Webster (I88O) reported observ­
ing Harpalus caliginosus feed on ragweed seeds. The species may also feed 
on kernels of wheat, Forbes (1880) found about 75% plant material in a 
gravid female. In I883 he reported five specimens had fed on about a third 
animal material, caterpillars, Diptera, canker worms, and unrecognizable 
animal material. Slough (I940) concluded from laboratory studies that the 
species could take living animal material but that it probably took more 
plant material. Materials refused were boiled egg white, lean meat, dry 
wheat and stink bugs. Boiled wheat, peach, cheese, boiled egg yolk, fat 
meat, banana, "inch-worms", a tree cricket, and ant pupae*were consumed by 
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H, caliginosus. Blatchley (I9IO) stated that the female of a pair in copu­
lation was observed feeding upon seeds of ragweed and consumed them at the 
rate of one every 40 seconds during the I5 minutes of observation. Adams 
(1915) also reported observing it feed on ragweed flowers or seeds, 
Selenophorus opalinus LeConte 
Selenophorus opalinus LeConte was collected in four separate samples. 
One specimen was taken in the Curtiss farm fencerow, three on the same date 
from the Kalsow rise, one from the Kalsow low, and one from the Cayler hill. 
Collecting dates varied from week 30 through 35» This species was col­
lected only in pitfall traps with IO9S formalin as the collection liquid. 
It has been recorded for Iowa (Jaques and Redlinger, 1946) and was known to 
Casey (I914) from New Jersey to Indiana. Rivard (1964a) found the Ontario 
habitat to be open, dry ground with sparse vegetation. Blatchley (19IO) 
indicated the species was frequently collected in Indiana beneath bark. 
This wide variance in the habitat cannot be accounted for except in the 
conjecture that either two species are involved or that the adaptability of 
this insect is broad. 
Selenophorus sp. 1 
An unidentified species of Selenophorus Dejean was collected in I966, 
' one specimen from the Curtiss farm fencerow and another from the Kalsow 
Prairie low. The collecting weeks were 28 aind 31. The Curtiss farm speci­
men was collected in hole 1, which was also in the most disturbed area. 
Thus it would seem, unless this was a vagrant from some other area of the 
immediate habitat, that the adaptability within grasslands is broad. 
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Selenophorus sp. 2 
A second unidentified species of Selenophorus Dejean was collected 
from the Kalsow Prairie rise during week 25. Neither this species nor the 
previous one fit the general statement made by Ball (I96O), that species of 
the genus Selenophorus are found in rather dry places with sparse vege­
tation. 
Selenophorus planipennis LeConte 
A single specimen of Selenophorus planipennis LeConte was collected 
from the Kalsow Prairie low during week 25. The species has been recorded 
for Iowa by Jaques and Redlinger and was known to Casey (1914) by Colorado 
specimens and an additional unnamed locality. No ecological information 
was given, 
Discoderus parallélus Haldeman 
Discoderus parallelus Haldeman was collected three times during 1966: 
once from the Sanborn fencerow, the Kalsow rise, and the Cayler hill. It 
is widespread across the northern portions of the United States and 
southern Canada. Blatchley reported it as rare in Indiana; Leng (1920) re­
ported the species as far east as Virginia and north to New Jersey, Hatch 
(1953) indicated the presence of this species in British Columbia and 
Washington. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) collected it in an overgrazed 
pasture and in wasteland weed grasses in Kansas, 
Anisodactylus carbonarius Say 
A single specimen of Anisodactylus carbonarius Say was collected from 
the Sanborn cornfield during week 30 in I966, Casey (I914) indicated that 
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the range was from Long Island, New York, to Missouri. It is also known 
from Indiana and Iowa. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) took 46 specimens from 
under their sack-traps in alfalfa fields, a dropseed wasteland, an over­
grazed pasture, a brome grass pasture, a bluegrass roadside, a prairie hay 
field, and a wasteland in Kansas. Rivard (1964a) stated the habitat to be 
open, moist ground with moderate to dense vegetation, 
Anisodactylus Trustieus Say 
Anisodactylus Trustieus Say was collected in only five of the habi­
tats, 44 of the 53 specimens coming from the Curtiss I966 fencerow. 
Hendrickson (1930) found three specimens in prairies near Ames, Iowa. 
Blatchley (19IO) said that the species is common in Indiana, especially in 
sandy places. Vestal (1913) in his study of Illinois sand prairie noted 
that the species was particularly abundant on sand. Everly (1938) re­
ported that the species was quite common under debris in an Ohio sweet corn 
field. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) collected 86 specimens with a sack-trap. 
Nearly half of these came from an overgrazed pasture, a fourth from various 
wastelands, and the remainder from pasture, forage crop fields, and a road­
side. It has often been observed running on plowed ground in early spring 
(Blatchley, I910). The species hibernates as an adult (Vestal, I913). 
Rivard (1964b) has found it to be a spring breeder. Rivard (1964a) stated 
the main habitat in Ontario to be open, dry ground with moderate to dense 
vegetation. Heme (I963) collected specimens in a DDT sprayed peach 
orchard. Casey (1914) added that the species may be abundant and is found 
from Rhode Island to Arizona, Dambaeh (i948) occasionally found Aniso­
dactylus rusticus in bluegrass sod of fencerows in Ohio. 
Forbes found 79^ of the food to be vegetable (Vestal, 1913). Forbes 
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(1883) found only liquid food of animal origin in two specimens and only 
food of vegetable origin, some fungi, in three other dissected specimens. 
Anisodaotylus ?melanopus Halderaan 
A specimen of Anisodaotylus ?melanopus Haldeman was collected from the 
1965 Sanborn fencerow during week 30. The species, if really melanopus, 
has not been recorded for Iowa but is known from Indiana (Blatchley, I910), 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York State. 
Anisodaotylus ovularis Casey 
Specimens of Anisodaotylus ovularis Casey were collected from the 
Gurtiss 1966 fencerow, one in mid-July and the other during early October. 
Jaques and Redlinger (I946) did not list it for Iowa. 
Anisodaotylus harrisi LeConte 
Anisodaotylus harrisi LeConte was collected from eight of the habitat 
series; 32 of the 59 specimens were taken in the Sanborn fencerow. The 
species was represented in all four of the prairie series, especially the 
Cayler bench, and thus would seem to have been present on the unbroken 
prairies and able to capitalize on the disturbance brought about by agri­
culture. The range is listed by Leng (1920) as Newfoundland to New England, 
Pennsylvania, Indiana, and west as far as Nebraska. Lindroth (I965) did 
not list the species as being present in Newfoundland, Rivard (1964a) 
stated the habitat to be open, moist ground with moderate to dense vege­
tation. 
The food of two specimens consisted of only seeds, grass in part 
(Forbes, 1883). 
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Anisodactylus ?agrioola Say 
Anisodactylus ?agrioola Say was collected from the I965 Sanborn fence-
row and cornfields (see Table 11). The Sanborn fencerow yielded 36 speci­
mens, most of which were collected during weeks 37-40. The I966 pitfall 
traps were removed after termination of week 35» thus preceding the adult 
activity period. Blatchley (19IO) indicated that the species is scarce in 
Indiana, It seems from the records that the species is widespread but that 
it may only be locally abundant. The range is from Iowa, Illinois, Indi­
ana, east to Tennessee, south to Georgia, and west as far as Missouri and 
Kansas, 
Anisodactylus interstitialis Say 
This colorful carabid was collected on only two occasions, four speci­
mens were taken in the I966 Gurtiss farm fencerow during week 43. Jaques 
and Redlinger reported the species for Iowa as did Blatchley (19IO) for the 
state of Indiana, where he says that it is rather common in sandy regions. 
He also noted that some newly emerged imagoes were seen on November 28, 
Gilbert (1957) found Anisodactylus to be an unquestioned spring breeder. 
The range known to Casey (1914) was Long Island, New York, to Missouri, 
Dambach (1948) collected the species in aji Ohio bluegrass sod fencerow, 
Rivard (1964a) stated the species to be rare and found predominantly in 
open, dry ground with moderate to dense vegetation. Incidental obser­
vations of Carabidae collected by pitfall traps in Pammel Woods, Iowa State 
University campus, indicate that the species may be common in the wooded 
habitat and that the fencerow collection possibly represents an aberrant 
occurrence of migrant individuals. 
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Forbes (I883) found four specimens to have consumed vegetable matter 
almost exclusively, only 3^ of the food having been insect tissue, 
Anisodactylus sanctaecruois Fetbricius 
Only ten specimens of Anisodactylus sanctaecruois Fabricius were taken, 
seven in the 19^5 DeKalb cornfield aoid three in the I966 DeKalb cornfield. 
Jaques and Redlinger (1946) reported it for Iowa as Anadaptus baltimorensis 
Say, Casey (I914) stated that the species ranges from Rhode Island to Iowa. 
The species was found by Vestal (1913) under a board among bunch grass in 
an Illinois sand prairie. Leng (1920) added Michigan and Indiana to the 
list of occurrences, Everly (1938) collected one specimen in a sweet corn 
field, A damp, stony place was the habitat from which Procter (1946) col­
lected the species, Dambach (1948) found it in a bluegrass sod field 
border, Howden and Crossley (1961) collected the species in a smartweed 
area at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Heme (1963) found the species in an Ontario 
peach orchard which had been sprayed with DDT. The habitat in Ontario is 
open, moist ground with moderate to dense vegetation (Rivard, 1964a), 
Webster (I88O) observed a specimen feeding on the marrow and fatty 
material of a bone, and also presented circumstantial evidence implicating 
the species as feeding on wheat kernels, Forbes (1883) dissected seven 
specimens and found only 14% food of animal origin. Much of the plant 
material was June grass seed; several of the specimens had been collected 
from June grass plants. 
Bradycellus Trupestris Say 
A single specimen of Bradycellus ?rupestris Say was collected in the 
DeKalb Research Farm cornfield during week 29, I966, The species has been 
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reported for Iowa by Jaques and Redlinger (1946). Blatchley indicated that 
the species is found throughout the state of Indiana and that in spring 
Bradycellus rupestris may be found flying together with the species of 
Agonoderus. Casey (1914) indicated the range was Long Island and North 
Carolina, west to Missouri. Rivard (1964a) added Ontario, where it is 
found on dry, open ground with moderate to dense vegetation, Leng added 
Florida, and even California and Alaska. Walkden and Wilbur (1944) took 37 
specimens from a little bluestem pasture, two from a wasteland area, and 
one from a bluegrass roadside. 
Webster (1880) saw a specimen feeding on a small, white threadlike 
worm. 
Acupalpus spp. 
Two specimens of an undetermined species in the genus Acupalpus 
Latreille were collected from the bench of Cayler Prairie during weeks 27 
and 28, 
Stenolophus conjunctus group 
Stenolophus conjunctus, or a species within this group, was collected. 
The 1966 Sanborn fencerow yielded 13, the remainder being collected at the 
two prairies, five from the Kalsow rise, nine from the Kalsow low, and three 
at the Cayler hill site. None were taken at the Cayler bench. The range 
for Stenolophus conjunctus Say is from the New England States south to 
Florida, west to Indiana, Michigan, and including Canada (Leng, I920). One 
must question his inclusion of California within the range, Blatchley 
(1910) indicated that Stenolophus conjunctus is common in Indiana, es­
pecially in sandy localities, Wolcott (1937) took several specimens from 
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New York pastures and'a meadow, Everly (1938) collected a specimen from 
under debris in an Ohio sweet corn field, Dambach (1948) found the species 
common in bluegrass-sodded fencerow and occasionally in shrubby fencerows. 
The adult hibernates and flies early in the spring and may come to lights 
(Blatchley, I910). The species was collected immediately after traps were 
set at Sanborn, during week 24, and as late as week 34* If the species 
does fly together with the seed-corn beetles, it certainly must have a long 
period of adult life and activity, or undergo more than one generation per 
year, Hendrickson (1930) found it from April to September, Walkden and 
Wilbur (1944) took 103 specimens from April to June in a Kansas dropseed 
wasteland, a pasture, and a sweetclover field, Procter (1946) reported the 
species from sandy places and that it will fly to lights in the spring. 
Agonoderus comma Pabricius 
Agonoderus comma Pabricius is a morphological twin of Agonoderus 
lecontei Chaudoir, The latter species has been designated as the seed-corn 
beetle in the official list of common names (Blickenstaff, I963), Due to 
the taxonomic confusion and difficulty in distinguishing between these two 
species the exact relationship between them is not understood, Leng (I920) 
listed pallipes of Say as a junior synonym of comma. Pall (1933) restored 
both pallipes and comma to full species status. Workers elsewhere have not 
always accurately and distinctly separated the two species so that con­
fusion still reigns. The Iowa Insect Collection contains Iowa specimens of 
both Agonoderus comma and Agonoderus pallipes. Only A, comma was pitfall 
trap collected, I64 of them coming from the DeKalb cornfields. Seven ad­
ditional habitat series were represented, including Kalsow rise, but none 
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of the other three prairie sites. Three of the cornfield habitat series 
did not yield any A. comma, Lindroth (1955) wrote that A, comma is prohar-
bly trans-American, He saw specimens from several Newfoundland localities 
and west as far as British Columbia and Oregon, Leng (1920) added the Lake 
Superior region and Jaques and Redlinger (1946) reported A, comma for Iowa, 
Whelan (1936) took it at a light in a Nebraska prairie. Everly (1938) 
found the species abundant in a sweet corn field, usually taken from under 
debris, A Kansas dropseed wasteland yielded 34 specimens to Walkden and 
Wilbur (1944)« They also took two specimens from a sweetclover field and 
one from a new stand of alfalfa. Procter (1946) reported finding the 
species in garden rubbish and also under wet stones. Dambach (1948) re­
ported A, comma from a bluegrass sod fencerow in Ohio. Lindroth (1955) 
stated the occurrence to be "on more or less moist grassland,,," and usual­
ly in the vicinity of water and even at the pond's edge. No standing water 
was close to the DeKalb cornfields. Occurrence on moist soil with sparse 
vegetation is more in agreement with pitfall trap occurrences (Rivard, 
1964a). 
Dicaelus elongatus Bonelli 
Specimens of this showy species were collected from the Gurtiss farm 
fencerow, three in 1965 and one in I966 at midsummer or later. The range 
given by Ball (1959) is from southern Quebec, to northern Iowa, and west to 
the 100th meridian, south to the Smoky Mountains, Florida, and northern 
Texas, 
Forbes (1883) said Dicaelus species eat only animal matter and Ball 
(i960) stated that members of the subgenus are known to eat snails. Ball 
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(1959) reported that Schaupp (1874) has data on the life history, 
Pioaelus sculptilis Say 
The seven Pioaelus sculptilis Say specimens were obtained at Gay1er 
Prairie, three from the hill, and four from the bench series. Collection 
dates varied from week 29 through 35» The species may occur later but the 
collecting was terminated at that time. It seems reasonable to assume that 
since seven specimens were collected from one prairie and none from any of 
the agricultural lands, that the species may have been widely distributed 
in its preferred habitat but was not able to maintain itself in agricultur­
al land. In addition to Iowa, this species is also known from Ontario, 
Maryland, Pennsylvania, south to Virginia, west to South Dakota and Colo­
rado, and south to Missouri, 
Badister notatus Haldeman 
Badister notatus Haldeman was represented in the collection by eight 
specimens from four different habitat series (see Table 11). The extremes 
in collecting dates were week 24, the point at which the collections were 
started at Kalsow Prairie, to week 33. The species was collected predomi­
nantly in the prairie, but is apparently able to maintain itself to some 
degree in certain fencerows. The range is mainly the eastern United States, 
from southern Ontario to Michigan and Iowa; the southern limit is from 
Virginia to Missouri and as far west as Kansas. Wolcott (1937) took two 
specimens in a New York meadow. Dambach (1948) collected Badister notatus 
from a bluegrass sod fencerow. The species is predominantly found on dry, 
open ground with moderate to dense vegetation (Rivard, 1964a). 
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Chlaenius Bonelli 
The genus Chlaenius is rather interesting: first, the species are not 
the usual somber black or brown associated with the family Carabidae, and 
second, the elytra, thorax, and head are covered with a dense pubescence 
which gives them a rather velvety appearance. Some species of this genus 
have the habit of laying their eggs in little mud cells which are stuck to 
the underside of leaves and twigs (Ball, I96O), 
Chlaenius tomentosus Say 
The five specimens of Chlaenius tomentosus Say were collected from the 
1965 Gurtiss farm fencerow, the 1966 Gurtiss farm fencerow, the Kalsow 
Prairie rise, and the Cay1er Prairie bench series. The species would thus 
appear to fare best in a grassy habitat which may be somewhat disturbed. 
The range is the eastern United States, east of the Rocky Mountains and 
also Arizona and New Mexico. Bell (I96O) indicated that only one specimen 
is known by him to have been collected in a pine forest, except for the 
mass nocturnal flights, others having been found beneath stones in several 
different situations, usually disturbed by man. Wolcott (1937) collected 
a specimen in a New York pasture. Everly (1938) took a specimen on a 
roadway between cornfields, Walkden and Wilbur (1944) found 26 specimens 
under their sack-traps in pastures, along roadsides, among grasses in a 
prairie hay field, and in a sweetclover field. Ball (I96O) stated that the 
species is found under vegetation in dry, grassy meadows, Rivard (1964a) 
collected the species from dry, open ground with moderate to dense vege­
tation. 
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Chlaenius pusillus Say 
Ghlaenius pusillus Say was collected from cornfields in I965, one from 
Gurtiss farm, and four from the DeKalh cornfield. Collection dates were 
from week 28 to 34* The modified mouth parts of £, pusillus and other 
species within the subgenus Anomoglossus suggest that they must be active 
predators of large soft-bodied prey (Bell, I96O). The range is the south­
eastern United States and adjacent northern areas, Connecticut, New York 
State, Michigan, and Iowa. The southern limit is from Florida, and through­
out the Gulf States to Texas, The pitfall trap specimens are a westward 
extension of the known range, indicated by Bell as being Iowa City and Mt, 
Pleasant, Iowa. 
Chlaenius platyderus Chaudoir 
Chlaenius platyderus Chaudoir was the most common Chlaenius collected; 
48 specimens were taken. The species was collected in 12 of the I7 habitat 
series and in all five geographic locations although only one specimen was 
taken at Sanborn and that in the broadcast corn. This may represent an 
immigrant. The species was most commonly collected in the I966 Curtiss 
farm fencerow (see Table 11), The habitat adaptability of this species 
seems to be broad, Massachusetts, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Colorado 
represent the northern range limits. The species does not occur on the 
Atlantic Coast itself, south of Long Island, but is found in the Gulf 
states and North Carolina, west through Tennessee, Louisiana, Texas, and 
New Mexico (Bell, I96O), Bell stated that in Illinois the species seems to 
be restricted to flood plain forests. This is in sharp contrast to the 
Iowa fencerow collections. 
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Chlaenius lithophilus Say 
A single specimen of Chlaenius lithophilus Say was collected at San­
born during week 32 in the I966 fencerow. It is possible that the specimen 
was a migrant from the permanent waterway immediately south of hole 4» 
This species is known to occur in most of the United States. Of the two 
subspecies one is known only from Texas. The northern range is Newfound­
land, Quebec, the New England States, New York State, Pennsylvania, Michi­
gan, Minnesota, South Dakota, Colorado, Idaho, and Montana; southern ex­
tremes are Georgia, Alabama, and Texas. The species has been taken by Bell 
(i960) in a cypress swamp and also in an Illinois Rumex swamp. Lindroth 
(1955) found the species around borders of rivers, oxbow lakes, and small 
pools in Newfoundland. Rivard (1964a) found the species on moist soil with 
moderate to dense vegetation. 
Chlaenius nemoralis Say 
A single specimen of Chlaenius nemoralis Say was collected at the 
DeKalb Research Farm in the I966 fencerow during week 30. Bell (1960) 
stated that the species has been collected under trash, close to river 
banks, and is also quite common beneath boards and stones lying about 
within the city of Urbana, Illinois, which is far from any body of open 
water. The range is the eastern United States, Minnesota, down to western 
Kansas, to central Texas; southern limits are Florida and Alabama. The 
true southern extreme of this species is not known due to confusion with a 
very similar species, Chlaenius oxygonus Chaudoir. 
Colliuris pennsylvanicus Linnaeus 
Colliuris pennsylvanicus Linnaeus is unlikely to be caught in pitfall 
traps because it lives on vegetation rather than being cursorial upon the 
ground. This is probably the main reason only three specimens were col­
lected, two from the I965 Curtiss cornfield, and the third from the I966 
Curtiss cornfield. This collection number neither represents their true 
population density nor preferred habitat, as is evident from examination of 
light trap material, in which the species is rather frequently found. 
Everly (1938) found the species under debris in a sweet corn field in Ohio. 
An overgrazed pasture and an old alfalfa stand were the Kansas habitats 
reported by Walkden and Wilbur (1944)* Dambach (I948) reported it from 
Ohio bluegrass sod fencerows. Ball (I96O) stated Colliuris pennsylvanicus 
lives on vegetation over wet ground around marshes. He also noted that the 
species is common at lights, Rivard (1964^), however, found the habitat to 
be open, dry ground with sparse vegetation. The light traps from which 
this species was taken in the summer of 19^7 were far from the nearest 
marsh. The distribution given by Leng (1920) includes Canada, Massa­
chusetts, Indiana, Michigan, as far south as Florida, and west to Cali­
fornia. Jaques and Redlinger (1946) listed it for Iowa. Blatchley (I910) 
indicated that the species is common in Indiana and is found in the litter 
beneath logs, along fencerows, and in woods. He is certainly correct when 
he says that this is "a unique and easily known insect" due to its peculiar 
elongated body shape. 
Lebia vittata Pabricius 
Only three specimens of Lebia vittata Pabricius were taken. One was 
collected in the I966 DeKalb cornfield, one from the Cay1er hill, and one 
from the Cay1er bench. These collections, however, do not represent the 
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population of Lebia vittata since members of this genus, including this 
species, are known climbers of vegetation and thus may not reach pitfall 
traps except when dislodged or moving from one plant to another over the 
soil surface. Species of the genus Lebia aire commonly taken in light traps, 
Madge (1967) stated the distribution to be the entire United States and 
Canada, Blatchley (I9IO) indicated that the species is rare in Indiana, 
It was reported in Iowa by Jaques and Redlinger (1946). Whitcomb (un­
published majnuscript) studied the genus Lebia in Arkansas and collected one 
specimen from pigweed (Amaranthus spp.). His conclusion well expresses the 
Iowa situation; "Obviously, collections have not yet been made in the 
proper habitat." 
Microlestes linearis LeConte 
This common carabid (Microlestes linearis LeConte) was not reported 
for Iowa by Jaques and Redlinger (1946). The 28l specimens were collected 
in 15 of the I7 habitat series. There are specimens of M, linearis in the 
Iowa Insect Collection which were collected in 1936 but have been identi­
fied as Lebia pumila Dejean, M. linearis is unusual in that fewer speci­
mens were collected in the fencerow than from either the cornfield or 
prairie (see Table ll). Usually the prairie and the cornfield are at 
opposite ends, Casey (I920) reported the species from Massachusetts, New 
York, Wisconsin, Iowa, southwestern Utah, and Idaho, Adams (I909) re­
ported a specimen from litter underneath barberry on a rocky ridge of Isle 
Royale, Dambach (1948) collected the species from shrubby fencerows and 
also Osage orange hedgerows in Ohio, 
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Callida decora Pabricius 
The two specimens of Callida decora Pabricius were collected from the 
fencerows in I966, one from the Curtiss farm and the other from the DeKalb 
Research Farm, both during week 26, Leng (1920) indicated that a synonym, 
Pallida cordicollis Putzeys, is known from Iowa, Jaques and Redlinger 
(1946) did not include either species name in their list of Carabidae in 
Iowa, Wickham (I888) listed G. decora for Iowa but later (1895) withdrew 
the claim. This species was well named decora, having a shiny purple head, 
an elongated shiny orange thorax, and a metallic green elytra. The total 
length is about 7 mm. It would seem that this colorful beetle would have 
been noted previously. The range given by Leng for Callida decora is the 
Gulf States and Florida, Whelan (1936) collected the species from grass 
and shrubs in a Nebraska prairie, 
Cymindis americana DeJean 
Cymindis americana Dejean was collected from five of the habitat 
series, representing each of the three major types included in this study. 
Three specimens were collected in the Curtiss I965 fencerow, an additional 
three in the I966 fencerow, euid two more from the I966 Curtiss farm corn­
field, The remaining eight specimens were taken at Kalsow Prairie, two 
from the rise and six from the low. The adaptability of this species to 
diverse habitats must be considerable. Half of the specimens collected 
were derived from the prairie, Leng (1920) listed this species as occur­
ring only in New Jersey and Indiana, Jaques and Redlinger (1946) recorded 
it from Iowa. In Ontario it is found on moist soil with sparse vegetation 
(Rivard, 1964a). 
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Galeritula janus Pabricius 
Galeritula .janus Pabricius is a large, gaudy carabid. Large specimens 
are just under 2 cm long. The prothorax is a bright red, and the elytra 
are a pleasing dark blue. Specimens were collected from seven of the habi­
tat series. Over 80^^ of these came from the fencerow, three from the I965 
Curtiss farm fencerow, and 11 from the I966 Curtiss fencerow. An additional 
six specimens were collected at the DeKalb Research Farm fencerow in I966, 
two specimens from the Sanborn I966 cornfield, and two from the Kalsow rise. 
The species was known to Casey (1920) from Rhode Island, New York State, 
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Iowa, and Missouri, Leng (192O) added 
Canada, Kansas, and Florida. Adams (1915) stated this species was frequent­
ly taken from underneath the bark of decaying logs and other such damp 
places in the woods, Hendrickson (1930) reported a specimen from a prairie 
near Ames, Iowa, Everly (1938) collected a specimen in an Ohio sweet corn 
field, Galeritula janus was collected from native hay fields, alfalfa 
fields, and wasteland areas in Kansas (Walkden and Wilbur, 1944). An On­
tario record is from dry soil in or near a woods (Rivard, 1964a), 
Forbes (1883) dissected 17 specimens of Galeritula .janus and examined 
the stomach contents. He found that 88^ of the food of randomly collected 
specimens was animal material, mostly caterpillars of various species. The 
other 13 specimens, collected in an orchard heavily infested with canker-
worms , had 94^ animal matter, about half of which had been cankerworms. 
Spiders, flies, and a moth larva completed their food. Through examination 
of animal-vegetable matter ratios, Forbes concluded that the cankerworms 
were eaten over and above the normal amount of animal matter. 
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He1luomorphoides praeustus bicolor Harris 
A single specimen of He1luomorpho ides praeustus bicolor Harris was 
collected from the Kalsow Prairie rise during week 30 of I966. Jaques and 
Redlinger (1946) reported He1luomorpha bicolor, now a synonym of this sub­
species of praeustus. He1luomorphoides praeustus bicolor was reported by 
Ball (1956) as having a range essentially northeastern in the United States, 
occurring from Massachusetts, Michigem, and South Dakota in the north, and 
in the south from Georgia to Missouri and Kansas, 
Effect of Habitat - Arthropoda Groups 
The arthropods collected in the pitfall traps were sorted into 33 
groups. Of these, the Carabidae adults have been determined to species and 
were discussed in the previous section. In this section occurrence, a-
bundance, and relationships of groups (as divided) will be discussed. The 
taxonomic level of the assemblage varies; the highest taxon employed was 
the class; others, like the large millipedes, were thought to be comprised 
of a single species. Most groups were insect taxa, either families or 
orders. Certain of the holometabolous orders were also separated on the 
basis of stages in the life cycle, larvae and adults being tabulated sepa­
rately because of their different impact upon the environment, as well as 
differences in mobility, behavior, and.food habits. 
Arthropods counted or estimated were 530,865, This figure would have 
been at least 200,000 higher if estimates of the mites and Collembola for 
1965 had been made. The present figure includes only the first 40 mites 
and Collembola encountered per sample for the I965 Curtiss farm and Sanborn, 
Iowa, collections and does not include any mite or collembolan figures for 
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the DeKalb Research Farm in 19^5. The I966 figures, however, are as com­
plete and as accurate as it was possible to maJce them. 
Of the total number collected 35»515 are arthropods other than insects 
or mites. Numbers of these for the 17 habitat series are reasonably uni­
form, a discernable low, however, being the I965 DeKalb cornfield. The 
Sanborn specimens show a general trend toward fewer individuals in this 
particular complex of taxa. The Kalsow rise is numerically the largest 
group, primarily because of the many large millipedes collected there. 
Of the insects, the Collembola alone account for 219,000 individuals, 
even with the inadequate 1965 figures. The remainder are insects, totaling 
155,000, which is an accurate figure not based on estimates at any point, 
except for a few I966 Sanborn cornfield aphid figures. The Arthropoda 
groups will be discussed in the systematic usage and sequence of Borror and 
DeLong (1964), and not by trophic levels. Tables 12 and 13 list the groups 
by habitat. 
Isopoda 
Isopods were the only representatives of the class Crustacea. They 
reflect geographic location as well as specific habitat. More than 2,000 
isopods were collected in Kalsow Prairie, while none were collected from 
Cayler Prairie, located only 60 miles further north. The I966 Sanborn 
fencerow yielded three specimens, thus indicating that isopods might have 
been collected at Cayler Prairie. The greatest density of Isopoda seems to 
have been at the DeKalb Research Farm, where almost 3,000 were collected 
during I966. The frequency of isopod collections at the Kalsow Prairie 
rise, low, and DeKalb fencerow were almost identical. The highest numbers 
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collected were between the middle of June and the middle of August, with a 
broad peak during July, Actual counts of isopods were difficult to make. 
The stress of dropping into a preservative may have stimulated gravid 
females to shed mature embryos. Unless the chorion remained intact it was 
impossible to determine whether these isopods fell in as a result of their 
own vagility or whether they were laid in the preservative. As a result of 
this problem, some of the counts are certainly too large. It was assumed 
that this factor would affect all counts alike and is not considered 
further. To attempt a correction after the fact would probably further com­
pound the error. 
The fencerow seems to be the habitat most favorable to isopods because 
of the detritus accumulation in a relatively stable environment and the 
virtual lack of competition from other large detritus feeders, i.e,, milli­
pedes, The difference may also be due to food preferences. Paris and 
Sikora (1965) reported definite food preferences. Cornfields do not have a 
litter accumulation until late in the fall and thus cannot support isopods 
during the growing season. The I9 that were collected in the cornfield 
were probably in search of food. By using radioisotope-tagged isopods 
Paris (1965) noted that 13 m was the maximum 24-hour dispersal for an intro­
duced species. 
Contrary to expectation, the numbers of isopods collected were not ap­
preciably higher in spring or fall as opposed to the heat of midsummer. 
The peak population seems to have been near week 27 at most locations. The 
habits of isopods would permit them to be as active in summer as in the 
cooler spring and fall, since most of their activity is nocturnal. During 
the day they can be found underneath boards and trash in a moist situation. 
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Diplopoda, large 
The large millipedes were collected only in the prairie series, and 
were common or abundant at all four sites. No specimen was collected or 
observed in the arable lands. It was a surprise to find that the first 
Kalsow Prairie samples were more than half filled with this species of 
millipedes. Most zoology texts list millipedes as being primarily abundant 
in a forest-type habitat. The largest collection of these large millipedes 
was during early spring, activity tapering off to the point of no col­
lection of large millipedes following week 38 at Kalsow Prairie and week 35 
at Cayler Prairie, At both prairies the more elevated, presumably leas 
moist sites, yielded more millipedes, four times as many at Kalsow and 
three times as many at Cayler, The primary peak of activity at Cayler 
Prairie was during weeks 25 and 26, then falling off quite rapidly during 
the following four weeks. Activity at Kalsow Prairie showed two separate 
peaks, the secondary one in week 25 followed by a decline, and the primary 
peak during week 28, In the following two weeks collections were only 25% 
that of their former levels. Activity continued to decline, only five 
specimens being collected beyond week 36, Although collection numbers 
within and between prairies differed, Kalsow and Cayler Prairie both showed 
the same general pattern of activity. The large millipedes showed no clear 
difference in preference for either 755^ alcohol or 10^ formalin, the col­
lecting liquids, nor did they show any large difference in numbers col­
lected in particular holes, 
Diplopoda, small 
The small millipedes were represented in all 1? habitat series by at 
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least one individual, as was the case in the 19^5 Sanborn broadcast corn, 
the 1966 DeKalb corn, and the I966 Sanborn corn. The total was 2,471 indi­
viduals. 
The collection of small millipedes in the I966 Curtiss fencerow was 
consistent. All weeks were represented with I4 weeks having more than 10 
individuals. The greatest number in any week was I9, during weeks 28 and 
33, followed closely with 18 in week 39* The concurrent collections in the 
cornfield were quite erratic, many weeks yielding no specimens. Week 37t 
however, yielded eight individuals. This may well represent a time when 
the cornfield is more suitable as a millipede habitat because litter from 
the dying corn plants is accumulating. Other I966 collections in arable 
land were similar in activity pattern, with the exception of collections 
for week 26 in the Sanborn fencerow, during which 22 specimens were ob­
tained (see Tables 12 and 13). The differences in numbers from one week to 
another in the prairies were greater as well as the time difference between 
maximum collections. The Cayler Prairie bench maximum was during the first 
week of collection, week 24. Following this, the population showed a 
rather moderate decline with almost half as many small millipedes being 
collected in the final week of collecting. The hill collections were 
almost diametrically opposite, with the greatest collection being in week 
351 the last one of record, and half as many in the earliest week. The 
1965 Curtiss fencerow showed a pattern somewhat different from I966, most 
specimens having been collected after week 38 in both the fencerow and 
cornfield, with more being taken in the cornfield. The DeKalb I965 small 
millipedes revealed the same general pattern, but total numbers collected 
were much lower. Water, as a liquid for collection, seemed to show some 
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slight superiority over either alcohol or formalin, but the total numbers 
involved were too small to make any strong statement. Even though the small 
millipedes were collected in all of the habitat samples, their abundance 
was much less than that of the large millipedes. The large millipedes 
could frequently be seen lining the hole underneath the pitfall trap funnel, 
sometimes as many as 20 in one hole, whereas, one small millipede was all 
one would expect to observe during a trip to the field. 
Ghilopoda 
The centipedes as a group were less frequently collected than the small 
millipedes by a factor of about 7*5:1. Since the centipedes as a group are 
predators, this does not seem unusual. Centipedes were represented in only 
15 of the 17 habitat series with the Sanborn broadcast corn having only one 
specimen, the Curtiss I965 fencerow, two, DeKalb I966 fencerow, three, 
DeKalb I965 cornfield, five, and the Sanborn I965 fencerow, six specimens. 
The greatest observed abundance of centipedes was at Kalsow Prairie, more 
than half of the total specimens coming from the two series there. If col­
lections in the prairies had been both earlier and later, it would seem 
that this group might have been represented by more specimens. 
The 1966 Curtiss cornfield total was 32 individuals, but of these only 
nine were collected during the time when pitfall traps were in all five of 
the 1966 geographic locations (see Table 15)» the remainder coming later in 
the season, especially during week 36, The I965 Curtiss cornfield had the 
highest counts during weeks 35 and 37« During both years many more centi­
pedes were caught in the cornfield than in the fencerow. No great prefer­
ence of collecting liquids was shown by the data (see Table I8), although 
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there was some indication in the I965 figures that water was not quite as 
efficient as the other two liquids. There was some tendency for centipedes 
on the prairies to be collected a little more frequently by the inner holes 
of a series of four traps than by the outer ones (see Table 20). 
Collembola 
The Collembola were by far the most numerous group collected, 219,631 
having been counted or estimated. This figure is accurate for 1966 but rep­
resents only a fraction of the specimens collected in I965, when only the 
first 40 collembolans per sample for the Curtiss farm, Sanborn cornfield, 
and fencerow were counted, and no collembolan counts were made from the I965 
DeKalb material. These unestimated I965 specimens might have added 150,000 
more individuals to the total. The net effect from the incomplete I965 
Collembola data would somewhat overemphasize the cornfields in relation to 
the fencerows. No attempt is made to render a correction, 
Collembola were collected mainly from the cornfield, over Qofo, the 
fencerow and prairie contributing about equally. Numbers collected per 
sample ranged from zero to an estimated 12,500, The largest samples were 
from the I966 Sanborn cornfield. It appears that cultivation somewhat 
favors Collembola but that insecticides greatly enhance this selection, 
even to a population explosion. Collections of Collembola at all sites 
continued throughout the investigation, reaching a low peak from weeks 25 
to 28, 
Ejphemeroptera 
One mayfly was collected during week 26 in the Sanborn I966 fencerow. 
This specimen may well have flown from the permanent waterway to the south 
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of the 1966 trapline. The lack of great numbers of Ephemeroptera collected 
in the present study would seem to support two facts: first, that the habi­
tat adaptability of insects is defined, and second, that pitfall trapping 
does select for those organisms commonly found on the ground. 
Acrididae 
Grasshoppers are a rather infamous element in the complex of grassland 
insects, being reported as economically important even in ancient times. 
The early settlers of the prairie states frequently watched grasshoppers 
destroy their crops. There are records of grasshoppers being so numerous 
on railroad tracks that steam engines were stopped. These prior evalu­
ations of the population level and importance of grasshoppers as a group 
were not supported by the present study, nor by concurrent observations 
made in the area of the pitfall traps. Only 127 grasshoppers were col­
lected. Two of the 17 habitat series were not represented and only five 
of the series produced more than ten specimens. 
Of the grasshoppers collected, 60^ were derived from the fencerow, a 
number twice as large as that from the prairie. Since most species of 
grasshoppers are known not to prefer corn, the relatively low 11^ col­
lection (or 14 specimens) from cornfields was as one might expect. It 
would have seemed that in light of the accounts of the early years of farm­
ing the prairie after the sod was broken, relatively more specimens should 
have been collected from the prairie. It may be that grasshoppers are 
nurtured more by the weedy species than by the dominant prairie plants, and 
thus their numbers would be increased (rather than decreased) by agri­
cultural practices. Of the 26 grasshoppers collected in the I966 Curtiss 
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fencerow, only five were collected before week 37t and. four of the seven 
collected from the cornfield had already been trapped. Most collections in 
the 1966 Curtiss fencerow were made during week 38 and following. The col­
lections at most other points were evenly dispersed throughout the collect­
ing period, but the total numbers were too small to make any inferences, 
except in the Sanborn I965 fencerow. Collections at Sanborn began at the 
time that the pitfall traps were set out, during week 27, and continued 
through week 38, after which time no more grasshoppers were collected. 
There probably was some dispersal from the fencerow since one specimen was 
collected in the cornfield after that week; however, none were collected at 
any time in the broadcast corn, 
Ensifera 
Ensifera were collected from five different habitats. The only speci­
men collected in I965 was from the Sanborn fencerow, during week 35» In 
1966 one specimen was obtained in the Curtiss fencerow, one in the Kalsow 
rise, one from the Kalsow low, and five in the Cayler hill. The I966 
specimens were collected in weeks 32, 33» and 34* Since five specimens 
were collected from one of the prairie series, it would seem that Ensifera 
may have been more common on the prairie than they are in the agricultural 
lands and fencerows of today. 
Rhaphidophorinae 
Camel crickets were collected 332 times from I4 of the I7 habitats 
sampled. Most collections were made from the fencerow with about half as 
many from the prairie and one-eighth as many from the cornfield. Half of 
the camel crickets came from the Curtiss I966 fencerow, especially from 
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hole 4. Only 31 of the I58 specimens were collected in alcohol, the re­
mainder having been retained by the 10^ formalin solution. The same 
pattern in regard to the liquids prevailed at the Kalsow rise, 28 of the 93 
specimens coming from alcohol. In the rise 52 of the specimens were col­
lected in hole 3 (see Table 20), The camel crickets thus seem to be more 
closely associated with a particular complex of plant species than are many 
other insects. The earliest collection at Curtiss farm was during week 18, 
Collections following week 18 were rather regular and somewhat uniform 
through week 43» when the pitfall traps were removed. At the Kalsow low, 
camel crickets were caught during the first and last week of collections. 
Qryllidae 
In some locations Gryllidae form a conspicuous part of the fauna. 
Specimens were collected from all 17 of the habitat series, the smallest 
number being the Curtiss I965 cornfield where only 57 were collected; the 
next smallest number was 121 specimens from the Cay1er bench. The largest 
series was from the DeKalb I966 fencerow where over 3,500 specimens were 
trapped, all during weeks 24 through 35» The field crickets as a group, 
represented by Acheta pennsylvanicus (Burmeister) and Memobius spp., seem 
to have capitalized upon an otherwise open niche, the detritus of fence-
rows. Competition for detritus on the prairies would be greater due to 
the presence of many millipedes, which are much less numerous in fencerows. 
The lower numbers of millipedes in fencerows may be because crickets can 
tolerate the disturbance of a fencerow better than millipedes. 
The difference in numbers collected by 759^ alcohol and 1(^ formalin in 
1966 were very slight and not significant. The 1965 water pitfall traps at 
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DeKalb collected a proportionate number of crickets; thus regarding 
crickets no clear difference between collecting liquids can be seen. It 
must be stated, however, that crickets seem to be the least durable of the 
large insects, and in the water traps were the first specimens to be decom­
posed and rendered the collection a stinking mass of disarticulated heads, 
legs, sclerites, and abdomens. For this reason alone, water cannot be 
recommended as a collecting liquid, particularly where there are large 
numbers of field crickets. 
Psocoptera 
The Psocoptera are not a soil-inhabiting or soil-loving group. Only 
24 scattered specimens were collected from 10 of the 17 habitat series; 13 
from the prairies, two from the fencerow, and nine from the cornfield. 
Since the specimens collected were probably all adults, the greater numbers 
from the cornfield may represent winged individuals which the wind deposited 
there rather than an actual occurrence of Psocoptera within the cornfield; 
however, they have been observed on dried corn silks. The prairies are 
undoubtedly a better habitat for this group than are the agricultural lands, 
12 apecimens of 15 collected during weeks 24-35> 19^6 coming from the 
prairie (see Table 15)• Collections at Cayler Prairie were rather early in 
the season, coming during weeks 26 through 30, 
Thysanoptera 
Thysanoptera were represented by 1,500 specimens. Only one specimen 
was observed in the I965 Sanborn fencerow. The greatest number was obtained 
in the I966 Curtiss fencerow. The thrips are a segment of the fauna which 
was rather consistently sampled in certain locations and infrequently in 
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others, but which would not seem to be a legitimate part of the soil arthro­
pod complex. The individuals collected may represent dislodged specimens 
or, since many were nymphs, it may be that they wander around more in 
search of suitable hosts than has generally been observed. Only the I965 
DeKalb fencerow of the 19^5 series had significant numbers. In 1966 all 
sites, except the DeKalb cornfield, were represented by more specimens than 
the largest collection number during I965. Curtiss farm and DeKalb Research 
Farm both produced fewer thrips in the cornfields than in their respective 
fencerows. At Sanborn the situation was reversed, 62 more specimens were 
collected from the cornfield (see Table 13). The prairies were also good 
sources for thrips, although the Kalsow rise seemed to be the best by a 
factor of 2. 
The large number of thrips collected in the I966 Curtiss fencerow came 
mostly from holes 3 and 4 where 117 and 113 specimens were collected re­
spectively, while in holes 1 and 2 only 37 and 45 individuals were counted. 
Specimens were collected in the cornfield 2-g- weeks earlier than in the 
fencerow and more than 3 weeks before the corn emerged from the soil. 
These cornfield individuals may have been deposited there by the wind. The 
fencerow population showed a sharp peak during week 28; and a gentle peak 
during week 33» Thrips occurred in the cornfield only through week 40 but 
were still being taken in the fencerow when collecting was terminated, at 
the conclusion of week 43. At the DeKalb Research Farm, Kalsow Prairie, 
and Cayler Prairia, collections of thrips were made almost the entire 
season. At Sanborn the fencerow was represented each week, but the corn­
field did not yield any specimens until week 26, All but 30 of the IO9 
specimens collected in the Sanborn I966 cornfield were taken during weeks 
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28, 29, and 30. Before and following these weeks, the population, as 
measured by collections in the pitfall traps, was much smaller, 
Hemiptera 
The 1,429 Hemiptera collected represent a composite of nymphs and 
adults as well as plant feeders and predators. This assemblage is the re­
sult of several factors: first of all, the technicians doing the actual 
sorting did not recognize Hemiptera to families, and second, the direction 
of the research was toward the Garabidae, and therefore, the relatively low 
numbers of Hemiptera could not be dealt with as extensively and completely. 
Specimens representing this group were collected in all 17 of the habitats. 
The 1965 Sanborn corn and broadcast corn yielded only 12 and 13 specimens 
respectively, the DeKalb fence only 28, and the I966 Sanborn corn 54 hemi-
pterans. The collection of Hemiptera continued during the entire season. 
The first specimen at the Curtiss farm fencerow was collected during week 
16, 6 weeks before the first cornfield specimen was collected. By the 
close of week 43 an equal number of Hemiptera had been collected from the 
cornfield and the fencerow. The weekly catches at this location as well as 
the others and in the different years do not reflect any discernable 
seasonal population peak. If the nymphs and adults were counted separately 
it might have been possible to demonstrate seasonality. 
The numbers of Hemiptera occurring in the three broad habitats studied 
are not extremely different. Of the total number of specimens collected, 
representing slightly different numbers of collecting days in different 
habitats (see Table 3), 2?^ were found in the cornfield, 38^ in the fence-
row, and 35!^ in the prairie; thus Hemiptera were ubiquitous and as a group 
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adapted somewhat equally to these three habitats. If families, or prefer­
ably species, had been determined I am certain that differences would be 
readily apparent. In I966 at the DeKalb Research Farm three times as many 
Hemiptera were collected in the cornfield as in the fencerow, while during 
the same collecting period at Sanborn the pattern was reversed, the number 
collected in the fencerow exceeding the cornfield by a factor of 2.5. At 
Curtiss farm during the same period more were collected in the fencerow. 
Within the prairies more Hemiptera were collected at Kalsow than at Cayler, 
the two series operated within each prairie being very nearly the same in 
the number of Hemiptera collected. 
No preference for the liquids employed in I966 was shown at any lo­
cation except at Sanborn (see Table 18) and only in the fencerow where 
nearly twice as many Hemiptera were collected in alcohol as in formaldehyde. 
The 1966 Curtiss cornfield data indicated that significantly more Hemiptera 
were collected in hole 4 than in the other holes, particularly hole 2 (see 
Table 20), This may be due to the weedy plants found immediately around 
the pitfall traps, hole 4 having a pigweed plant, Amaranthus retroflexus, 
which species was not present around hole 2, but it was present around hole 
1 (see Table lO), As far as non-corn plant species are concerned, hole 3 
is the poorest, only Setaria lutescens occurring within 2^ meters of the 
pitfall trap. Thus if any of the holes were faunistically poor because of 
fewer weeds it should have been hole 3 rather than 2, More specimens, 55» 
were caught at Kalsow Prairie in the outer two holes when formaldehyde was 
the liquid. With alcohol as the preservative the same tendency was there; 
however, the difference was very slight, amounting to only nine specimens 
(see Table 20), The data from the other habitats in I966 is inconclusive. 
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Auchenorrhyncha 
The suborder Auchenorrhyncha (Homoptera) is represented predominantly 
by leafhoppers with occasional delphacids, fulgorids, cercopids and a few 
membracids. This group will hereafter be referred to as the "leafhoppers". 
Of the arthropod groups collected, the fourth largest in total numbers was 
the "leafhoppers". They were represented in eight of the 17 habitats by 
more than 1,000 specimens, four other habitats had more than 500 specimens, 
but by less than 100 specimens in only the 19^5 Curtiss fencerow. The 
21,000 "leafhoppers" represented many species and no attempt was made to 
delimit them. One of the more commonly observed leafhoppers, Dracula— 
cephala sp., was not collected as frequently in the pitfall traps as it 
sometimes is by light traps, nor were large numbers of Bnpoasca fabae ob­
served, As in the Hemiptera no attempt was made to separate nymphs and 
adults. 
A pattern very much like the Hemiptera is observed when looking at the 
numbers collected during two seasons and from three major habitats (see 
Tables 12 and 13). The percentage in corn was almost identical; the per­
centage in the fencerow was slightly lower, 34^» while 37^ occurred in the 
prairie. The numbers of "leafhoppers" collected from a particular series 
was in no case exceeded by the number of Hemiptera, only one being almost 
the same in number, the I965 Curtiss fencerow, with 7I Hemiptera and 87 
"leafhoppers." In most habitats the Auchenorrhyncha were at least 10 times 
as numerous and in several more than 35 times as nujnerous as the Hemiptera, 
In the 1966 Curtiss fencerow hole 4 had several hundred fewer "leafhoppers" 
than holes 1, 2, or 3. Alcohol collected more "leafhoppers" than did 
formalin (see Table I8), The location from which most "leafhoppers" were 
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collected during weeks 24-35 was Cay1er Prairie, 2,000 being taken in the 
hill traps and nearly 3,000 in the bench. 
When no distinction is made between nymphs and adults the seasonal oc­
currence, as represented by Curtiss farm, represents a very broad bell-
shaped curve. The first "leafhopper" for the season at Curtiss farm was 
collected in the cornfield during week 15, before there were any green 
plants on the cornfield. The following week no "leafhoppers" were col­
lected from the cornfield but three were taken in the fencerow, "Leaf-
hoppers" were continuously taken from week 18 in both the fencerow and the 
cornfield through week 43, when collecting ended. Week 28 was the activity 
peak in the fencerow but not in the cornfield. The greatest numbers col­
lected in the cornfield were during week 40, a dozen weeks later than in 
the fencerow. Throughout the season the weekly totals in the cornfield 
were lower than in the fencerow, but from week 34 the population was 
greater in the cornfield. Some of these differences are certainly account­
ed for by the fact that the maturity of many plants in the fencerow is 
quite early, whereas, the maturity of most plants found in the cornfield is 
comparatively much later. Thus young, succulent material is available in 
greater quantity later during the season in the cornfield. With minor ex­
ceptions, this pattern was repeated in the I966 Sanborn cornfield. At the 
1966 DeKalb Research Farm the fencerow population peak was reached during 
week 24 and the cornfield population peak, as measured by activity, three 
weeks later; total numbers collected were high throughout the remainder of 
the season. At Cayler Prairie an entirely different situation must exist, 
since in both pitfall trap series the peak population may not have been 
sampled. The greatest numbers of individuals were taken during week 35, 
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the final week. At Kalsow Prairie the greatest population in the rise was 
during week 36 and during week 37 in the low, 
St e rno rrhynoha 
The Sternorrhyncha constitute the other suborder of the Order Hora-
optera (Borror and Belong, I964). Several different families were repre­
sented, In the agricultural lands, including the fencerow, virtually all 
of the specimens were family Aphididae while in the prairie a significant 
number of the specimens were Goccoidea. This group will hereafter be 
referred to as the "aphids". 
In total numbers collected the "aphids" are the sixth largest group. 
The vast majority of the specimens were taken from the agricultural lands, 
only 4^ being derived from the prairie, 37^ from the fencerow, and 59^ from 
the cornfield. Of the aphids in cornfields one species predominated, 
Rhopalosiphum maidis Fitch, the corn leaf aphid. This was especially true 
in the Sanborn I966 cornfield, since the plot there was severely infested 
with corn leaf aphids. The I965 Curtiss fencerow yielded fewest specimens, 
only 69, followed by 91 from the Cayler bench. In contrast to I965, the 
1966 Curtiss farm fencerow total was 2,610, second only to the Sanborn I966 
cornfield. 
The Curtiss farm cornfield pitfall traps collected fewer "aphids" than 
the fencerow traps, the reverse of the usual pattern. This, however, was 
not the case during weeks 24-35» only 281 "aphids" being collected in the 
fencerow during that time but 1,352 in the cornfield. During these weeks 
all three cornfield series yielded many more "aphids" than their corre­
sponding fencerow, "Aphid" production in the prairies was less than the 
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fencerows during this time except for the Kalsow low. 
The "aphids" collected in the I966 Curtiss farm fencerow show the same 
gradient seen in other groups, the first two holes collecting about the 
same number of specimens, fewer in hole 3 and least in hole 4 (see Table 
20), The seasonal occurrence of "aphids" is broad, one or more specimens 
having been taken in each of the I966 weeks at the Curtiss farm fencerow 
series. The cornfield collections lagged two weeks, but after that some 
"aphids" were collected each week, although many early specimens must have 
been migrant individuals carried in by the wind rather than having de­
veloped on adjacent vegetation. 
The occurrence of many "aphids" in pitfall traps must be explained 
since they are plant feeders. Three reasons, each of which may be a 
partial answer, are apparent. First, "aphids" are commonly known to be dis­
persed by the wind and as likely to strike one place on the substrate as 
another unless the wind velocity is slowed by irregularities in topography. 
Second, a certain percentage of the apterous individuals wander from one 
host plant to another, and third, individuals may become dislodged from the 
host by wind, rain, or other factors. An obvious conclusion is that there 
are many more "aphids" reaching the soil level than was supposed; thus a 
carabid unable to climb plants in search of prey would be at no great dis­
advantage, needing only to be ready to seize the "aphids" while they are on 
the soil surface. 
Neuroptera adults 
Only 19 adult Neuroptera were collected, two from the I965 Sanborn 
broadcast corn and the remainder during I966 (see Tables 12 and 13), No 
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specimens were collected, in the Kalsow low or Cayler bench. Of this ad­
mittedly small sample 47^ were found in the cornfield, 37^ in the fence-
row, and 16^ in the prairie. The low total certainly does not reflect the 
numbers of Neuroptera adults in the environment or habitat, many more being 
found in the vegetative stratum, especially the cornfield. The four DeKalb 
1966 specimens were taken in weeks 33 to 35» The four Sanborn specimens 
were collected as early as week 26, none being taken later than week 30, 
Neuroptera larvae 
Of the 280 Neuroptera larvae collected, only 29 came from I965 col­
lections. Observations in the aerial portion of the corn plant did not 
support such a disparity of numbers between the two years. Specimens were 
taken in each of the I7 habitats sampled. The collection of Neuroptera 
larvae was essentially midseason; only three of the I966 specimens were not 
collected during weeks 24-35* The habitat occurrence was strongly toward 
the cornfield, 83^, compared to 14^ in the fencerow, and only 3^ from the 
prairie. Most specimens were derived from the habitat in which one of 
their principal diet items, aphids, were in greatest abundance. The Gurtiss 
farm cornfield collections formed a block from weeks 26 through 33, The 
1966 DeKalb cornfield collections occurred during the same weeks. The San­
born 1966 cornfield Neuroptera larvae were collected a week earlier than at 
Gurtiss or DeKalb Farms, Collections in the other habitats were random 
throughout the season, 
Carabidae adults 
The Carabidae adults were a significant portion of the collection. 
They were also one of the more prominent groups when daytime observations 
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were made. All sites were represented by several hundred specimens and 
seven by more than 1,000 individuals. The Garabidae specimens have been 
discussed by species (also see Table ll). In this section consideration 
will be the same as for the other arthropod groups, thus hoping to indicate 
that the differences already shown to exist among Garabidae species is un­
doubtedly the case in other groups which have not been determined to species. 
The greatest percentage of specimens was taken in the cornfield, some 
57^, 249^ from the fencerow and only 199^ in the prairie. From the data for 
weeks 24-35 (Table 15), Gay1er Prairie seems to have the fewest Garabidae 
of any of the locations but that Gurtiss farm leads in numbers of indi­
viduals. The numbers of Garabidae collected in the various locations and 
habitats may be similar, but even a casual scrutiny of the collections 
during sorting revealed marked species differences. For example, the most 
numerous carabid on Kalsow Prairie was Evarthrus alternans, of which as 
many as 20 were found in one sample. By contrast the DeKalb cornfield 
specimens usually contained many Pterostichus chalcites, Harpalus pennsyl-
vanicus, and Bembidion quadrimaculatum. 
Some carabids were active during any week sampled, with a few speci­
mens still being collected at the Gurtiss farm fencerow as late as the last 
week in October, During I966 the greatest number of individuals was col­
lected during week 34 in the fencerow, amd in week 27 in the Gurtiss farm 
cornfield. At the Kalsow Prairie rise and low the greatest numbers of 
Garabidae were collected during week 30. Both Kalsow series showed a large 
number of Garabidae active in week 24 and also showed that Garabidae con­
tinue active at least through week 4I. 
As a group the Garabidae trophic level is generally said to be that of 
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a secondary consumer or predator, although there is some reason to question 
this generality. Webster in I88O stated "But one of the most fortunate in 
getting the benefit of our ignorance is the family Carabidae, to utter a 
word against which is almost considered a sacrilege," and went on to cite 
known vegetarian habits of species in the family. This particular family 
is probably the one for which the pitfall trap collecting technique is best 
suited, since most of the Carabidae species are active on the soil surface, 
Goleoptera, miscellaneous adults 
All Coleoptera adults not belonging to the family Carabidae were 
counted as miscellaneous Coleoptera adults; consequently, many different 
and diverse families were represented. Beetle species of economic im­
portance may at some points swell the totals, e.g., corn rootworms; Glis-
chrochilus sp., a sap beetle; and Aeolus spp., click beetles. The large 
carrion beètles, genus Necrophorus, were gaudy and bulky additions, princi­
pally from the prairies. Some of the families represented were Histeridae, 
Mordellidae, Coccinellidae, Hydrophilidae, Curculionidae, Staphylinidae, 
Silphidae, Scarabaeidae, Meloidae, Chrysomelidae, Cantharidae, Bostrich-
idae, Cleridae and Scolytidae. All the habitats show many beetle adults, 
only the I965 Curtiss fence being represented by fewer than 5OO specimens. 
Of the 17 habitat series, nine yielded more than 1,000 beetle adults. If 
Carabidae adults, miscellaneous Coleoptera adults, and the Coleoptera 
larvae are summed for the I966 Curtiss cornfield, it yielded more than 
5,000 specimens. The totals of most groups showed that the Kalsow rise is 
indeed rich in insect life, but in the Coleoptera adults relatively few 
individuals were collected there, compared to other I966 sites (see Table 
13). Most habitats had the greatest population of beetles during weeks 25 
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through 29. As a collecting liquid alcohol was 10 to 15?^ more efficient 
than 10^ formaldehyde. Water, however, was only one-half as efficient as 
alcohol. There is no strong indication that the particular hole has a 
strong influence on the number of adult Coleoptera collected. 
Goleoptera larvae 
The Coleoptera larvae assemblage contains all coleopterous larvae, in­
cluding the Carabidae larvae. All sites yielded Coleoptera larvae, some in 
rather large numbers, only the three I965 Sanborn sites yielded less than 
100 specimens each. In no case were fewer adults than beetle larvae col­
lected from the same series. The ratios varied from about 2:1 to 10:1 be­
tween the miscellaneous beetle adults and the beetle larvae. By percentage 
the fencerow and cornfield both had 40^ of the larvae and the prairie the 
remaining 20^. As a collecting liquid alcohol in I966 was about 10% 
more efficient than the IQffo formalin solution. Water as a collecting liquid 
in the I965 series was about a third less efficient than alcohol. In those 
series where collecting was done only during the summer, beetle larvae were 
taken throughout the collecting season. Ten specimens were collected during 
the first week of pitfall trap operation at the Curtiss farm I966 fencerow 
series and eight in the following week. Weeks YJ to 20 had very low col­
lections, but counts increased during week 21 and continued throughout the 
season. The greatest number of larvae were collected during week 33. In 
the adjacent cornfield the earliest beetle larvae collection started during 
week 23, and continued throughout the season. A peak, much sharper than in 
the fencerow, occurred during week 31. The arthropod populations, as indi­
cated by the numbers caught in pitfall traps, of most cornfields lagged 
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behind the adjacent fencerow by several weeks. The Curtiss cornfield 
beetle larvae peak preceded the fencerow peak by two weeks. 
Trichoptera 
Only one individual of the order Trichoptera was collected, at the 
Kalsow low during week 30, which again confirms the validity of the pitfall 
in sampling for fauna of a specific stratum. 
Lepidoptera adults 
Lepidoptera adults were collected from 16 of the 17 habitats, not hav­
ing been taken in the I965 Curtiss cornfield. Only 102 adults were col­
lected, Light trap catches of insects frequently have as many Lepidoptera 
adults in a single night! The I966 Curtiss fencerow represented 20^ of the 
adult Lepidoptera, which was also the same percentage as collected from all 
of the 1965 series. The pitfall traps employed probably did not collect 
the largest butterflies seen in several of the habitats, particularly Kal­
sow and Cay1er Prairies. The orifice of the funnel was about the same size 
as the larger of their wings. 
Several species were collected in the pitfall traps and not just one 
economic species. Due to the small number of specimens involved at any of 
the sites the occurrence was rather discontinuous but tended to be grouped 
about weeks 32 through 38. Water as the collecting liquid in I965 was on a 
par with 7C^ ethyl alcohol and 10^ formalin. 
Lepidoptera larvae 
Lepidoptera larvae were collected from all series except the Sanborn 
broadcast corn. Only one specimen was taken at the DeKalb I965 corn, four 
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in the Sanborn I965 corn, six in the Sanborn 1966 corn, and 13 in the 
DeKalb I966 corn. The remaining collections were all more substantial, 29 
being the next smallest number, coming from the DeKalb I965 fencerow. The 
greatest number of Lepidoptera larvae, 232, were taken in the I966 Gurtiss 
fencerow. The IO6 larvae collected from the Kalsow low was also a compara­
tively large number. It appeared that DeKalb Research Farm and Sanborn 
were not as favorable for Lepidoptera larvae as the other locations sampled. 
The occurrence pattern for Lepidoptera larvae at Gurtiss farm resembled 
that for Coleoptera larvae in that specimens were collected during week I5 
in both the fencerow and cornfield. Collections in the cornfield were 
intermittent the remainder of the season, but fencerow collections were 
steady. The weekly collection in the prairies was lower than that at the 
Gurtiss 1966 fencerow but for the most part regular and uniform. As col­
lecting liquids alcohol and formaldehyde were almost equivalent. Water, 
when 1965 data is compared, was much less efficient, collecting only about 
20|^ as many specimens as the other two collecting liquids, 
Diptera adults 
More than 14,000 Diptera adults were collected; five of the I7 sites 
yielded more than 1,000 specimens, and am additional five had 9OO or more. 
The least number was from the Gurtiss I965 cornfield, where only 25O speci­
mens were obtained. Although the flies have not been determined to family, 
many more Nematocera than Gyclorrhapha were collected. Occasional samples 
contained large numbers of Muscidae, 
As a collecting liquid alcohol yielded about 30^ more specimens 
than 109^ formalin. The I965 water samples yielded from 30 to $0^ the 
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number of flies collected by 70^ alcohol samples (see Table l8). Although 
the literature contains reports of people utilizing pitfall traps which 
were dry, it seems that Diptera would be the group best adapted for escape 
from a dry pitfall trap. The large number of flies collected does not seem 
wholly justified by the idea of wind deposit. Some species must certainly 
have responded to the dark hole presented by the orifice in the funnel; 
others, particularly in the case of alcohol as a collecting liquid, seem to 
have been attracted by the organic compound. 
Some of the species collected could be considered soil insects since a 
part of their life history is spent within the soil. The ecological impact 
of most adult Diptera found in fencerows, cornfields, and prairies would 
seem to be more on the aerial portions of vegetation than the subsurface 
portions of the plant. The trophic level of the adults is also difficult 
to assign, many being attracted to nectar, sap, or decomposing organic 
materials; thus their trophic level might be that of a primary consumer. 
The adult life of many species is so short that their ecological impact 
would seem to be slight, except as their bodies become a part of the or­
ganic detritus available to scavengers. 
Diptera larvae 
Diptera larvae were collected from all 17 of the habitats sampled; 
both the least and the greatest number collected were from the Curtiss farm. 
The eight specimens collected in the I965 Curtiss fencerow represented the 
smallest collection, and the 372 collected in the 1966 Curtiss corn were 
the largest. During both I965 and I966 many more Diptera larvae were col­
lected in the Curtiss cornfield than in the adjacent fencerow, although 
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Diptera adults were collected more frequently in the fencerow than in the 
cornfield. The same applied to the data of the DeKalb Research Farm for 
1965, but not for I966. At Sanborn the numbers of fly larvae collected in 
the fencerow and the cornfield were nearly equivalent. 
Since 1,992 Diptera larvae were found in the material collected by the 
pitfall traps, they had to be counted; undoubtedly, many of these did not 
enter the trap with their own locomotor powers, but rather were expelled 
into the collecting liquid by a gravid larviparous female caught by the 
liquid, 
Siphonaptera 
Adult fleas were collected from four of the I966 habitat series. 
Table 4 shows the particular species, location, and habitat as well as the 
probable host for each specimen. Species identifications were made by Dr, 
R, E, Lewis, None of the species collected were new to the flea fauna of 
Iowa or even unusual in occurrence, but the method of collection was unique. 
Only one of the 11 specimens was collected at the same time as a small 
mammal was collected, this being the Curtiss fencerow specimen. As far as 
can be determined the other 10 fleas were collected independently of their 
host. There are scattered reports in the literature of fleas hopping 
around and moving on the surface of the soil without being attached to 
their host (Lewis, personal communication). 
Formicidae 
Ants were collected at all of the habitat sites, but the difference in 
numbers was great, the range being from one specimen in the Sanborn I965 
cornfield to more than 8,000 in the DeKalb 19^5 fencerow. During weeks 24-
Table 4, Siphonaptera adults pitfall trap collected from Iowa fencerows and prairies, I966 
Week of Sex and 
Location Habitat collection number Species identification Probable host 
Curti88 farm fencerow 36 1Ô Corrodopsylla c, curvata Blarina brevicauda 
DeKalb Farm fencerow 25 19 Opisocrostis bruneri Gitellus tridecimlineatus 
Kalsow Prairie rise 25 19 Opisocrostis bruneri Citellus tridecimlineatus 
Kalsow Prairie rise 27 19 Opisocrostis bruneri Citellus tridecimlineatus 
Kalsow Prairie rise 33 1Ô 19 Opisocrostis bruneri Citellus tridecimlineatus 
Kalsow Prairie rise 35 1Ô Monopsyllus wagneri Peromyscus maniculatus 
Kalsow Prairie rise 36 1Ô Monopsyllus wagneri Peromyscus maniculatus 
Kalsow Prairie rise 37 1Ô Corrodopsylla c. curvata Blarina brevicauda 
Cayler Prairie hill 27 19 Megabothris asio asio Peromyscus maniculatus 
Cayler Prairie hill 28 19 Cediops.ylla simplex Sylvilagus floridanus 
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35 of 1966 the Sanborn cornfield yielded only four specimens, but 2,100 
were taken at both the Kalsow rise and low during the same period of time. 
Overall 60^ of the ants were collected in the fencerow, 7^ in adjacent 
cornfields, and the remaining 33% in the prairies. 
The seasonal collection of ants was remarkably uniform with very little 
halving or doubling of the previous week's catch. At the DeKalb I965 
fencerow week 37 yielded three times as many specimens as the weeks before 
and after, but such abrupt changes were by no means common in the other 
series of either I965 or I966, The 70% alcohol pitfall traps collected 
ants more frequently than lOfo formalin. Either of these liquids, however, 
were far superior to water as shown by the I965 data on Table 18. It 
seems that the variance in numbers of ants collected from hole to hole in 
the respective series is more a function of the plant community surround­
ing the pitfall trap than of the habits of the ants. Hole 4 in the 
Cayler bench series collected significantly more ants than the other 
holes, but since a large ant colony was located only 10 m away, it was 
anticipated that this hole would collect more ants. Ants do seem to have 
been caught more frequently by certain holes in other series, but not 
necessarily by an outside hole. More than any other group, the numbers 
collected by pitfall traps represent an activity index rather than an 
estimator of the population density, 
Hymenoptera adults 
Significant numbers of Hymenoptera adults, other than ants, were col­
lected from each of the habitat series. Pour habitats were represented 
by less than 100 specimens, but the two Kalsow Prairie series each yielded 
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more than 1,500 specimens. Comparatively few of the wasps collected were 
the large species most commonly seen flying about. Most specimens were 
small, many being the size of oribatid mites. These were superfamily 
Chalcidoidea, many of which parasitize the eggs of insects and spiders. 
Some of the most beautiful insects collected belong to Family %-rmaridae. 
Half of the Hymenoptera adults were collected in the prairie, ilfo in the 
fenoerow, but only 1$^ in the cornfield. The numbers collected in the 
DeKalb fencerow and cornfield were nearly equivalent, but at both Sanborn 
and Curtiss farm the number collected in the fencerow was greater by a 
factor of 2 at Curtiss and 3.5 at Sanborn. The Hymenoptera adults were 
collected about 10^ more frequently by JCffo alcohol than by formalin. 
Water as a collecting liquid was far inferior, yielding only 50^ the 
number retained by ^Ofo alcohol, 
Hymenoptera larvae 
Hymenoptera larvae were collected in four of the I966 habitat series. 
The 33 larvae from the Curtiss farm I966 fencerow were collected early in 
the season, from week I9 through 27. Many of these were sawfly larvae, 
presumably feeding on a host present in the fencerow. The adult sawflies 
were not collected to the same degree, A Hymenoptera larva was collected 
from the I966 Curtiss cornfield, four from the I966 DeKalb fencerow, and 
one from the Cayler bench. Of the 33 larvae taken at the Curtiss farm 
fencerow two-thirds were collected in 70^ alcohol and one-third in 10^ 
formalin. 
Chelonethida 
Fifty-seven specimens of these intriguing little chelicerate 
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arthropods were collected. Most pseudoscorpions came from the I965 DeKalb 
fencerow, but five other habitats also yielded specimens. The seasonality 
of pseudoscorpions was not well illustrated by the collections. All were 
taken in weeks 27-37* If the specimens had been separated into juvenile 
and adult groups a pattern might be discernible. The ecological role of 
pseudoscorpions is that of a predator. The number collected suggested 
that pseudoscorpions are uncommon in the habitats studied, Bristowe 
(1949) cited a report on examination of the stomach contents of 80,000 
United States birds. In these I89 pseudoscorpions were found. It would 
appear that pseudoscorpions are more common than thought to be. As col­
lecting liquids alcohol and 10^ formalin at DeKalb Farm I965 were 
equivalent but water was characteristically less efficient. 
Phalangida 
Many harvestmen were collected from all 17 of the habitat series. 
The predominant occurrence was in the agricultural lands, only of the 
total number of specimens being taken in the prairie. During weeks 24-35 
(see Table I5) only 26 phalangids were collected at Kalsow rise, while 
during the same period of time 973 were collected at the Sanborn fencerow 
and 835 iïi the DeKalb cornfield. As a group the harvestmen seem to have 
responded to the changed conditions brought about by man. The total 
number of species collected is unknown, but it seems that there were only 
a few species. 
The seasonal occurrence of harvestmen was not as uniform as many of 
the other groups. The Curtiss farm I966 fencerow data suggested that more 
than one age group was present in the habitat, since two definite and 
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possibly three peaks were present. If the total numbers collected from 
the 1966 CurtiSB farm, Kalsow Prairie, and Gayler Prairie are grouped, 
these three peaks are still apparent. When the DeKalb Research Farm and 
Sanborn data are summed, the total numbers collected form more of a bell-
shaped curve, skewed toward the latter weeks of summer and the first week 
of autumn. As collecting liquids alcohol and formalin were equivalent, 
and water was one-half to two-thirds as efficient at the DeKalb Research 
Farm in I965 or the Sanborn I965 fencerow. In the I965 Curtiss fencerow 
formaldehyde was best, but little difference was seen between 705S alcohol 
and water. Harvestmen were not collected more frequently by the outer 
pair of holes but seemed to have been collected more frequently by certain 
holes due to some unexplained factor. Edgar (1966) has summarized data 
on opilionids of the Great Lakes region. He stated that Phalangium opilio 
Linnaeus "seems to be the only species which flourishes in the midst of 
disturbances caused by man." 
Araneida 
Spiders were present in all 17 habitats and more than 100 specimens 
were collected from each of the sites. Overall 52^ of the specimens were 
taken in the prairies, 34% in the fencerow, and 14% in the cornfield. 
Weeks 24-35 showed approximately the same distribution (see Table I5). 
In contrast to harvestmen the spiders had a seasonal peak during week 
28 and 29 but were collected in both the earliest and latest weeks 
sampled in I965 and I966, The numbers of spiders for certain collecting 
weeks were inflated due to the same reasons advanced for the isopods. 
When a female carrying an egg sac was trapped, the spiderlings frequently, 
but not always, escaped. In addition to this, gravid females may have 
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shed their mature embryos into the collecting liquid. In some instances 
these hatched immediately. If the chorion was no longer present on the 
spiderling, it was impossible to determine whether the specimen fell into 
the pitfall trap through its own locomotor efforts. 
Spiders were retained 15% more frequently by alcohol than by form­
aldehyde but 50^ as frequently by water. No preference for pitfall trap 
holes was shown by the 1^66 data (see Table 20), 
Acarina 
The Acarina are an extremely common group. Numerical dominance varies 
between the Collembola and the mites, depending upon the particular habi­
tat samples. Mites seem to favor the less disturbed areas and Collembola 
the more disturbed situations. It is possible that these two circum­
stances are causally linked. Birch and Clark (1953) stated that mites 
dominate in forest soil. Although large, the total number of mites indi­
cated in Table 12 does not represent a complete figure. For I966, care 
was taken to count or estimate the total number of mites per sample. 
During I965, in the Curtiss farm and Sanborn, Iowa, series, only the first 
40 mites were counted, the remainder being disregarded. No attempt was 
made to count any of the mites from the I965 DeKalb Research Farm; there­
fore, the 1966 numbers are reasonable estimates of the numbers of mites 
collected but the I965 data are not. During weeks 24-35» 90*000 mites 
were collected. Of these nearly one-third were taken in the Kalsow low, 
and an additional 11,000 were collected from the rise. It was thus evi­
denced that mites are proportionately more numerous in the prairies than 
in the fencerows and cornfields. Overall 47% of the mites were collected 
from the prairies, 38% from the fencerow, and 21% from the cornfield. 
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Mite species have not been identified, but from what is known about the 
mite taxa of specimens collected in this study, the superfamilies of 
mites are distributed differently in the separate habitats. When compar­
ing the three agricultural locations, Gurtiss farm yielded many more 
mites than the other two, with Sanborn being slightly better represented 
than the DeKalb Research Farm. Although differences in the numbers col­
lected by particular holes or liquids were present, these are not con­
sidered great enough to note except for the I966 Gurtiss farm cornfield 
where hole 3, when containing formaldehyde, yielded as many mites over 
the season as the other three holes combined when they also contained 
formaldehyde. No explanation for this observation can be given. On a 
seasonal basis the mites were collected each week during I966, 
Tardigrada 
Although tardigrade8 have in the past been considered Arthropoda by 
many authors, they are here considered as belonging to the phylum Tardi­
grada, Tardigrades were collected in three of the I966 series; Cayler 
Prairie hill and bench and the Sanborn farm fencerow. In a few col­
lections their numbers were numerous; more than 100 specimens were col­
lected. 
Effects of Collecting Liquid - Carabidae Adults 
Tables I6 and I7 list the collecting liquid for Carabidae species 
which had six or more representatives, A total of 4,932 were collected 
in ethyl alcohol and 6,346 in formalin. The effectiveness of alcohol was 
78^ that of the formalin, differences within a series varying from 
slightly more effective, at Sanborn in I965, to only 64 and 69^ as 
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effective at Curtiss farm in I965 and I966, Water as a collection liquid 
in 1965 was 17^ to 50^ as effective as formalin in producing an identifi­
able adult carabid (many of which were not of museum specimen quality). 
At the species level the same general trends are seen with, of course, 
much greater variance. Certain species showed'consistently greater 
catches in a particular liquid. Formalin was particularly effective for 
Harpalus herbivagus, H. faunus, Amara exarata, A. ellipsis, Selenophorus 
opalinus, and Microlestes linearis. 
Two species showing consistent preference for alcohol were Evarthrus 
alternans and E. iowensis. Other brief discussions of collecting liquids 
may be found in the Garabidae section of habitats. 
Effects of Collecting Liquid - Arthropod Groups 
The effect of collecting liquid was studied because the literature was 
not helpful in comparing efficiencies of various liquids. Statements that 
alcohol or formalin solutions might be repellent (see literature review) 
are available, but no quantitative data has been presented; therefore, the 
necessity of replicates involving three liquids in an attempt to quantify 
differences between collecting liquids. 
It was apparent early during the investigation that water as a col­
lecting liquid did not possess satisfactory collection qualities, neither 
ecologically nor aesthetically; consequently, no water series was included 
in the I965 Sanborn cornfield or broadcast corn. The water traps were 
used in the I965 Sanborn fencerow. The figures for Sanborn water thus 
represent only fencerow water traps (Tables 16, 18), Without correcting 
for the Sanborn inequity, a total of 18^ of the arthropods collected 
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during I965 were taken from a water trap. Water cannot be recommended as 
a collecting liquid (see also the Gryllidae discussion in the habitat 
section) but for certain groups collection numbers compared satisfactori­
ly. Some of these groups were isopods, small millipedes, Hemiptera, and 
ants. 
The results with formalin as a collecting liquid show no clear-cut 
advantages over 70^ alcohol. The final percentage for I965 and I966 
formalin collections was 46 and 47^ respectively, or 83% as efficient as 
ethyl alcohol, A preference for formalin is shown by the isopods, large 
millipedes, and carabid adults. 
Ethyl alcohol collected more specimens by a margin of 10^ or greater 
in the small millipedes, grasshoppers, "leafhoppers," "aphids", miscel­
laneous beetle adults, Lepidoptera adults, Diptera adults and larvae, 
ants, wasp adults, spiders, and mites. 
Either ethyl alcohol or formalin are satisfactory as collecting 
liquids. In the field formalin is better because it does not evaporate 
as rapidly as alcohol. In the laboratory formaldehyde irritates the 
mucous membranes, whereas, the alcohol does not. Additional notes on col­
lecting liquids may be found in the arthropod group portion of the habi­
tat section. 
Effect of Hole - Carabidae Adults 
The effect of hole position should be most marked in rare species 
with weak locomotory powers. The Carabidae all move well, although some 
do seem to show the clumped distribution characteristic of rare species. 
Table I9 lists by pitfall trap holes the carabid species collected during 
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weeks 24 through 35, I966. Some species like Betnbidion quadrimaculatum 
or Calathus gregarius may have been collected most commonly at outside 
holes in one series, only to have the pattern reversed at smother lo­
cation. A species may also show a gradation from one end to the other 
within the series in an apparently uniform habitat, like Tachys anceps 
at the DeKalb Research Farm or Pterostichus lucublandus at Kalsow Prairie 
or at the Cayler bench, Boyd (196O) also noticed differences between his 
pitfall traps. 
No species of Carabidae was found to show significantly greater 
frequency in the outside pair of pitfall trap holes. 
Effect of Hole - Arthropoda Groups 
The effect of the hole position in relation to specific arthropod 
groups was minimal. No evidence of preference for outside holes was 
noted except for the Hemiptera, which showed a slight significance for 
the outside holes (l^ 4^ 2^ 3) as already mentioned in the Hemiptera dis­
cussion in the habitat section. The significant differences found be­
tween holes for other groups were of a different kind. The spiders and 
"aphids" showed a significant difference, where hole l) 2^3)4 for the 
summed I966 data (see Table 20). In the spiders this trend holds best 
for the prairie and fencerow. The aphids from cornfields probably ex­
plain this finding: non-uniform infestation of corn plants by the corn 
leaf aphid would seem to be the cause, and thus rule out any ecological 
significance to differences between holes. For the Coleoptera larva 
there is significant difference between holes (3) l) 2) 4)» 
One of the fears frequently mentioned by critics of the pitfall trap 
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method is that the population will be depleted from the area surrounding 
the pitfall traps. If so, the holes, when compared to time, should be­
come significant. An analysis of variance (data not presented) showed no 
holes X time significance for l8 of the most numerous arthropod groups, 
except the centipedes, numerically a minor element of the prairie, fence-
row, and cornfield fauna. The major faunal elements of the communities 
sampled were not depleted. 
Effect of Season - Garabidae Adults 
The temporal occurrence of many of the Garabidae species and arthro­
pod groups has already been included in the habitat discussion. This 
section will examine the temporal effect on the 12 most numerous Garab­
idae species during weeks 24-35» 1966. Table 21 lists their occurrence 
during two-week intervals at each of the habitats. 
Bembidion rapidum and B. quadrimaculatum were found in the corn early 
in the season at Curtiss farm and the DeKalb Research Farm and later at 
Sanborn. At midsummer B. quadrimaculatum moved into the fencerow. 
Microlestes linearis was also found to expand into the fencerow in mid­
summer. Tachys anceps was found early at Curtiss and DeKalb cornfields. 
The species was collected from the cornfield series at Curtiss farm be­
fore any field work was done and also before there was any green vege­
tation. 
Pterostichus chalcites occurred throughout the season in the corn­
fields and the Sanborn fencerow. In mid-August the species appeared in 
the Curtiss fencerow. The rare occurrence in the prairies was after week 
35 and probably represented individuals that flew into the prairies from 
nearby agricultural land. 
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Pterostiohus luoublandus is a species well-fitted to represent the 
family Garabidae, since it was collected in all 10 habitat series and was 
a dominant in seven of these. Pterostichus lucublandus is an early 
spring breeder (Gilbert, 1957) which remains active throughout the summer. 
Only four of the two-week periods did not include P. lucublandus. 
Evarthrus alternans was prominent at Kalsow Prairie and Gayler 
Prairie throughout the season. Fewer specimens were collected from mid-
August until week 44» the end of collecting. The activity period in the 
DeKalb and Sanborn fencerows and DeKalb cornfield was at least two weeks 
later than in the prairies. 
Galathus gregarius and Harpalus pennsylvanicus were both collected 
throughout the season and reached their peak in early September. 
Agonum placidum adults were especially active during weeks 32 and 33, 
indicating that the species may be breeding at midsummer in Iowa. 
Community Analysis - Garabidae Adults 
Species-area curves 
Gain (1938) stated one usage of species-area curves is to determine 
minimum plot size. The curves are here used to determine the adequacy of 
sampling the Garabidae species of a community and to determine whether 
four pitfall traps per series is sufficient. Each curve was plotted by 
accumulating the species from the holes so that the least possible rise 
in slope is obtained, usually by first plotting the hole with the 
greatest number of species and ending with the least number. 
Species-area curves (see Figure 5) for the Garabidae show that in the 
agricultural land an adequate sample was taken since four curves became 
horizontal and the other two tended towards a definite asymptote. 
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Corresponding curves for the carabids collected from the prairies during 
weeks 24-35 show that the Kalsow low sample is adequate and that the 
other three are reasonable species representations of their communities. 
Species diversity of an area is said to be greatest in the most 
mature ecosystem. Or stated another way, a monoculture should be de­
pauperate (MacFadyen, I963). Figure 5 shows that for temporally balanced 
collections the Kalsow rise and Ca^yler bench did have 32 and 33 species, 
respectively, one and two more than the best agricultural area. Both the 
DeKalb fencerow and the Sanborn fencerow had 31 species, the Curtiss 
fencerow 30, and DeKalb cornfield 29 species. These four agricultural 
areas all had totals higher than the Gay1er bench or the Kalsow low. A 
monoculture (DeKalb cornfield) thus had as many species of Garabidae as 
the native prairies. The two cornfields which received agricultural 
chemicals had fewer species. 
Insecticide residues 
Soil samples were analyzed for insecticide residues by the Wisconsin 
Alumni Research Foundation. These soil samples were collected in April 
of 1967 from the same locations as the pitfall traps of I966. Table 1 
shows that Dieldrin and DDT (with its derivatives) were present in all 
soils, including those where the chemicals had never been applied. Most 
values are minimal, but were still a trace. The Curtiss cornfield had a 
high residue and the Sanborn cornfield a moderate burden. The associated 
fencerows had residue values consistent with their proximity to plowed 
ground and adjacent cornfields. 
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Figure 5* Species-area curves of Carabidae collected from Iowa corn­
fields, fencerows, and prairies during weeks 24 through 35, 
1966 shown as cumulative species by holes 
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Community indices 
The coefficient of community was determined by the method of Sorenson 
(1948), The figures above the diagonal series of dashes on Table 5 give 
similarity values for the habitats during weeks 24-35» 19^6. The Kalsow 
rise-Sanborn corn comparison gave the least similarity. Between these 
two extremes the other habitats were decreasingly similar in the sequence: 
Sanborn cornfield, Curtiss cornfield, DeKalb cornfield, Sanborn fencerow, 
DeKalb fencerow, Curtiss fencerow. Gay1er bench, Cayler hill, Kalsow low, 
and Kalsow rise. The cornfields as a habitat group are more closely 
interrelated than the fencerows. In turn, the fencerows are more similar 
to themselves than Cayler Prairie and Kalsow PrairrC are to each other. 
When comparing Kalsow low and Kalsow rise or Cayler bench and Cayler hill, 
the highest values of the coefficient of community were obtained. 
The percentage of community values show almost the same relative 
likenesses between habitats and are plotted in the lower portion of Table 
5, A better fit for the percentage of community would be obtained by 
switching the positions of the Curtiss and DeKalb fencerows. Other dif­
ferences between the two indices are minor. 
Table 6 represents a fusion of ideas. As stated in the review of 
literature the coefficient of community overemphasizes the rare species 
and the percentage of similarity overemphasizes the dominant species. 
The corresponding values from these two methods were averaged in an 
effort to compensate for the bias of each method. This new value might 
be called the Index of Community, 
Seals (i960) divided into parts data obtained from one stand and 
found them to have a coefficient of 85. On this basis he was willing to 
Table 5, Carabidae index of similarity (top) and percentage of similarity (bottom) for Carabidae 
collected during weeks 24 through 35» 1966 
Sanborn Curti88 DeKalb Sanborn DeKalb Curtiss Cayler Cay1er Kalsow Kalsow 
corn corn corn fence fence fence bench hill low rise 
Sanborn corn —— 59.6 49.2 33.3 15.4 15.8 03.3 03.4 03.6 02.7 
Curtiss corn 61.6 — 53.6 34.9 20.4 16.7 11.2 06.4 08.9 08.6 
DeKalb corn 53.5 52.7 — 54.1 39.9 27.1 25.1 15.9 25.2 19.2 
Sanborn fence 41.1 42.8 51.8 — 41.0 34.6 30.5 20.0 29.5 24.9 
DeKalb fence 18.1 23.6 44.5 40.7 —- 39.9 64.3 55.8 24.6 23.0 
Curtiss fence 32.0 42.1 53.4 48.4 53.1 — 26.6 25.7 16.9 17.9 
Cayler bench 3.7 10.5 24.6 29.0 60.5 33.3 — 77.0 37.8 33.2 
Cayler hill 4.3 9.3 18.7 21.6 52.5 29.3 76.9 — 30.9 27.8 
Kalsow low 2.3 7.5 21.7 28.7 26.1 20.3 43.9 36.6 76.8 
Kalsow rise 2.6 2.5 19.9 24.5 23.0 21.1 32.1 35.7 79.6 
Table 6, Index of community for Carabidae collected during weeks 24-35, I966, from Iowa fencerows, 
cornfields, and prairies 
Sanborn Curtiss DeKalb Sanborn Gurtiss DeKalb Cayler Cay1er Kalsow Kalsow 
corn corn corn fence fence fence bench hill low rise 
Sanborn corn —— 60.6 51.4 37.2 23.9 16.8 3.5 3.9 3.0 2.7 
Curtiss corn — 53.2 38.9 29.4 22.0 10.9 7.9 8.3 5.6 
DeKalb corn 53.0 40.3 42.2 24.9 17.3 23.5 19.6 
Sanborn fence — 41.5 40.9 29.8 20.8 29.1 24.7 
Curtiss fence 
— 46.5 30.0 27.5 18.6 19.5 
DeKalb fence 
— 62.4 54.1 25.4 23.0 
Cayler bench — 76.9 40.9 32.7 
Cayler hill 
— 33.8 31.8 
Kalsow low 78.2 
Kalsow rise 
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consider all values above 85 as unity. When the holes in the Cay 1er 
bench series are compared, an average value of 78.4 is obtained, and for 
the hill 64.3. The within-series variation for the bench was 88.8 to 
72.0 and for the hill, 84,6 to 43.9» These figures indicate less homoge­
neity within the prairies than expected. These differences appear to be 
due to the diversity of the prairies, since the hole at the bench, which 
had most species, showed least similarity to the other three holes, A 
very homogeneous habitat, also with high insecticide residues, was Curtiss 
farm cornfield. The average value for in-line comparisons is 81,8 with a 
variation from 72.4 to $0,1. The adjacent fencerow had a 62.8 average 
coefficient of community for the four holes and a variation from 57»1 to 
70,6, The more homogeneous habitat, Curtiss cornfield, thus showed more 
internal variation than the less uniform fencerow. 
On the basis of the within-series coefficient of community values a 
figure for unity would be about 80, The weeks 24-35 Curtiss cornfield 
pitfall traps, as measured by the Carabidae, can then be considered e-
cologically identical. The Gay1er bench values are very close to repre­
senting equality or unity. Examination of Tables 5 and 6 shows that only 
the within-prairie comparisons approach a sameness. They also show that 
the prairies and the cornfield are almost completely different in their 
Carabidae species composition and numbers. 
The index of community values fit the data better than either of the 
other two methods since many of the differences are smoothed out. The 
relative order is identical to the best fit for the percentage of simi­
larity. 
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Dominants 
During weeks 24-35 eight species were dominant (by my definition IQffo 
or more of the Carabidae collected from one habitat) in one or more of 
the 10, 1966 series. These were Bembidion quadrimaculatum, Tachys anceps, 
Pterostichus chalcites, P. lucublandus, Evarthrus sodalis colossus, E, 
alternans, Galathus gregarius and Harpalus pennsyIvanicus. 
The greatest percentage of dominance in any habitat was by E. alter­
nans in the Kalsow rise, 68,6^ of the carabid specimens (see Table 7)« P. 
lucublandus with 11.5/^ was the next most numerous carabid. This very 
clear-cut dominance by one species runs contrary to the generalized idea 
of a diverse environment (Odum, I963). The Kalsow low had the same two 
dominants, ^y/o E, alternans and 21,'jfo P. lucublandus. The first dominant 
at Cayler Prairie hill and bench was C. gregarius, E, alternans numbered 
15*3^ of the catch from the hill. The second most numerous species at 
the bench was G. gregarius. The Sanborn, Gurtiss, and DeKalb cornfields 
were dominated by Pterostichus chalcites and Bembidion quadrimaculatum. 
Tachys anceps and Pterostichus lucublandus also formed more than 10^ of 
the carabid catch at the DeKalb cornfield (see Table 7). Dominants in 
the Sanborn fencerow were Pterostichus chalcites, P. lucublandus, and 
Evarthrus sodalis colossus. The DeKalb fencerow was dominated by the same 
two species as in the Cayler bench plus Harpalus pennsyIvanicus and 
Bembidion quadrimaculatum. No sharp dominance was seen at the I966 
Gurtiss fencerow during the weeks 24 through 35, I966, The most numerous 
species, Galathus gregarius. comprised only 14,1^ of the total. Bembidion 
quadrimaculatum, Pterostichus chalcites, and P, lucublandus also exceeded 
Table 7, Dominance percentage of dominant Carabidae species during weeks 24 through 35» I966 
Sanborn Curtiss DeKalb Sanborn Gurtiss DeKalb Cayler Gay1er Kalsow Kalsow 
corn corn corn fence fence fence bench hill low rise 
Bembidion 
quadrimaculatum 46.0 
Tachys anceps 0.2 
Pterostichus 
chalcites 4I.I 
P. lucublandus 0.8 
Evarthrus 
sodalis colossus 0.0 
E. alternans 0.0 
Galathus 
gregarius 0.0 
Harpalus 
pennsylvanicus 4-3 
13.2 29.6 8.2 
9.8 13.0 0.0 
57.4 15.0 23.4 
5.3 12.8 16.0 
0.0 0.0 10.6 
0.0 3.2 4.4 
0.2 1.9 2.2 
3.0 8.1 9.5 
12.6 11.2 0.2 
1.7 2.3 2.3 
11.8 0.6 0.0 
10.6 14.0 20.7 
0.2 0.0 0.0 
1.4 3.8 8.6 
14.1 36.4 42.8 
7.5 20.0 0.0 
0.5 0.0 0.2 
1.1 0.1 0.1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
8.8 21.7 11.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
15.3 52.9 68.6 
50.9 3.9 2.9 
0.0 0.6 0.1 
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Fichier (1954) found an Amara sp., thought by him to be one species, 
to be dominant in litter and soil of a Nebraska prairie. The Iowa 
prairies had five species of Amara in I966, but even if lumped they would 
not become a dominant factor. Only Amara cupreolata exceeded 5% a-
bundance in the Iowa prairies. The Sanborn fencerow had five species of 
Amara. Of these, Amara angustata and A, sp, (near aenopolita) were, re­
spectively, 5*2 and 4*9^ in the I966 fencerow. 
Nine species of the genus Harpalus were collected during weeks 24-351 
1966, As a group they were prominent and exceeded 11^ of the Carabidae 
in the Curtiss, DeKalb and Sanborn fencerows but only H, pennsylvanicus 
could be considered as a dominant (see Table 7 ) ,  
A species commonly seen from Curtiss farm, Agonum placidum, was found 
in eight of the 10, I966 series but was not prominent enough to be a domin­
ant at any point. Microlestes linearis was collected from all 10 of the 
series but never at a density greater than 3.2^, 
Community Analysis - Arthropoda Groups 
The coefficient of community was figured on the arthropod groups data 
from weeks 24-35 of I966 (with the mites and Collembola excluded). Mites 
and Collembola were removed because these large collection numbers tended 
to mask differences. The strongest area of agreement, as shown by Table 
8, was between the Kalsow rise and Kalsow low, the Cayler hill and Cayler 
bench. These within-prairie comparisons were both 84, and thus give 
credence to the remainder of the operation. Seals (I960) found that by 
subdividing figures from one stand and then figuring the coefficient of 
similarity, the result was 85; thus he concluded that any coefficient of 
Table 8, Association index of the ten I966 habitats, based on the arthropods (minus collembolans and 
mites) collected during weeks 24 through 35 from Iowa cornfields, fencerows, and prairies 
Sanborn DeKalb DeKalb Sanborn Curtiss Kalsow Kalsow Cayler Carrier 
Site fence fence com corn corn rise low hill bench 
Curtiss fence 69 55 59 51 59 52 58 66 68 
Sanborn fence - 69 77 51 56 47 60 62 59 
DeKalb fence - 71 43 53 49 56 50 45 
DeKalb corn 
-
68 64 43 49 47 42 
Sanborn corn 
- 69 32 37 37 32 
Curtiss corn - 37 46 50 44 
Kalsow rise - 84 59 53 
Kalsow low 
- 70 72 
Cayler hill — 84 
Cayler bench 
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similarity in excess of 85 could be considered as representing essentially 
identical habitats. From a biological approach this certainly seems le­
gitimate. The figures from the two traplines within the prairies, when 
compared with each other, were close enough to 85 to be considered as 
representing unity. The least similarity was between the Sanborn corn­
field and the Cayler bench, a coefficient of 32. In general the coeffi­
cients were as expected. Although the index was not devised to compare 
groups as internally diverse as the arthropod groups, differences were ob­
tained which should be increased if the species for all specimens were 
known. Most values ranged from 4I to 70. 
If only the fencerows were considered in comparison with each other, 
the unity was not as great as found for the prairies. The Sanborn-Curtiss 
comparison and the DeKalb-Sanborn fencerow comparisons both yielded 69; 
however, the DeKalb-Curtiss comparison yielded a coefficient of only 55« 
The fencerows, when compared with cornfields or even a series from the 
prairie, showed similarities in most instances as great and in some cases 
greater than fencerow-fencerow comparisons. The cornfield-cornfield com­
parisons were more uniform, 64 to 69, When only Carabidae species were 
compared the cornfields were not as uniform (see Tables 5 and 6). Values 
for the fencerow-cornfield comparisons most closely approached the corn-
field-cornfield comparison. The prairies corresponded more closely to 
the fencerows than the cornfields. For some reason the Sanborn cornfield 
was least like any of the four prairia series. Overall the Curtiss fence-
row was most like the prairies. 
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New Iowa Collection Records 
A total of 17 species were identified for the first time from the 
state of Iowa. The names of these, the number collected, and the primary-
habitat are listed in Table 9* A few species listed there represent ad­
ditions to the list of Jaques and Redlinger (I946) but are not new records 
for the state of Iowa. 
The size of the newly reported species ranges from the large Carabus 
meander to the diminutive Tachys anceps. The habitat distribution of 
these new species was different than anticipated. Since few serious col­
lectors or ecologists visit agricultural fields, it was expected that the 
predominance of new records should originate there. Table 9 shows that 
five species new to Iowa came from cornfields and four from prairies. 
The fencerows contributed eight new records. Voucher specimens of all 
newly reported species have been deposited in the Iowa Insect Collection, 
Iowa State University. Each species has been discussed in more detail in 
the Carabidae species section. 
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Table 9* New Iowa collection records and other additions to the list of 
known Iowa Carabidae species by Jaques and Redlinger (1946) 
Synonym Reason for Number Primary 
Species in list inclusion here specimens habitat 
Garabus meander no new Iowa record 2 prairie 
Scarites quadriceps yes synonymy 42 cornfield 
Berabidion rupicola no new Iowa record 1 cornfield 
Bembidion rapidum no new Iowa record 127 cornfield 
Bembidion mimus no new Iowa record 1 prairie 
Bembidion impotens no new Iowa record 1 fencerow 
Tachys anceps no new Iowa record 678 cornfield 
Pterostichus leconteianus yes synonymy 36 prairie 
Evarthrus sodalis colossus yes new combination 117 fencerow 
Evarthrus alternans no not on list 1746 prairie 
Evarthrus iowensis no new Iowa record 43 prairie 
A^onum gratiosum yes synonymy 5 fencerow 
Agonum puncticeps no not on list 10 prairie 
Amara torrida yes synonymy 2 fencerow 
Amara latior no new Iowa record 1 cornfield 
Amara ellipsis no new Iowa record 28 fencerow 
Amara aenopolita no new Iowa record 9 fencerow 
Amara littoralis no new Iowa record 27 fencerow 
Harpalus indigens no new Iowa record 120 prairie 
Harpalus paratus no new Iowa record 2 fencerow 
Anisodactylus ? melanopus no new Iowa record 1 fencerow 
Anisodactylus ovularis no new Iowa record 2 fencerow 
Microlestes linearis no new Iowa record 281 cornfield 
Callida decora no new Iowa record 2 fencerow 
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SUMMARY 
More than $00,000 arthropods were collected with pitfall traps from 
Iowa cornfields, fencerows, and prairies during 19^5 and I966. Five 
classes of arthropods and 14 insect orders were represented in the col­
lections, of which the most prominent insect orders by abundance were: 
Collembola, Coleoptera, Homoptera, Hymenoptera, and Orthroptera. The 
arthropods were sorted into 33 different lots of various taxa. One group, 
the Carabidae adults, was further determined to species. 
Habitat Preferences 
Some of the 94 species of Carabidae were found exclusively or prima­
rily in one habitat type. Cornfield species were: Scarites quadriceps, 
Clivina impressifrons, Tachys anceps, Bembidion rapidum, B. quadri-
maculatum, Pterostichus chalcites, Agonum placidum, Colliuris pennsyl-
veuiicus, Anisodactylus sanctaecrucis, Agonoderus comma, and Chlaenius 
pusillus. Carabidae species found closely associated with the fencerow 
are; Notiophilus semistriatus, Pterostichus luctuosus, P. patruelis, 
Evarthrus sodalis colossus. Agonum gratiosum, Amara ellipsis, A. aeneo-
polita, A, smgustata, Cratacanthus dubius, Anisodactylus ? rustious, A. 
? melanopus. A, ? agrioola, A. interstitialis, Dicaelus elongatus, and 
Pallida decora. Species with a strong prairie restriction were: Carabus 
meander, Pasimachus elongatus, Tachys granarius, Pterostichus leconte-
ianus, Evarthrus alternans, E. iowensis, Harpalus indigens, and Dicaelus 
sculptilis. 
The arthropod group habitat preferences could usually not be deter­
mined because of mixed species groups. Those found predominantly in the 
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cornfield were Gollembola and Neuroptera larvae. The fencerow was the 
principal habitat of sawfly larvae and pseudoscorpions. Groups showing a 
prairie habitat preference were the large millipedes, small millipedes, 
and fleas. 
Collecting Liquids 
Three different collecting liquids, water, 70^ ethyl alcohol, and IC^ 
formaldehyde, were used in 19^5 and two liquids in I966, 7C^ ethyl alco­
hol and lOfo formalin. Water as a collecting liquid proved approximately 
50^ as effective as alcohol or formalin in retaining identifiable speci­
mens. The summed data indicated that alcohol as a collecting liquid pro­
duced about 15^ more specimens than formalin. Individual groups showed 
exception to this alcohol preference, particularly the isopods, large 
millipedes, centipedes, Gollembola, and Carabidae adults. Within the 
Carabidae six species had consistently greater catches in formalin and 
two species greater catches in ethyl alcohol. 
Holes Preference 
The data for 12 weeks during 1966 was examined to determine whether 
the position of the hole had a significant effect. No marked effect was 
noted, and only the Hemiptera showed a slight preference for the outside 
holes. This indicated that continuous pitfall trapping did not damage 
the character of the arthropod community. 
Seasons 
The seasonal activity of the more numerous I966 Carabidae was found 
to agree with known reproductive habits. Some species, Tachys anceps, 
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Pterostiohus chalcites, and Miorolestes linearis, were found to expand 
from the cornfield into the fencerow at midsummer. 
Community Analysis 
A species-area curve for each I966 habitat showed that the collections 
in the cornfields and fencerows were an adequate sample, and that the 
prairie community was sampled almost as adequately. The carabid species 
composition of the 10 I966 habitats was compared with the coefficient of 
community, the percentage of similarity, and a new index of community. 
The Sanborn cornfield and Kalsow rise were found to have the least simi­
larity, The same relationships were found when the arthropod group data 
was used for a coefficient of community. 
The most numerous carabid species at the Sanborn and DeKalb corn­
fields was Bembidion quadrimaculatum; at the Curtiss cornfield and San­
born fencerow, Pterostiohus chalcites; at Kalsow rise and low, Evarthrus 
alternans; and at the Curtiss and DeKalb fencerows, Cayler bench and 
hill, Calathus gregarius. 
The six carabid species with the largest series in the collection 
were; Pterostiohus chalcites, Bembidion quadrimaculatum, Harpalus 
pennsylvanicus, Evarthrus alternans, P. lucublandus, and Calathus 
gregarius. 
New Iowa Records 
Of the 94 carabid species collected 17 have not previously been re­
ported for Iowa. These are: Carabus meander, Bembidion rupicola, B. 
rapidum, B, mimus, B. impôtens, Tachys anceps, Evarthrus iowensis. Am ara 
latior, A. ellipsis, A. aenopolita, A. littoralis, Harpalus indigens, H. 
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paratus, Anisodactylus ?melanopus. A, ovularis, Miorolestes linearis, and 
Callida decora. One other species, Evarthrus alternans, was described 
from Iowa but not included in Jaques and Redlinger's list of Iowa Carab-
idae. 
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Table 10. Plant species within 2.5 m around pitfall traps in Iowa 
cornfields, fencerows, and prairies, August 19, I966 
Dominant and 
Location Series Hole lesser species Common name 
Curtiss 
farm 
cornfield 
fencerow 1 Agropyron repens 
Amaranthus retroflexus 
Physalis heterophylla 
2 Agropyron repens 
Phalaris arundinacea 
3 Bromus japonicus 
Polygonum convolvulus 
Solanum nigrum 
Lactuca scariola 
Cannabis sativa 
4 Bromus inermis 
1 Zea mays 
Setaria lutescens 
Amaranthus retroflexus 
Physalis heterophylla 
Solanum nigrum 
2 Zea mays 
Setaria viridis 
Setaria lutescens 
Echinochloa sp. 
3 Zea mays 
Setaria lutescens 
4 Zea mays 
Setaria lutescens 
Polygonum pennsylvanicum 
Amaranthus retroflexus 
1 Bromus inermis 
Asclepias syriaca 
2 Bromus inermis 
DeKalb fencerow 
Research 
Farm 
quack grass 
pigweed 
ground cherry 
quack grass 
reed canary grass 
Japanese brome 
black bindweed 
black nightshade 
prickly lettuce 
hemp 
smooth brome 
corn 
yellow foxtail 
pigweed 
ground cherry 
black nightshade 
corn 
green foxtail 
yellow foxtail 
barnyard grass 
com 
yellow foxtail 
corn 
yellow foxtail 
pinkweed 
pigweed 
smooth brome 
common milkweed 
smooth brome 
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Table 10 (Continued) 
Dominant and 
Location Series Hole lesser species Common name 
cornfield 
3 
4 
1 
Sanborn fencerow 1 
Panicum cap i Hare 
Setaria viridis 
Bromus inermis 
Bromus inermis 
Zea mays 
Setaria viridis 
Amaranthus hybridus 
Zea mays 
Setaria viridis 
Amaranthus hybridus 
Zea mays 
Setaria viridis 
Amaranthus hybridus 
Zea mays 
Setaria viridis 
Amaranthus hybridus 
Poa pratensis 
Asclepias syriaca 
Phleum pratense 
Poa pratensis 
Andropogon gerardi 
Cirsium arvense 
Agropyron repens 
Poa pratensis 
Andropogon gerardi 
Ambrosia artemisifolia 
Poa pratensis 
Andropogon gerardi 
Asclepias syriaca 
Bromus .japonicus 
witchgrass 
green foxtail 
smooth brome 
smooth brome 
corn 
green foxtail 
pigweed 
corn 
green foxtail 
pigweed 
corn 
green foxtail 
pigweed 
corn 
green foxtail 
pigweed 
Kentucky bluegrass 
common milkweed 
timothy 
Kentucky bluegrass 
big bluestem 
Canada thistle 
quack grass 
Kentucky bluegrass 
big bluestem 
common ragweed 
Kentucky bluegrass 
big bluestem 
common milkweed 
Japanese brome 
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Table 10 (Continued) 
Dominant and 
Location Series Hole lesser species Common name 
Ambrosia artemisifolia 
cornfield 1 Zea mays 
2 Zea mays 
3 Zea mays 
Setaria viridis 
4 Zea mays 
Kalsow rise 1 Sporobolus heterolepis 
Prairie Amorpha canescens 
Helianthus laetiflorus 
Petalostemum purpureum 
Eryn^ium yuccifolium 
Zizia aurea 
Solidago canadensis 
Solidago riffida 
Liatris aspera 
Andropogon gerardi 
Achillea millefolium 
2 Rosa suffulta 
Lespedeza capitata 
Psoralea argophylla 
Echinacea pallida 
3 Helianthus laetiflorus 
Solidago rigida 
Lathyrus venosus 
4 Andropogon gerardi 
Ratibida pinnata 
Panicum leibergii 
low 1 Sporobolus heterolepis 
Andropogon. gerardi 
common ragweed 
corn 
corn 
corn 
green foxtail 
corn 
prairie dropseed 
leadplant 
sunflower 
purple prairie-
clover 
rattlesnake-master 
golden alexanders 
goldenrod 
rigid goldenrod 
blazing-star 
big bluestern 
yarrow 
prairie rose 
bush clover 
scurf-pea 
purple coneflower 
sunflower 
rigid goldenrod 
vetching 
big bluestem 
prairie coneflower 
panicum 
prairie dropseed 
big bluestem 
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Table 10 (Continued) 
Dominant and 
Location Series Hole lesser species Common name 
Cayler bench 
Prairie 
Aster eriooides 
Rosa suffulta 
Helianthus laetiflorus 
Solida^o rigida 
Petalostemum purpureum 
Lespedeza capitata 
Asclepias tuberosa 
Solidago canadensis 
Panicum virgatum 
2 Sporobolus heterolepis 
Artemisia ludoviciana 
Helianthus maximiliani 
Equisetum laevigatum 
Spartina pectinata 
3 Zizia aurea 
Elymus canadensis 
4 Andropogon gerardi 
Lathyrus venosus 
Lactuca sp. 
1 Andropogon gerardi 
Sorghastrum nutans 
Helianthus maximiliani 
Panicum praecocius 
Panicum scribnerianum 
2 Andropogon gerardi 
Achillea millefolium 
Monarda fistulosa 
Desmodium oanadense 
many flowered aster 
prairie rose 
sunflower 
rigid goldenrod 
purple prairie-
clover 
bush clover 
butterfly-we ed 
goldenrod 
switchgrass 
prairie dropseed 
mugwort 
sunflower 
scouring-rush 
slough grass 
golden alexanders 
Canada wild rye 
big bluestem 
vetching 
lettuce 
big bluestem 
indian grass 
sunflower 
panicum 
panicum 
big bluestem 
yarrow 
horse mint 
tick-trefoil 
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Table 10 (Continued.) 
Dominant and 
Location Series Hole lesser species Common name 
3 Andropogon gerardi 
Cirsium flodmanii 
Rosa suffulta 
4 Sporobolus heterolepis 
Andropogon gerardi 
Heliopsis helianthoides 
Solidago missouriensis 
hill 1 Andropogon gerardi 
Artemisia ludoviciana 
Cirsium flodmanii 
Amorpha canescens 
Sporobolus heterolepis 
2 Andropogon gerardi 
Petalostemum candidum 
Petalostemum purpureum 
Rosa suffulta 
Monarda fistulosa 
3 Andropogon gerardi 
Sporobolus heterolepis 
Amorpha canescens 
Solidago rigida 
4 Andropogon gerardi 
Sorghastrum nutans 
Liatris aspera 
Potentilla arguta 
big bluestem 
prairie rose 
prairie dropseed 
big bluestem 
oxeye 
Missouri goldenrod 
big bluestem 
mugwort 
leadplant 
prairie dropseed 
big bluestem, 
white prairie-
clover 
purple prairie-
clover 
prairie rose 
horse mint 
big bluestem 
prairie dropseed 
leadplant 
rigid goldenrod 
big bluestem 
Indian grass 
blazing-star 
tall cinquefoil 
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Table 11 (Continued) 
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Table 12. Habitat of pitfall trap collected Arthropoda of Iowa fencerowa and cornfields during I965 
Curtis5 DeKalb Sanborn 
Species fencerow cornfield fencerow cornfield fencerow cornfield b. corn 
Isopoda 78 6 68 1 0 0 0 
Diplopoda, large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Diplopoda, small 36 56 21 13 73 7 1 
Chilopoda 2 27 12 13 6 12 1 
Collembola 1285 2336 — — 681 972 2110 
Ephemeroptera 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Acrididae 5 2 12 2 23 2 0 
Ensifera 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Rhaphidophorinae 28 6 2 0 1 0 2 
Gryllidae 344 37 2262 1098 368 282 158 
Psocoptera 1 3 0 0 0 3 0 
Thysanoptera 17 13 66 13 1 6 12 
Hemiptera 71 32 144 33 27 12 13 
Auchenorrhyncha 872 461 331 433 849 350 686 
St ernorrhyncha 69 515 497 1639 2672 668 162 
Neuroptera adults 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Neuroptera larvae 1 9 2 8 2 4 3 
Carabidae adults 437 1746 731 2037 347 372 603 
Coleoptera, misc. adults 337 618 790 1477 621 363 2117 
Coleoptera larvae 137 213 331 200 98 40 43 
Trichoptera 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lepidoptera adults 6 0 5 2 3 2 3 
Lepidoptera larvae 37 33 29 1 34 4 0 
Diptera adults 405 230 929 721 381 365 998 
Diptera larvae 8 147 133 228 22 14 13 
Table 12 (Continued) 
Curtiss DeKalb Sanborn 
Species f encerow cornfield fencerow cornfield fencerow cornfield b, corn 
Siphonaptera 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Formicidae 1009 132 8205 66 33 1 4 
Ifymenoptera adults 368 115 954 696 73 48 37 
Hymenoptera larvae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Chelonethida 0 0 39 0 1 0 0 
Phalangida 329 805 827 160 410 472 474 
Araneida 559 108 226 208 230 223 27 ^ 
Acarina 3779+ 1330+ — —— 1780+ 562+ 1203+^ 
Table 13. Habitat of pitfall trap collected Arthropoda of Iowa fencerows, cornfields and prairies 
during I966 
Curti88 DeKalb Sanborn Kalsow Cayler 
Species fence corn fence corn fence corn rise low hill bench 
Isopoda 206 5 2911 3 3 0 1124 1000 0 0 
Diplopoda, large 
Diplopoda, small 
0 0 0 0 0 0 4457 930 1244 420 
258 42 24 1 75 1 800 549 229 283 
Chilopoda 13 32 3 5 28 1 73 101 16 8 
Collembola 10066 33046 5038 8004 4134 133771 3780 3374 5523 5484 
Ephemeroptera 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Acrididae 27 7 6 1 3 0 11 9 6 12 
Ensifera 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 0 
Rhaphidophorinae 158 19 2 0 10 1 81 19 2 1 
Qrjrllidae 1184 214 3539 2707 2196 379 711 503 184 121 
Psocoptera 1 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 6 4 
Thysanoptera 312 83 116 59 137 199 189 92 92 86 
Heraiptera 137 139 28 83 139 54 196 157 78 64 
Auchenorrhyncha 3387 2217 936 912 1505 1023 1718 1148 2057 2915 
Sternorrhyncha 2610 2485 181 723 400 3943 141 354 135 91 
Neuroptera adults 1 2 2 4 4 1 2 0 1 0 
Neuroptera larvae 7 72 16 60 11 76 3 3 2 1 
Carabidae adults 927 2570 820 1435 912 1735 1411 1040 529 582 
Coleoptera, misc. adults 1977 2770 2074 3261 1315 3215 803 1079 1310 625 
Coleoptera larvae 581 589 211 302 416 422 250 231 220 195 
Trichoptera 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Lepidoptera adults 21 4 5 5 7 3 11 15 8 3 
Lepidoptera larvae 232 60 43 13 52 6 50 106 50 72 
Diptera adults 1513 1413 974 1059 1385 1026 945 958 428 388 
Diptera larvae 133 372 358 113 69 71 88 72 94 57 
Table 13 (Continued) 
Gurtiss DeKalb Sanborn Kalsow Cayler 
Species fence corn fence corn fence corn rise low hill bench 
Siphonaptera 1 0 1 0 0 0 7 0 2 0 
FormicicLae 2241 425 1499 1080 1164 4 2433 2325 1712 1476 
Bymenoptera adults 869 446 337 353 368 99 1648 1908 579 541 
Hymenoptera larvae 33 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Chelonethida 0 0 4 1 10 0 0 2 0 0 
Phalangida 794 555 375 863 986 586 72 88 174 123 
Araneida 1241 503 889 435 1048 178 891 1306 2176 1807 
Acarina 19465 14207 5651 3040 6940 4889 13356 32264 5808 4260 
Table I4. Habitat of selected Carabidae species collected from Iowa cornfields, fencerows, and 
prairies during weeks 24 through 35» 19^6 
Curtiss DeKalb Sanborn Kalsow Ca^yler 
Species fence corn fence corn fence corn rise low hill bench 
Notiophilus semistriatus 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Scarites quadriceps 1 0 1 25 0 0 0 1 0 0 
I)yschirius globulosus 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 
Clivina impressifrons 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bembidion rapidum 1 66 1 14 2 7 2 3 0 1 
B. quadrimaculatxim 44 252 77 375 75 732 2 0 3 1 
Tachys anceps 6 187 16 165 0 3 1 1 6 13 
Pterostichus chalcites 41 1099 4 190 215 654 0 0 0 0 
P. lucublandus 37 101 96 . 162 147 12 116 184 48 116 
P. stygicus 0 3 0 0 12 6 11 11 3 13 
P. leconteianus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 20 
Abacidus permundus 0 0 15 17 1 0 12 23 5 15 
Evarthrus sodalis colossus 0 0 0 0 96 3 0 0 0 0 
E. alternans 5 0 26 41 40 0 689 449 84 53 
E, iowensis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 8 
CalathuB gregarius 49 3 251 24 20 0 29 33 279 240 
Agonum placidum 22 101 4 42 3 24 1 0 1 0 
Araara carinata 2 0 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. ellipsis 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 2 0 0 
A, aeneopolita 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 14 (Continued) 
Gurtiss DeKalb Sanborn Kalsow Gay1er 
Species fence corn fence corn fence corn rise low hill bench 
A, sp. (near aeneopolita) 0 0 0 0 45 0 0 0 • 0 0 
A. littoralis 1 0 4 3 0 0 4 5 0 1 
A, cupreolata 3 0 0 0 10 0 32 52 9 12 
A, angustata 3 0 0 0 48 0 2 3 1 1 
Cratacanthus dubius 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Harpalus herbivagus 28 0 9 2 18 0 26 2 1 1 
H. indigens 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 46 19 13 
H. faunus 1 0 7 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
H, pennsylvanicus 24 60 138 103 87 69 1 5 0 1 
H, compar 11 3 1 0 . 6 1 1 0 2 3 
H, erythropus 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 9 
H. caliginosus 1 3 3 3 1 1 3 2 0 2 
Selenophorus opalinus 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 0 
Anisodactylus ? rusticus 19 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 
A. harrisi 4 0 0 0 7 0 1 2 2 12 
Stenolopus conjunctus group 0 0 0 0 13 0 4 8 3 0 
Agonoderus comma ' 0 0 2 54 0 2 1 0 0 0 
Dicaelus sculptilis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 
Badister notatus 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 0 1 
Chlaenius platyderus 8 1 6 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 
Microlestes linearis 2 32 1 21 29 75 5 6 12 10 
Galeritula Janus 4 1 6 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 
Table 15. Habitat of arthropods collected during weeks 
cornfields and prairies 
Curtiss DeKalb 
Species fence corn fence corn 
Isopoda 137 1 2697 3 
Diplopoda, large 0 0 0 0 
Diplopoda, small 121 6 21 1 
Chilopoda 8 9 3 4 
Collembola 5035 24333 4029 5329 
Ephemeroptera 0 0 0 0 
Acrididae 3 4 6 1 
Ensifera 1 0 0 0 
Rhaphidophorinae 83 15 2 0 
Gryllidae 444 78 3539 2704 
Psocoptera 0 2 0 0 
Thysanoptera 224 64 109 55 
Hemiptera 62 40 26 81 
Auchenorrhyncha 2315 1006 840 840 
St ernorrhyncha 281 1352 168 722 
Neuroptera adults 1 1 2 4 
Neuroptera larvae 6 70 16 60 
Carabidae adults 475 2020 785 1342 
Coleoptera, misc. 
adults 1023 1988 1835 3024 
Coleoptera larvae 332 497 194 299 
Trichoptera 0 0 0 0 
24 through 35t 19^6, from Iowa fencerows, 
Sanborn Kalsow Cayler 
fence corn rise low hill bench 
2 0 1035 931 0 0 
0 0 4437 926 1244 420 
70 1 677 431 229 283 
28 1 51 67 16 8 
3549 98519 3074 2921 5523 5484 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 5 4 6 12 
0 0 1 1 5 0 
9 1 41 6 2 1 
2196 379 449 328 184 121 
0 1 1 1 6 4 
128 199 168 79 92 86 
127 54 132 127 78 64 
1439 1008 826 683 2057 2915 
356 3943 78 308 135 91 
4 1 1 0 1 0 
11 76 3 2 2 1 
879 1593 1280 888 530 583 
1153 3073 629 871 1310 625 
402 416 121 144 220 195 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
Table 15 (Continued) 
Curtiss DeKalb Sanborn Kalsow Cay1er 
Species fence corn fence corn fence corn rise low hill bench 
Lepidoptera adults 5 1 5 3 7 3 4 5 8 3 
Lepidoptera larvae 138 41 38 13 48 6 22 38 50 72 
Diptera adults 435 425 689 931 1250 940 528 610 428 388 
Diptera larvae 107 292 257 105 65 68 30 41 94 57 
Siphonaptera 1 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 
Formicidae 1115 137 1115 918 1110 4 2106 2090 1712 1476 
Hymenoptera adults 272 204 328 346 356 97 812 1109 579 541 
Hymenoptera larvae 17 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Chelonethida 0 0 4 1 10 0 0 2 0 0 
Phalangida 320 338 351 835 973 554 26 51 174 123 
Arsmeida 724 364 763 432 1030 178 705 1135 2176 1792 
Acarina 12290 9947 5142 2765 6410 4226 11039 28758 5808 4260 
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Table 16. Collection liquid of selected Carabidae species from Iowa 
cornfields and fencerows, I965 
Curtiss DeKalb Sanborn 
Species HpO ETOH FORM HgO ETOH FORM H^O ETOH FORM 
Galosoma obsoletum 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 
Notiophilus semistriatus 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Scarites quadriceps 0 0 0 2 4 4 0 0 0 
Dyschirius globulosus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Clivina impressifrons 1 1 2 1 3 3 0 1 0 
C. bipustulata 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
Bembidion rapidum 0 0 0 1 3 6 1 1 3 
B. quadrimaculatum 84 87 92 120 155 267 18 148 244 
Tachys anceps 13 14 27 25 65 63 3 3 2 
Pterostichus chalcites 213 301 562 232 302 351 11 191 227 
P. lucublandus 22 18 47 19 24 52 7 10 17 
P. stygicus 1 0 4 0 0 0 4 3 8 
P. leconteianus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P. patruelis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 1 
P. femoralis 0 0 0 0 3 4 2 4 2 
Abacidus permundus 1 3 0 9 5 11 0 1 1 
Evarthrus sodalis colossus 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 
E. alternans 22 42 35 9 25 19 0 2 3 
E. iowensis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Calathus gregarius 6 6 4 2 12 10 1 0 1 
Agonum placidum 15 8 37 4 4 5 0 3 8 
A, puncticeps 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 
Amara carinata 0 5 1 6 3 3 0 3 2 
A. exarata 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. apricaria 0 0 0 1 3 5 0 0 0 
A, avida 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 
A. obesa 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 
A, ellipsis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
A, aeneopolita 0 0 0 Û 0 0 0 0 1 
A. sp, (near aeneopolita) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, littoralis 0 3 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 
A. cupreolata 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 4 
A, angustata 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cratacanthus dubius 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 
Harpalus herbivagus 7 8 13 0 0 7 3 2 4 
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Table 16 (Gontinufed) 
Curtiss DeKalb Sanborn 
Species HgO ETOH FORM HgO ETOH FORM H^O ETOH FORM 
Harpalus indigens 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H, fallax 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H. faunus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H, pennsylvanicus 60 88 93 70 227 140 47 353 172 
H. compar 9 11 19 1 0 0 1 1 3 
H, erythropus 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
H. caliginosus 0 0 0 1 4 2 2 1 1 
Selenophorus opalinus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Anisodactylus ?rusticus 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
A, îmelanopus 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 2 
A. harrisi 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 13 11 
A. ?agricola 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 14 12 
A. sanctaecrucis 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 0 
Stenolopus conjunctus group 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Agonoderus comma 0 0 1 11 33 38 0 1 0 
Dicaelus sculptilis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Badister notatus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Chlaenius platyderus 4 2 3 2 2 2 0 0 1 
Microlestes linearis 1 0 0 6 8 8 0 4 10 
Cymindis anericana 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Galeritula janus 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 17. Collection liquid of selected Carabidae species from Iowa 
cornfields, fencerows and prairies, I966 
Curtiss DeKalb Sanborn Kalsow Cayler 
Species ETOH FORM ETOH FORM ETOH FORM ETOH FORM ETOH FORM 
Galosoma obsoletum 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Notiophilus 
semistriatus 10 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Scarites quadriceps 1 0 14 16 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Dyschirius globulosus 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 
Clivina impressifrons 8 11 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C, bipustulata 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 
Bembidion rapidum 32 37 9 6 10 10 1 4 1 0 
B, quadrimaculatum 174 254 180 291 347 519 1 1 1 3 
Tachys anceps 93 152 82 111 1 3 1 1 3 16 
Pterostichus 
chalcites 624 825 82 118 498 433 0 1 0 0 
P. lucublandus 63 99 101 183 78 89 100 207 53 111 
P. stygious 2 1 0 0 6 12 13 15 9 7 
P. leconteianus 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 10 25 
P. patruelis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P. femoralis 4 11 4 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Abacidus permundus 0 0 16 16 1 0 19 31 6 14 
Evarthrus sodalis 
colossus 0 0 0 0 54 47 0 0 0 0 
E, alternans 14 8 122 76 21 21 778 552 96 41 
E. iowensis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 15 
Galathus gregarius 56 74 124 156 13 8 15 62 195 324 
Agonura placidum 49 87 15 31 9 18 1 0 0 1 
A. puncticeps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 
Amara carinata 3 3 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. exarata 1 2 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. apricaria 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, avida 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. obesa 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 
A. ellipsis 0 0 0 0 7 17 1 1 0 0 
A, aeneopolita 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 
A. sp. (near 
aeneopolita) 0 0 0 0 22 20 0 0 0 0 
A. littoralis 0 3 3 4 0 0 2 7 0 1 
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Table 17 (Continued) 
CurtisB DeKalb Sanborn Kalsow Gay1er 
Species ETOH FORM ETOH FORM ETOH FORM ETOH FORM ETOH FORM 
A, cupreolata 8 6 0 0 5 5 40 48 5 16 
A. angustata 2 1 19 30 19 30 1 4 1 1 
Gratacanthus dubius 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Harpalus herbivagus 22 42 6 12 4 16 9 21 0 2 
H. indigens 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 43 18 14 
H. fallax 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
H. faunus 1 1 0 7 1 0 0 1 0 0 
H. pennsylvanicus 116 121 138 105 65 93 4 3 0 1 
H. compar 4 12 2 0 3 4 2 2 2 3 
H. erythropus 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 8 
H. caliginosus 3 1 2 4 0 2 4 4 1 1 
Selenophorus opalinus 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 
Anisodactylus 
?rusticus 14 28 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 
A. ?melanopus 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
A, harrisi 7 2 0 0 3 4 3 0 6 8 
A. îagricola 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
A. sanctaecrucis 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stenolopus 
conjunctus group 0 0 0 0 5 8 6 8 0 3 
Agonoderus comma 3 0 45 45 0 2 0 1 0 0 
Dicaelus sculptilis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 
Badister notatus 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 3 0 1 
Chlaenius platyderus 7 11 5 5 0 0 0 1 0 2 
Microlestes linearis 12 36 9 17 24 88 11 23 6 16 
Cymindis americana 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 
Galeritula janus 7 5 3 2 0 2 1 1 0 0 
Table l8. Collection liquid of selected arthropod groups from Iowa cornfields, fencerows, and 
prairies, I965 and I966 
(0 
g 
Q) (6 oj nJ 03 1—t <D 1 ffl 0) -P (0 1 FH Tl -y 0 o3 0 nJ A k h 1 n3 0 cd 0 0 0 x> TzJ a -y 0 m 0 Xi fn ^ +> d) P, 0) ft 1—1 ft E •H •H -r-f •H a -R a 0 0 0 ft (0 
0 0 t<D 0 r-f 0 0) Xl 1-4 cd ft (D a g g. 0 > B, rH k 1—1 nj rH (—! •H ft 0 1—1 CQ •H 0 ft cà ft e f-H nJ ^ >5 E 0 f: ® Xl 
at •H rH •H CO 0 0 jd ft h g Q) 0 !H Q> rH M A A 0 0 < « 0 M CO s 
Gurtiss '65 HO 46 0 40 7 926+ 2 9 93 4 28 234 145 5 
ETOH 16 0 27 11 1336+ 3 10 139 15 43 696 243 5 
FORM 22 0 25 11 1379+ 2 15 169 11 52 403 196 0 
DeKalb •65 HpO 27 0 10 7 — 3 0 686 8 42 118 389 0 
ETOH 20 0 9 11 — 7 1 1218 36 50 409 831 6 
FORM 22 0 17 7 - 4 1 1456 35 87 239 916 4 
Sanborn •65 HgO * 0 0 30 1 129+ 8 1 71 0 11 127 488 1 
ETOH 0 0 36 6 1850+ 14 1 395 11 17 1278 2175 2 
FORM 0 0 15 12 1784+ 3 1 342 8 24 480 839 6 
Gurtiss • 66 EJTOH 68 0 158 19 19687 20 96 833 234 140 3783 2613 42 
FORM 143 0 142 26 23425 14 81 565 161 136 1821 2482 37 
DeKalb ' 66 ETOH 1340 0 12 2 7039 2 2 3137 107 47 1264 579 45 
FORM 1574 0 13 6 6003 5 0 3109 68 64 584 325 31 
Sanborn • 66 ETOH 2 0 50 10 64702 1 7 1338 173 124 1792 2245 36 
FORM 1 0 26 19 73203 2 4 1237 163 69 736 2098 51 
KalBow • 66 ETOH 956 2388 735 89 3535 12 37 650 109 182 175 334 3 
FORM 1168 2999 614 85 3619 8 63 564 172 171 320 161 3 
Gay1er • 66 ETOH 0 719 269 15 5635 12 1 181 92 68 3419 126 1 
FORM 0 945 243 9 5372 6 2 124 86 74 1553 100 2 
* 
in the fencerow only 
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Curtiss '65 H2O 510 188 108 1 7 114 48 380 94 0 326 156 1406+ 
ETOH 653 428 141 3 37 360 55 361 222 0 383 240 2072+ 
FORM 1020 359 103 2 28 181 52 400 167 0 425 271 1631+ 
DeKalb •65 H2O 613 366 129 1 4 254 72 2033 370 9 249 70 
ETOH 964 1037 187 5 14 959 209 3483 650 16 395 255 — 
FORM 1211 864 215 1 12 437 80 2755 630 14 343 109 -
Sanborn •65 H2O* 110 152 24 1 8 116 5 7 10 0 100 62 524+ 
ETOH 819 1767 69 3 14 1105 25 24 91 1 657 165 1592+ 
FORM 793 1382 90 4 16 923 19 7 57 0 599 253 1429+ 
Curtiss • 66 ETOH 1450 2546 608 20 150 1846 267 1364 696 0 761 937 16989 
FORM 2047 2201 562 5 142 1080 238 1302 619 0 588 807 16683 
DeKalb • 66 ETOH 1003 3243 279 7 30 1459 219 1452 361 2 633 774 4475 
FORM 1252 2092 234 3 26 574 252 1127 329 3 605 550 4216 
Sanborn • 66 ETOH 1205 2597 408 8 28 1561 90 572 275 5 830 560 6256 
FORM 1442 1933 430 2 30 850 50 596 192 5 742 666 5573 
Kalsow • 66 ETOH 1326 979 250 11 81 1207 107 2495 1897 1 75 1263 23808 
FORM 1125 903 231 15 75 696 53 2263 1659 1 85 934 21812 
Cayler ' 66 ETOH 450 1053 218 8 66 461 47 1717 569 0 159 2031 5595 
FORM 661 882 197 3 56 355 104 1471 551 0 138 1944 4473 
*in the fencerow only 
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Table I9. Pitfall trap holes of a selected list of Carabidae species 
from A, Curtiss Farm B. DeKalb Research Farm C, Sanborn, Iowa 
D. Kalsow Prairie E, Cayler Prairie during weeks 24-35, 1966 
Fencerow hole Cornfield hole 
1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4  
A. Curtiss farm 
Notiophilus semistriatus 2 4 5 2 0 0 0 0 
Scarites quadriceps 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Clivina impressifrons 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
Bembidion rapidum 0 0 0 1 17 14 19 16 
B, quadrimaculatum 16 9 6 13 79 34 51 88 
Tachys anceps 2 1 2 1 46 28 45 68 
Pterostichus chalcites 4 14 15 8 303 221 234 341 
P. lucublandus 12 5 2 18 28 13 29 31 
P. stygicus 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 
P. leconteianus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P. femoralis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Abacidus permundus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Evarthrus sodalis colossus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E. alternans 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 
E, iowensis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Calathus gregarius 9 9 7 24 1 0 0 2 
Agonum placidum 4 2 5 11 34 21 17 29 
Amara carinata 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. exarata 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, avida 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. ellipsis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. sp. (near aeneopolita) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, littoralis 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, cupreolata 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
A. angustata 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cratacanthus dubius 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Harpalus herbivagus 10 7 5 6 0 0 0 0 
H. indigens 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H, faunus 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H. pennsylvanicus 8 3 8 7 32 7 8 11 
H, compar 3 0 4 4 1 0 1 1 
H, erythropus 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 19 (Continued) 
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Pencerow hole Cornfield hole 
1 2 3 4  1 2  3  4  
H, caliginosus 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 
Anisodactylus Trusticus 5 7 3 4 0 0 0 0 
A, harrisi 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
A, ?agricola 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stenolopus conjunctus group 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Agonoderus comma 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ChlaeniuB platyderus 3 1 0 4 1 0 0 0 
Microlestes linearis 1 1 0 0 8 6 2 16 
Cymindis americana 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Galeritula Janus 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 
B. DeKalb Research Farm 
Notiophilus semistriatus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Scarites quadriceps 0 1 0 0 9 4 4 8 
Clivina impressifrons 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Bembidion rapidum 0 0 1 0 4 2 6 2 
B. quadrimaculatum 31 20 15 11 89 85 142 59 
Tachys anceps 5 9 2 0 45 54 47 19 
Pterostiohus chalcites 0 1 2 1 24 65 55 46 
P. lucublandus 30 25 11 30 21 46 49 46 
P. stygicus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P. leconteianus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P, femoralis 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Abacidus permundus 2 5 5 3 4 6 2 5 
Evarthrus sodalis colossus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E, alternans 12 5 2 7 8 7 19 7 
E. iowensis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Calathus gregarius 75 42 35 99 3 5 14 2 
Agonum placidum 0 0 3 1 14 6 8 14 
Amara carinata 0 0 3 0 1 3 0 2 
A. exarata 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
A. avida 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 3 
A, ellipsis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, sp, (near aeneopolita) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 19 (Continued) 
Pencerow hole Cornfield hole 
1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4  
A, littoralis 3 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
A. cupreolata 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. angustata 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cratacanthus dubius 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Harpalus herbivagus 1 4 4 0 1 0 1 0 
H. indigens 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H. faunus 2 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 
H. pennsylvanicus 37 63 18 20 15 36 17 35 
H. oompar 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H, erythropus 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
H. caliginosus 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 
Anisodactylus Trust!eus 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
A, harrisi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. ?agricola 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stenolopus conjunctus group 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Agonoderus comma 1 1 0 0 13 16 11 14 
Chlaenius platyderus 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 0 
Microlestes linearis 0 1 0 0 6 3 8 4 
Cymindis americema 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Galeritula janus 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 
C. Sanborn, Iowa 
Notiophilus semistriatus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Scarites quadriceps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Clivina impressifrons 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bembidion rapidura 2 0 0 0 2 4 1 0 
B, quadrimaculatum 14 18 16 27 180 230 154 168 
Tachys anceps 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Pterostichus chalcites 57 59 51 48 103 221 106 224 
P. lucublandus 69 22 39 17 1 3 5 3 
P, stygicus 1 6 1 4 2 3 0 1 
P. leconteianus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P. femoralis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Abacidus permundus 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Table 19 (Continued) 
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Pencerow hole Cornfield hole 
1  2  3  4  1 2 3 4  
Evarthrus sodalis colossus 26 18 33 19 2 1 0 0 
E. alternans 16 7 12 5 0 0 0 0 
E. iowensis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Galathus gregarius 8 5 4 3 0 0 0 0 
Agonum placidum 0 1 1 1 6 3 7 8 
Amara carinata 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, exarata 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, avida 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, ellipsis 14 4 3 4 0 0 0 0 
A, sp, (near aeneopolita) 24 6 8 7 0 0 0 0 
A. littoralis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. cupreolata 6 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 
A. angustata 26 9 5 8 0 0 0 0 
Cratacanthus dubius 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Harpalus herbivagus 9 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 
H. indigene 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H, faunus 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
H. pennsyIvanieus 37 26 11 13 23 17 10 19 
H. oompar 2 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 
H, erythropus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H. caliginosus 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Anisodactylus ?rusticus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, harrisi 0 1 4 2 0 0 0 0 
A. ?agrioola 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Stenolopus conjunctus group 5 4 1 3 0 0 0 0 
Agonoderus comma 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Chlaenius platyderus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Microlestes linearis 14 1 12 2 21 18 21 15 
Cymindis americana 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Galeritula janus 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 19 (Continued) 
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D. Kalsow Prairie 
Notiophilus semistriatus 
Scarites q.uadrioeps 
Clivina impressifrons 
Bembidion rapidum 
B. quadrimaculatum 
Tachas anceps 
Pterostichus chalcites 
P. lucublandus 
P. stygicus 
P. leconteianus 
P. fetnoralis 
Abacidus permundus 
Evarthrus sodalis colossus 
E, alternans 
E. iowensis 
Calathus gregarius 
Agonum placidum 
Amara carinata 
A, exarata 
A. avida 
A. ellipsis 
A. sp. (near aenopolita) 
A, littoralis 
A. oupreolata 
A, angoistata 
Crataoanthus dubius 
Harpalus herbivagus 
H. indigene 
H. faunus 
H, pennsylvanicus 
H, compar 
H, erythropus 
1 
Rise 
2 3 4 1 
Low 
2 3 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 20 24 36 25 48 49 62 
3 4 2 2 1 4 3 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 4 1 6 6 7 6 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
219 160 191 129 97 115 140 97 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 5 7 8 8 8 8 9 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 2 3 2 0 0 
11 6 7 8 29 9 11 3 
0 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 6 9 9 0 0 1 1 
5 7 10 20 13 6 18 9 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 19 (Continued) 
1 
Rise -
2 3 4 1 
Low 
2 3 4 
H. caliginosus 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
Anisodactylus Trustious 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 
A. harrisi 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
A, ?agricola 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stenolopus conjunctus group 1 1 2 0 4 0 3 1 
Agonoderus comma 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Chlaenius platyderus 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Microlestes linearis 2 1 2 0 1 3 2 0 
Cymindis americsma 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Galeritula janus 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Hill Bench 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
E. Cay1er Prairie 
Notiophilus semistriatus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Scarites quadriceps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Clivina impressifrons 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bembidion rapidum 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
B, quadrimaculatum 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 
Tachys euiceps 2 2 2 0 3 2 6 2 
Pterostichus chalcites 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P. lucublandus 30 8 7 3 42 35 20 19 
P. stygicus 1 2 0 0 5 0 4 4 
P. leconteianus 9 3 1 2 6 7 5 2 
P. femoralis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Abacidus permundus 1 2 1 1 5 5 2 3 
Evarthrus sodalis colossus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E, alternans 37 13 17 17 12 11 14 16 
E, iowensis 19 8 6 3 2 5 0 1 
Calathus gregarius 102 71 74 32 68 66 43 63 
Agonura placidum 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Amara carinata 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, exarata 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, avida 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, ellipsis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. sp, (near aeneopolita) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 19 (Continued) 
1 
Hill 
2 3 4 1 
Bench 
2 3 4 
A. littoralis 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
A, cupreolata 3 3 0 3 4 1 3 4 
A. angustata 0 0 1 0 G 0 1 0 
Gratacanthus dubius 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Harpalus herbivagus 0 0 0 1 G 0 1 G 
H, indigene 3 5 . 1 10 5 3 3 2 
H. faunus 0 0 0 0 0 0 G G 
H, pennsylvanicus 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 1 
H. compar 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 G 
H. erythropus 1 1 0 2 5 2 2 G 
H, caliginosus 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
Anisodactylus ?rusticus 0 0 0 0 G 0 G 0 
A, harrisi 0 0 1 1 3 5 2 2 
A. ?agricola 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sténolopus oonjunctus group 0 0 1 2 G 0 G 0 
Agonoderus comma 0 0 0 0 0 0 G G 
Chlaenius platyderus 0 0 1 0 1 0 G G 
Microlestes linearis 2 2 1 7 3 2 3 2 
Gymindis americana 0 0 0 0 G 0 G G 
Galeritula janus 0 0 0 0 G 0 G G 
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Table 20. Pitfall trap holes of a selected list of Arthropoda groups 
from A, Curtiss Farm B. DeKalb Research Farm C, Sanborn, Iowa 
D. Kalsow Prairie E. Cayler Prairie during weeks 24-35» 1966 
Pencerow hole Cornfield hole 
1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4  
A. Curtiss Farm 
Isopoda 12 47 26 52 0 1 0 0 
Diplopoda, large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Diplopoda, small 55 8 44 14 3 0 1 2 
Ghilopoda 4 3 1 0 2 2 2 3 
Collembola 1456 1306 1149 1124 3773 . 4870 7322 8368 
Rhaphidophorinae 6 0 39 36 5 2 5 3 
Gryllidae 74 106 153 111 18 8 25 27 
Thysanoptera 27 27 92 78 25 13 13 13 
Hemiptera 13 16 17 16 16 9 4 11 
Auchenorrhyncha 593 663 682 377 249 232 250 275 
Sternorrhyncha 93 80 62 46 270 504 307 271 
Neuroptera larvae 1 4 1 11 19 23 17 
Carabidae adults 123 121 82 149 564 345 431 680 
Coleoptera, misc. adults 446 229 214 134 454 417 555 562 
Coleoptera larvae 106 68 102 56 135 89 157 116 
Lepidoptera larvae 51 38 20 29 15 9 10 7 
Diptera adults 174 116 86 59 119 94 85 127 
Formicidae 380 285 242 208 27 23 22 65 
Hymenoptera adults 48 43 85 96 37 27 66 74 
Phalangida 72 104 78 66 75 62 84 117 
Araneida 184 254 179 107 83 68 114 99 
Acarina 2440 2940 3135 3775 2602 2654 2491 2200 
B. DeKalb Research Farm 
Isopoda 761 747 500 689 1 1 0 1 
Diplopoda, large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Diplopoda, small 7 9 2 3 1 0 0 0 
Ghilopoda 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 
Collembola 1203 1078 940 808 1398 1483 1516 932 
Rhaphidophorinae 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Gryllidae 1026 1084 520 909 616 738 711 639 
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Table 20 (Continued) 
Fencerow hole Cornfield hole 
1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4  
Thysanoptera 25 47 16 21 9 18 9 19 
Hemiptera 14 6 2 4 13 23 23 22 
Auchenorrhyncha 170 238 251 181 168 233 152 287 
Sternorrhyncha 45 49 51 23 112 401 142 67 
Neuroptera larvae 3 4 5 4 10 25 15 10 
Carabidae adults 248 226 114 197 289 358 402 296 
Coleoptera, misc. adults 564 451 425 395 673 790 666 895 
Coleoptera larvae 47 65 43 39 91 78 95 35 
Lepidoptera larvae 12 6 10 10 2 6 1 4 
Diptera adults 160 209 207 113 197 332 191 211 
Formicidae 353 317 246 235 186 249 205 278 
Hymenoptera adults 77 114 71 66 128 99 53 66 
Phalangida 56 101 104 90 293 160 243 139 
Araneida 186 196 182 199 88 95 132 117 
Acarina 1510 1404 1323 905 608 574 1065 518 
C. Sanborn, Iowa -
Isopoda 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Diplopoda, large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Diplopoda, small 16 17 8 29 0 1 0 0 
Chilopoda 7 10 8 3 0 0 0 1 
Collembola 882 744 624 1299 22475 27033 25946 23065 
Rhaphidophorinae 3 2 1 3 0 0 0 1 
Gryllidae 712 490 589 405 100 123 63 93 
Thysanoptera 34 33 30 31 71 27 18 83 
Hemiptera 31 31 24 41 18 15 5 16 
Auchenorrhyncha 379 336 411 313 275 239 178 316 
Sternorrhyncha 91 140 64 61 1097 994 988 864 
Neuroptera larvae 2 4 2 3 34 21 11 10 
Carabidae adults 314 203 206 156 326 509 329 429 
Coleoptera, misc. adults 197 357 254 345 756 947 593 777 
Coleoptera larvae 115 102 92 93 95 90 111 120 
Lepidoptera larvae 
Diptera adults 
11 19 14 4 2 1 3 0 
237 369 308 336 173 257 260 250 
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Table 20 (Continued) 
Pencerow hole Cornfield hole 
1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4  
Formicidae 188 439 281 202 0 0 2 2 
Hymenoptera adults 106 106 82 62 29 27 15 26 
Phalangida 237 191 289 256 124 188 79 163 
Araneida 365 231 237 197 55 49 48 26 
Aoarina 2335 1269 1124 1682 1015 1066 976 1169 
D. Kalsow Prairie Rise Low 
Isopoda 331 314 200 190 208 215 267 241 
Diplopoda, large 952 1095 1200 1190 302 208 173 243 
Diplopoda, small 212 201 149 115 54 125 102 150 
Chilopoda 17 15 11 8 21 18 21 7 
Collembola 801 949 518 806 851 747 677 646 
Rhaphidophorinae 2 7 21 11 3 0 1 2 
Gryllidae 110 128 107 104 68 71 101 88 
Thysanoptera 10 36 16 106 33 13 12 21 
Hemiptera 39 15 23 55 37 29 30 31 
Auohenorrhyncha i8o 263 224 159 216 167 180 120 
Sternorrhyncha 24 18 24 12 173 33 84 18 
Neuroptera larvae 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Carabidae adults 281 364 316 319 212 217 249 210 
Coleoptera, misc. adults 200 170 129 130 255 228 197 191 
Coleoptera larvae 32 45 21 23 42 33 53 16 
Lepidoptera larvae 8 6 3 5 10 9 11 8 
Diptera adults 117 149 154 108 180 151 133 146 
Formicidae 855 447 298 506 830 376 602 282 
Hymenoptera adults 192 195 215 210 352 260 270 227 
Phalangida 6 4 6 10 17 8 13 13 
Araneida 170 230 168 137 294 245 248 348 
Acarina 2625 2715 3099 2600 7184 6649 8725 6200 
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Table 20 (Continued) 
Hill Bench 
1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4  
E. Cayler Prairie 
Isopoda 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Diplopoda, large 311 322 268 343 115 106 106 93 
Diplopoda, small 98 31 65 35 69 79 56 79 
Chilopoda 1 6 5 4 1 3 3 1 
Gollembola 1417 1309 1310 1487 1308 1396 1409 1371 
Rhaphidophorinae 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
Gryllidae 74 40 38 32 34 35 24 28 
Thysanoptera 8 19 52 13 13 34 13 26 
Heraiptera 19 11 21 27 11 23 15 15 
Auchenorrhyncha 606 509 451 491 886 774 669 586 
Sternorrhynoha 28 45 28 34 16 29 12 34 
Neuroptera larvae 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
Carabidae adults 205 120 117 88 173 161 119 130 
Coleoptera, mise, adults 243 299 408 360 155 136 168 166 
Coleoptera larvae 59 53 57 51 38 39 67 51 
Lepidoptera larvae 15 12 16 7 23 10 23 16 
Diptera adults 73 86 157 112 79 107 95 107 
Pormicidae 474 388 345 505 235 314 312 615 
Hymenoptera adults 122 159 152 146 112 139 138 152 
Phalangida 34 56 46 38 28 35 20 40 
Araneida 610 531 530 505 617 360 389 426 
Acarina 1576 1216 1281 1735 1003 904 1130 1223 
Table 21. Selected carabid species from Iowa fencerows, cornfields and prairies 
during bi-weekly intervals, 1966 
CurtisB DeKalb Sanborn Kalsow Cayler 
Weeks fence corn fence corn fence corn rise low hill bench 
Bembidion rapidum 
24-25 0 28 0 8 0 0 1 2 0 1 
26-27 0 22 1 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 
28-29 0 5 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 
30-31 0 5 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 
32-33 1 4 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
34-35 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Bembidion quadrimaculatum 
24-25 0 31 3 24 2 36 0 0 0 0 
26-27 0 125 3 134 2 294 2 0 0 0 
28-29 0 30 47 94 20 233 0 0 1 0 
30-31 0 21 14 52 33 71 0 0 0 0 
32-33 15 33 3 31 11 69 0 0 0 0 
34-35 29 12 7 40 7 29 0 0 2 1 
Tachys anceps 
24-25 0 48 0 30 0 0 1 1 4 9 
26-27 1 81 1 24 0 1 0 0 1 4 
28-29 1 40 8 64 0 2 0 0 1 0 
30-31 0 10 5 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32-33 3 4 1 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34-35 1 4 1 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 21 (Continued) 
Curti88 DeKalb Sanborn Kalsow Cayler 
Weeks fence corn fence corn fence corn rise low hill bench 
Pterostichus chalcites 
24-25 0 65 0 20 9 73 0 0 0 0 
26-27 0 380 0 53 65 307 0 0 0 0 
28-29 0 393 0 10 32 87 0 0 0 0 
30-31 2 206 0 39 25 69 0 0 0 0 
32-33 6 14 0 15 8 16 0 0 0. 0 
34-35 33 41 4 53 76 102 0 0 0 0 
Pterostichus lucublandus 
24-25 17 8 32 23 10 4 61 89 11 21 
26-27 4 32 37 52 20 4 4 11 18 19 
28-29 2 21 10 25 11 2 20 20 3 36 
30-31 3 37 8 24 29 2 15 35 9 25 
32-33 4 3 0 4 30 0 14 20 4 7 
34-35 7 0 9 34 47 0 2 9 3 8 
Evarthrus alternans 
24-25 3 0 0 0 4 0 80 52 19 10 
26-27 2 0 1 0 5 0 48 34 10 5 
28-29 0 0 0 0 3 0 209 115 24 9 
30-31 0 0 13 30 6 0 208 190 23 11 
32-33 0 0 8 11 20 0 123 46 7 9 
34-35 0 0 4 0 2 0 21 12 1 4 
Table 21 (Continued) 
Curtiss DeKalb Sanborn 
Weeks fence corn fence corn fence corn 
Calathus gregarius 
24-25 0 0 30 2 2 0 
26-27 1 0 46 1 0 0 
28-29 4 0 29 0 1 0 
30-31 0 0 31 1 1 0 
32-33 9 1 32 1 2 0 
34-35 35 2 83 19 14 0 i 1 placidura 
24-25 0 0 1 1 0 0 
26-27 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28-29 0 0 0 1 0 3 
30-31 0 10 1 3 0 8 
32-33 8 59 0 32 1 6 
34-35 14 32 2 5 2 7 
Araara cupreolata 
24-25 2 0 0 0 1 0 
26-27 1 0 0 0 0 0 
28-29 0 0 0 0 5 0 
30-31 0 0 0 0 2 0 
32-33 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34-35 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Kalsow Cayler 
rise low hill bench 
4 5 40 14 
2 1 41 22 
3 4 13 22 
0 9 13 24 
11 5 65 54 
9 9 107 104 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
26 32 0 5 
3 6 0 0 
2 11 0 0 
0 2 3 0 
1 1 4 7 
0 0 2 0 
Table 21 (Continued) 
Curtiss DeKalb Sanborn Kalsow Gayler 
Weeks fence corn fence corn fence corn rise low hill bench. 
Harpalus herbivagus 
24-25 3 0 3 1 4 0 3 0 0 0 
26-27 3 0 6 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 
28-29 3 0 0 0 6 0 8 0 0 0 
30-31 4 0 0 0 3 0 6 1 1 1 
32-33 9 0 0 0 0 0 7 1 0 0 
34-35 6 0 0 0 \2 0 2 0 0 0 
Harpalus pennsylvanicus 
24-25 1 0 4 2 10 0 0 2 0 0 
26-27 6 2 5 5 14 3 0 0 0 0 
28-29 6 1 11 4 21 4 0 0 0 0 
30-31 3 1 10 17 24 8 1 1 0 0 
32-33 3 17 26 39 11 22 0 1 0 1 
34-35 5 39 82 36 7 32 0 1 0 0 
Microlestes linearis 
24-25 0 9 0 4 0 22 0 1 0 1 
26-27 0 8 0 7 0 27 0 0 0 3 
28-29 0 11 0 4 3 6 0 0 1 1 
30-31 0 3 1 4 8 14 1 0 1 1 
32-33 0 1 0 0 4 3 1 0 1 0 
34-35 2 0 0 2 14 3 3 5 9 4 
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LYTweq se tscsTAeg 
i-guêemsui fps po^ijsa sponjg ps'As fpe bTf^gjy fLS-b Bstiea wsra 
pLonSpf orrf 4:0 fpe gaaTafsufa fps AsrLTo/ia STfGa' j,pe bpîiaTCS'j sx-
jipe poffTsa Mets bLG&Ty%Gg sug bLsjsrpejsg tu fpe jg-poLS'fOLÎs. aug fpeu 
bT^g-ija* 
:{,0L TuabGCfTou gf ^îMO-Mssp TUfeLA^ja |o s-aani,© bLobGL msTufeugucG oiç, fpe 
UIOLG eCOUOWTCS-J TU fGLUia ^,TU9TJCe STjg fTUJG' ipe bGLTOgTC ATBTfa g-JJOttSg 
i^orfLfpa p%. ipG gaaTBfgufs' ipe jrae o:{, gasTafeufa 9-4; fpG onfjlTuS bt^gb Msa 
OfpGL ïjjiLTgS-l* JiPiTB* OUG-{.Om,fp O^, fpG CpwSGB MGI.G UJ^gG p3i. IBG' STjg fpLGG-
tLffTLTG' Mpo UiggG fpLGG COUaGCJTfTAG CpSTUSGB* I UIS'gG fpS CpSTjSG OU GAGL^. 
gaaTBfeufa^ gf DGggjp yGaGStcp ggupoLu* K^'JSOM IjLSTTLTG' 3ug Q32i.j6L 
Bffrgeufs TU fpG LeaGS'i.cp SLOjrb 01, pl DL* ^G^JGLS* IU JÔÇQ fpGLG MGLG JOCS"J 
Jôç5 DGgeip KGaGeLcp &&&% sug gg-upoLU GXcpsruScB mglg megG p%. :f,GjjoM SLggn&fg 
IU làç^ tôçq qrrlfT88 ^.s-lui cojjGC^îToua mglg uis-gG pi we* gome o:^, fpG 
o^ fpe %a9%,8 a-8 STAGU TU re^Ts gug jjSr2i.joi,' Y^I)GugTX 1 (jôçA)* 
COJJGCITOU MGG}c' GTfpGL OU MOUg9%. OL J/fGSgg-Ti.' Jipe MGGJCa MGLG Bfgug^Lg H66JCS 
ï.omis'iTU :{,0 LUIS'J TU s-jcopoj S'jcopoj 
srjcopoj g'icopoj I^OLUJ^JTU 3,0LW9'JTU 
î,0IJHErjTU gjcopoj g-jcopoj tOLUIS-JTU 
g'jcopoj %,0 LUIS']-TU lE.OLUIS'JTU S'jcopoj 
•{.OLUJffJTU S'jcopoj l.OLUjg'JTU S'jcopoj 
g'jcopoj &OLWg%TU fjcopoj ^0 LUIS'J TU 
I s 
HO je 
3 
JjS'PJG 5* QOJJGC^iTue JTtJ0Tg LOfSfTOU aedjIGUCG c!X.oig' Jàçç 
3^ 
pgpTfS'f' gs'-p©' jtdnrg* aug cojjec^itou umnpsls* %o ^mo Bsnubjes msls 
mt^p g uitutiumi o:[, sllols* lugraigrrgj agmbjes msls tgeuft:(,t6g p'k yocgftou' 
aîis^ieuf fpG gsaTBfgufs mslg gpje fo uigjcs excpguSsB tit fps bLsacLTpeg ujgirusL 
MTipxu sgcp poffys ga Jviejj ss fpe cojjec^iTOu umupei.* ipLorrSp jrae fpTs 
TugTogfsg g bgL^ixcjrjgL SeogLgbpxc STfG' ipG cgi.g TugTcg^eg ^ipe jxdn-xg 
jrdn-Tg* ipG cojjgc^îtou umipGLS mgi.6 gjj cogcg tu fpgf fpG 1.71,84; gT&T4; 
bLGscLTpGg ou g aGbgi,g4:e 31$ ogLg p'k pgpT4:g4;' ooyyecfTOu urmipGi.* gug 
JAAÇ 5022 
bxgxLTG pGUCp 54-32 IJTUG J0-2eh' 5 ôÇ 94 
Cg^-YGL IÔÇQ pxSp 5^-32 IJTUG lo-gGb ' 5 ae 94 
bl-gTLTG JOM 5^-41 IJTue I0-0C4:*J4 J59 J5Q 
KgyaoK TÔÇÇ I.TB6 irruG TO-OC4!*T4 T59 T5Ç 
î,gLDj COLUÎ,TGig 55-35 WgÎL 3J-set>* 5 109 ô4 
ggupoLU làÇÇ ^.GUOSLOM 55-32 MSfÎL 3T-8Gb' 5 J09 34 
S,gi,ui 
HsaGgLop C0I,UÏ,T6jg 55-32 Mg?L 3J-8eI)* 5 T09 04 
DSKSTP ^.SUCGLOM 55-32 3j-86b"5 J09 ô4 
%gLw COI,UÎ,TGjg 12-49 VbLTj 9-004: *59 550 503 
lôQÇ ^.GUCGLOM 12-43 VbLTi 9-004: *59 550 503 
p* COLU 59-45 IJïA I5-0C-P*59 35 lOA 
:{.gi4H OOLU^TGig 5A-45 'lJTi'?i. 5-00-P*59 34 TTA 
ggupoLu JÔÇ? ï,euOGI.OM 51-45 inj-k 5-0C-P*59 21 JJA 
&gi,m 
KssGgLcp C0I,U^,T6ig 59-41 irruG 30-004:'52 Ç3 TIA 
DSK^IP î,GUCGLOM 5Ç-4I 1/TUG 30-004: *52 Ç3 IlA 
•[.gxm 00I.U^,TGjg 5A-44- lafX 1-004:'T3 ôô I5Ô 
GJ7L4:T3a jaç2 teiTCGLOM 5A-44 a^A i-MOA' 5 II4 T4Ô 
pocg4:TOu iGgL HsrpT-F^-P MGGfca D9'4:G8 BgmbjGB g9%.s 
HO' Oï, MO' c 
pgpT4:g4: aGLTSE 
jjgpie 3" rocs'fTOu' legi,* unujpei. o?, gguibjGs gug 4:pg cojigc4;tuS gg4:G8 p'k 
sslffod 9ii± noaasa arid" *io tisq ^^Tss srii" nl .iscfmun emea sri# bensxaae 
Il£ ni Jbna ^ôÇI ni led-sl tx/cf ,noi±o9lloo *19^16 aiacTnwn 9391!^ bgngxaaa 9%9w 
±n9m90alq 9ioT:9cf aiacfmtrn noxto9lIoo dfiw i)9l9cf£l9iq Il£ 9T9w -^grld- ,ôôÇI lo 
-fl9Ï £ rfd-iw i)9l9cf£i 919W axBG 9HT .noiawlnoo snx0JJ'i)9'i aMd- ,£il9il grid" nx 
9# no i)n£ ,9i)ia 9no no i)9d-niiq a£W i9cfraun noid-oelloo 9HT ,Ixon9q qid" 
grid- xd i)9WoIIoTt ,nio(fn£8 ,.3.9 ,noxd'£OoI oidqergoes grid" aaw ebia gd-iaoqqo 
,T;9VOO i)ljjow noid-o9lIoo grid" d-£Hd' 89±£i) grid- gigw ±xgM .moo ,.3.9 ,d-£d-xcf£H 
d-i 93XX£09cf mgldoiq s 3£w gujd-aioM .bijjpxl noifoalloo eHd" -^Ilaniï bits 
aaw gfffod eHd" lo gLia gno ,igvgwoH (gld-d-od gild" moil noid-amiolnx bgdasw 
.gldiggl T£ll£jjaif 
-oiq giid-ng gild" d-jJoHguoiH^ ai9dmjjn bgngiaaai grid" bgnx£±gi aelqmsa 9HT 
919w angmxogqa gHd" sA .angraiogqa banniq lo Igdal gHd" ^niiulonx ,aa90 
i)n£ a^nifjoo grid" ,noxd-09lIoo bigil ^niwollol ^^of£iod£l gHd" od-ni d-Hguoid 
bg^xisrio 10 i)9i)ixB a£w gvid-avigagiq bna jBgjiogHo gigw gfffod gHd" ïo ad-ngd-noo 
Mo gHd- ,-y;i£aa909n aaw bijjpil lo egnsHoxg n£ 11 .Tciaaagogn bg^fju^ aa 
Iggd^à aaglnxa^a a ^ninxad-noo i)xl a lo sais aHd" xdi &iso beigfixï a£W bixfpil 
-noiaaooo na d-xraigq hib nggioa aiHT .agningqo igfgmaih ram-^I.O Hfxw nggioa 
ial0oid-iaq gagHd" goniS .rigx/oiHd- asaq ot n£lodingIIoo 10 g±im glingvJJi, la 
-gi e^naHo d-natioqmi on ,0.t!> hno-^gd 919w aigdrairn naHw bgd-amid-ag gigw aqi/oi^ 
grid" ,adTi9d-noo bna afab gHd" T:o noid-ogqani igd-lA .gupinHogd" aiHd" moil be&Lus 
-vBigqmgd" d-aHd" d'à bigri f)na iod'£iggiilgi ni-2ll£w 0°^ £ ni f)go£lq giew aglqiosa 
.gmid" gnifioa Ixd-nxr gixrd" 
£i9d-aoxIqui) "bgsxbiabnad-a" £ noqxr Lgqrasd-agiq gigw aigdmwn glqmea g HT 
.mioîinir a£w glqraea Hoag lo afngfnoo eHd" I0 ^ nibioogi gHd" d-£Hd' oa (d-ggHa 
joad-gniiqa ni f)90£lq ngHd" 9i9w ,|i gix/si"? ni bgd-aid-axflli ,ad-99ria gagHT 
.bgd-ios 919W agiqrafia aHd" a£ l£vora9i 10 noifihba y,aag loï gniwolla ,Bigf)nid 
fcjgjTLS s)-' LGcoLgiuS epesf ' lÔQÇ 
Mxac* w9BbE 
ET Tea 
MT8C* pseijea 
GS'LSPpjga 
Vbprga 
reetpobbGLa 
HGWTbfGLg 
QLTCfGfB 
QOjjeuipojsr 
WT-F68 
HS'LACa^UlGU 
SbigGLa 
GGufTbegea 
MTTTTSega 
jaoboga 
COJTV^ 
ETH9T 
MO' TUBGCf8\gal 
Dg%.8 TU TUfGLAgj 
aoavr 
%Gm9fogG8 
MOJinacsr 
•pjuGjTgs" 
bsocobfGLg 
%Grfi.obfGi,9' 
TGbTgobfGi,? 
I/PLTba 
taen'goacoLbTous 
WTac* QLfpobfGLg 
Qonuf Qomjf 
iiTJJS'I 
aoLfGg 
Qojjec^JoiT Tir^IGLASrj 
-pi 
"-po 'JÔÇÇ* 
KS'jaOM ijLg-TLTG 
qs'îi.jgl bï'S'TLTS 80%.p69TJa ÈiOM 
gsrupolu ploggcgsf colu EiOH 
dgksrjp besgs'lcp lom colu h^o 
GHLfT88 Î,3XUJ ^GITOGLOM GOJTGCfTOD ^  
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Slid" gnilellaiBq sasi *10 siom ,noixlBal Tjlisfnco na ni bsbssooiq gnitioS 
srid" moTCÎ aelqmea sild" sniveiid-si isd-M .ed-ia a nirid-iw aisdimn noifoelloo 
-noo d-axfd- eTufaiom sdd" lid-nx/ raiaw od" fjswolla 9i9w xeil& lod-aisaiilei ni-dlaw 
\;nam ae od-ni Jbsqnu/b 9i9W afngfnoo edT .i)9d'aioqav9 goalix/a srid" no Deaneb 
edd" sd-aninu/IIi od" d-dgil bsd-osllsi wolla od" ^^aaaeoen aa ssdeib iid-sq mra-OOI 
-Xoo sdd- d-add- lioa dfiw belli! oa 9iaw aiai; blgilmoo a9mid'9mo8 ,Iai*i9d"am 
.anoid-ibnoo bggnado !o 9ajjao9d bilav b9'i9bianoo iggnol on aaw noid"09l 
edd" , gioleiedd" (-^id-ne b9d"n9V9iq ngsd 10 b9qaoa9 igdd^ig evad bluoo ed"09anl 
lad'od" add" ^axrdT .aIad"od" 9dd" ni b9±nea9^q9T: d"on ai bna b9biaoaib aaw slqmaa 
d-n90eQba 9d± moil nsllib -^am bleiïmoo gdd" ni aelqmaa bef^oqsn: lo tscfmun 
.woieons! bedofam 
b9oaIq aaw d"i ,daib iid'sq sdd" od"ni elqmaa gdd* lo fnemgoaXq gniwollo"? 
ni bgaiT afnema^fani ^edfO .eqooaoioim oiqooao9'i9d"a a lo 9sad"B gdd" noqw 
.aqsoiol bna ^ isqqoib gnioibgm ,aqooI niwil 919W ansmiosqa edd" snid"ioa 
3lnoo gniau ,alaiv oidd-aqogmod maib-^ ni bgoalq eisw ansmioeqa boqoidd'iA 
sdT .lodoola aaw 9vid"avi9a9iq edT .alaiv qao-qana maib-$i io 0 isdmun 
loï nod"d"ucf lajjbivibni na dfiw (igd-nuoo 9sad"8 a no bed-nuoo eiaw anemioeqa 
b9bivo'iq aidT .laiv sdd" nxdd"iw beoalq sisw i^edd" aa ,8d"09ani lo qifoig does 
-oidd-ia sdd" lo noxd'aoilid-nsbi audT .anong gnid"m;oo lo ledmifn muminim a 10I 
ni stoold nsboow a ni bled sisw alaiv edT .gnid-ioa elidw s bam aaw aboq 
Sniwollo'î .soiodo lo laiv edd" lo Iav9iid"9i ^aas lol gniwolla ,svil lo aAiad 
dd'iw a;jfooId sdd" ,naioindoed' sdd" -%d elqmaa edd" lo gnid^ioa edd" lo noid"eIqmoo 
,axrdT .era gni^foedo 10I ebiaa d"ea eiew aedaib iid"eq edd" oala bna alaiv 
sdd" d"on bna ,9m noqu ad"89i anoid"aoilid"nebi edd* 10I \;d"iIidianoqaei lanil 
.naioindoed" 
sd-ia bsd'niTqeiq ^niai; ,3loedo lanil edd" isd-la snob aaw gnilsdal sdT 
asw efah noxd-oelloo arid- %Ino ledel arid" lo abla aaiavdo arid* nO .sledal 
noid-oaXIoo arlT ^hs&siltq anidoam naad gnivad labnxemai arid" ,anad i^d 6&bAg 
• ladfil ^fxlaool arid- lo abxa aaiavai arid" no naffxTW aiaw bxwpxl bxie ladmun 
^nxnxsd-noo lewBif) i)edraoo--^enori s xix Éaoelq xiarid" aiaw alfixv oxrifaqoamori arlT 
^Ixbsai ax/rid^ bLuoo aonaialafl .aonax/paa anç nx aaxiaa a lo alaxv arid" lo lie 
-loo \;d balxl oals aiaw alaxv qjBo-qana ariT .IBXV laluoxd-iBq e od" ebam ad 
.lorioolfi nx aaw gnid-ioa lafla ageiod-S .•xadnwn noxfoal 
aabxdBiaO lo noxfanxmiataO: 
.anamxoaqa \ib ^heanxq moil aaw aaûxdaisO lo noxfanxmiafab laxfxnl 
0£ d-aixl arid' ^Ino nxq o± na^af aaw aiao ,9axoaiq aiom aaw noxfxngooai laflA 
a lo anamxoaqa I la aaaao amoa nl .aaxoaqa rioaa lo aavxfafnaaaiqai 0^ od" 
IIA .few nariw 6anxmiefa& ad d"on ilxroo %arif aauaoad Lannxq aiaw aaioaqa 
,iŒ igd banxmiafah aiaw rioxriw anamxoaqa avxfafnaaaiqai bari aaxoaqa aalixdaiaO 
,noj-nomi)a ,ad-i9dIA lo ^.d^xaiavinU ,-\c§oIomod-na lo fnamfiaqaŒ ,IIaS .3 .0 
.id .IlaS .iŒ lo d-nafijjd-a ad-ai/baig lamiol a (^ad'xai'E doxH .id \d io ,af)anaD 
-daiaO arid' naffxiw ^nxvari ,9ai)xdaiaO arid" no •'cd'xiorid-i/a ^aaxn^ooai a ax IlaS 
,(OôÇl) aad"ad"8 6a±xnU arid* lo aalfaaS ariT a'ffaniA nx noxfoaa aai)x 
a'Ilea ,IIa lo faixl ,9iaw aaiJxdaiaO arid- gnxnimiafab lol besis a^;a^ ariT 
aaxoaqS .aunagdwa io aunag od" %^xmal arid" moil 03 rioxriw ,d-±aniA nx a%a^ 
-mi ariT .aianag avxfoaqaai arid" 10I aiufaiafxl arid" moil aiaw Lasxlxd-xr a^a^ 
arid" lo aixomaM airi ni •y;aaaO nIooniJ aamoriT aia a-^a^t lo aaoiwoa fnad-ioq 
aiaa^ arid" ^ninnaqa bna ,na± ri&uoirif aairif amulov rifiw gninnigad ,aia±qoalo0 
sniMIozE aaiidaiaO) aalfaaS hnuoiP ariT a*ri±oi6nxJ bae ,SS^I rigxroirid- SIÇI 
ixrol Bna aairif ,ow± aaliroiaal \;InO .aafaalA bna abanaO lo (aanxIabnioiO 
a'riofaH aaw aoixroa fnafioqmi larifonA .aldaliava aiaw (ôôÇI ,£ÔÇI ,IàÇl) 
a'ri±oi&nxJ .(l^Çl) VI faawrifioM oilioaS arid" lo aiafqoaloO arid" no saibs/dS 
It 
asfimil B ot Ix/lqlsri oals SBW "bnBlJbnjjoîwsMJtp sahida^ BO" no isqaq 
a aa %Iniam Bsaix saw (OIÇl) anaibnl lo aasd-qoeloO s'^ pIdofalE .ssigsb 
a "io noid"£oxlii9v sniwoJEIo'E .aston laoxsoloos lol Ma faxidosdo asxosqs 
Bsnxmistsi) 9*i9w angmxoeqa lanoxtibiia ,IlBa ,iŒ yp eman a9xoeqa lali/oxJ-xsq 
-3b 9i9w,.nxq •y;Icfatxloiq o± nommoo oo± 9t;9w doxdw agxoeqa eaorlT .sm -^ cf 
nx noxd-oslloo aao lo aaixcfaiaO bgnnxqxiu gninxamei erid- gnxoalq beaxm^ ef 
lo 39vxd"aJ"n9a9iq9i 1o lednu/n erft gnxfawoo ,9qooaoioxm a leLnir riaxf) xiteq a 
.fegria atai) MffI na no Tcltoeixi) ai9dmjjn 9a9ri± gnx&%oo9? bna ,a9X09qs doa9 
.aeaoqiwq eoneio'isi ici lorioola nx ieniatei eigw ansraxoeqa saeriT 
& rioaxraff a 9i9W anox±anxm?9±9b tew 10 xib ledfis lol beau a9qooao*ioxM 
-do xS a oala i)na xO£ o± xV moil anoxfaoxïxngam rifxw eqooaoioxm moos dmoJ 
-ilxtngbx lo'î .noxtaoxïxn^ m 9ri± 9ldjj0i) o± LgJbba 9d iliroo rioxriw evxtoet 
d-gin/d- laoxd-qO naoxismA na .ajjIaqiaH ïo qjjois ajjnoriqoi)jJ989 grid" lo noxd"ao 
laoxd'qo ?9±f9d a rid"xw d'ud ,(xOô) noxd-aoxlxngam lad-od" 9m6a erid" rifxw sqooa 
tbsBu aaw ,noxd'ad"qai)a moos 9ri± gonsada grid" "io eaxraogd msfs^  ^
St 
MoiaauoaiŒ am sTjuaan 
ad"Ix;M a&bidaiaO - fgfidaH "io foslïS 
.fibicfbifio ,a noxaivxCI ,9finxcfBiB0 \;IxmBlcfjj'a Io IIb sisw eabidaiBO srfT 
(lafaev) qjjoig j-nBaxmof) silt •^Id-nsirpetl sib SBbxdBiBO ,Bi9tqo9loO grid" 10 
-9%q ^Ifaom ritxw 89lf99d 9giBl o± I)9sxa-mjjxf)9m 9X8 9BJbxdBTB0 9riT .(£IÇI 
a9X09qa i9d±o ;IlBma 91B Bi9n9a nxB±i90 lo saioeqa sdH .ad-xdaii iool axroioBi) 
.9onBd"ioqmx oxmonooa lo giB gBJbxdBiBO grid" lo W9l A .ai9l)99l-d-jttBlq avocal ei£ 
ax ad-nggB loi^noo iBoxgoIoxd aa 9x;Ibv -xxgriT .I)90xd-0nru; o% ,i9V9wor{ , faoM 
oxd-Bm9ta"v;3 9f[j- nx figaax/oaxi) 9ib a9X09qa ^nxwollol 9HT .nwomf \;IIjj1 ton 
.8i9d±o i)xi6 ,(ôôÇI ,£ôÇI ,IôÇl) rid-oibnxJ ,(OôÇl) IIbS lo 9on9Xfp9a 
igrfoax'ï i9bnB9m audBiBP 
i9ly^D ±B I)9d".09ll00 919W igrioax'î i9l)nB9m audBiBO lo angmxogqa owT 
a9X09q8 axrlT ,0£ ^99w gnxuji) i9d±o 9ïid' bits ^99w gniiiri) gno ,9XiXBi9 
xïB ton dguodflb ,ni9d±ion s ai i9i)nB9m .0 .Moogi 9±B±a W9n b ad-naagiqgi 
otnx 9nxBM moil snxriOB9i ,iisoxi9raA-anBid" fsomla 9d od" nwond a9X09qa ,ox±oiB 
bna (SxonxIII «nB^xiioxM moil nwonal oalB ai ±1 .agiiofiiisT ±a9wd±ioM 9d± 
moil a9io9qa giid" b9±ioq9i (ô^Çl) i9±ooi9 .(^^ÇI ,rfd-oii)nij) BtoaanniM 
IIbS i)iis rid'oiJbniJ dfoE .gnxBM lo noiggi d"i9a9C[ .d"M 9ïi± ni 3iibl IlaiioM 
no Lnx/ol sni9d ,ajj-oIiriqoi3\;ri •y;Iri§irl ai a9io9qa aixld" d"Bxld- i)9d"Boii)ni (OôÇl) 
.i9fBW dagil od" gaolo io .mjjnaBriqS d"xj0xld"iw agdaiam x91bO lo 93^9 arid" 
-939V sangi) od" gfaigbom rifiw lioa faiom no i9&nB9m .0 im/ol (bI^ôÇI) biBvifl 
d"on 9d"ia b ,rion9d grid" moil amao angraioaqa grid" 9iiiBi9 i9l%bd ni .noid"Bd" 
.i9tBw gniDnad-a gvari od" bavieado 
£1^  
aifioiads'ï mubilao amosoIgO 
moil ow± ;i)9d-09lIoo 9i9w suioiids'K saubilÉO gmosoIaO lo an9mio9qa luo'i 
sno bas ,«0190091 saifiuO ôôÇI 9ff± moiï 9no ,6Ï9±1aioo aaiJ-ijjO ^ôÇI 9dj-
aiilT .0£ ot IS 3f99w moil 9i9w anoxJ-osIIoO .don9d siiiai^ i9l\^0 sxft moil 
,9mBn nomraoo D9sinsoo9i js 9VBri ot sgbidsiaD w9Ï 9rlj- îo sno ai a9io9qa 
woqasbiD bna (OèÇl) IlaS .(ÇôÇI ,lÏG±an9^biIE) isJrtxjii -^tigil 9x1^ (Tclsmgn 
&9fafa IIêS .mxjbiljso .0 lo afidad anid-rturi tlirba 9d± no b9i9lïib (ÇÇÇl) 
ai/rid" Y,9d± fadf bits gnidmilo îo sldaqaoni 9d od" nwonsf 91a afiuha 9iid- fadf 
gdd" fadf bsfisaaa woqaabxO .hnuoi'g edi o± asifivifoa %ni±nud lisrid" gnilnoo 
d-jjd dmilo n9±ïo d-on o-b y,9df ±ad± ni Iaii±a9ii9± ai a9io9qa gdd- Tto 9avial 
(yiÇl) anilIoO Jbna 33931x18; /^liaas a99if dmilo ,i9V9wori ,ad-Ix;i)a grid" d-axld-
.ai9dmiIo 99i± 9vifo9ÏÏ9 9i9w 9avial ion atluhs gdd" i9d±i9n ±ad± bm/oî 
no i9i)99l airoioBiov a f)na lofabsiq fngfoq a ai a9io9qa grid- aa9l9rid-9noM 
a9aoqi0q loid-noo lol iiawaH ofni b90#60i±ni n99d aail ina ,aiaIIiqi9d-ao 
,f)9d-jjdiid-aii3 ^Igbiw ai muhilao amoaoIaP .(VIÇI ,anillo0 i)na aaggiaS) 
aari d-I .asfafG bgfinU nigrfd-jjoa gxid- od" abanaO nigrid-x/oa moil nwon^ gnigd 
•awol gnibuloni ^asd-ad-a ô2 ijna aidmuIoO ïo d-oiid-aiŒ gdd" ni bgfoglloo ngsd 
d-xjd (yiÇl) anilIoO Bna aas^iM \;d bgfioqgi nggd gvarl nagidoiM ina afoagnniM 
sdd" aaoïoB tied a ni noramoo d-aora ai asiosqa sriT .(Ç^Çl) woqaabiO "^.d d-on 
d-on d'ird bgfudiifaib i^Igbiw igdtai sd od- amgga d"l .asfata lo isid* nigdfion 
noajoiibngH -^d giiiaiq a moil nsjiad- saw ansmiogqa gnO .d-nabnx/da ^^laool 
.bigil i9VoIo±99wa a ni agiogqa srid* bnwoï ijjdliW i)na ngMIaW .(0£ÇI) 
-939V wol rid-iw ablgil \ib ,ngqo d-ngx/pgil od- nwonat ai agiogqa giid" abanaO ni 
ni bnuoï 9d od- (a^^ôÇl) i)iaviH -^d bgfioqei f)na (lôÇI ,^^ÇI ,d±oibniJ) noifaf 
,i)9f)ioo9i aaw d-x rioiriw moil ad-ad-idad griT ,Iioa %il) rid-iw aagia hnwoig ngqo 
-ivgiq aixld- rid-iw 9913a BIx/ow ,9iiiaiq grid- Jbna ,abl9iïnioo ,woi9ongî ,y;Igmen 
fljji.6S4:i.srTusg jsTLAg-e lu fpe tTsig msls opeetAsg ^.eegjuS ou lotjSs 
cousmus jTATug LffuSe csr^6LEiTJisri,s (HemfjGncg ojiAis-e) aug SLgsajJobbeLa* 
BiTLSeaa sug QoyTTua (jàlA) LGboLfsg cgbfTAG s-grrj^a Monjg effecp eug 
gstljîl grrfjmu sug fpsf fpg& oaglwtufgl ga ggrryfa' 
TGOfGg tu ggbfgwpgl STig qcfopgl* bglpgba ggjttf8 tu lowg go uof guiglSg nufty 
fpg anmujsL gug fpgu ptpglug^g! pomgagl' btucg gjj fpg abGCTiuGua mglg coj-
^.tgjga* rtuglofp (làç?) tugtcgfgg fpgf fpc ggrryfe gi.g goftag fplorrsporrf 
ugg|jj p/TLjgb-agcjc f^gba tu gjj^gj:^g» pj/iGStgaa' bmcg^cjoagl* gug ugftag pg^L 
TuS tLOw MGGjca 3ç-^0' (là^) &o#ug c* opaojG^imu nugGL-
gf &?LfT88 t,gLW' VJJ 8TX occiTLLGg BTuSjl LgfpGL jgfG TU f]j6 sGgBou* i,guS-
&GUCGLOM gug COLU^TGjg' JU JÔÇÇ OUJ% OUG wga COJJGCfGg &LOW fps COLU&TGjg 
tTGjgS' JU fpTB S^ncfk tJAG abGCTlUGUa MGLG COJJGCfGg TU 4:pG JÔç5 DSRS'JP 
a^gfGg fpgf fpG abGCTGa tb gu Tupgpjfguf o^ fpG obGu b^gTLTG gug onjfTAgfGg 
cga^Gxu o&G&ou fo K^T^sga' HGpLgapg» gug fpG Dgprofga' (lôÇl) 
LGCOLg T^ %^ow joMg* ipG abGCTGa Ta MGa^GLu' lsitStuS %^om ^gapTuS^ou gug 
BGgjTuSGL (là^ç) LGCOLgGg Tf jowgi POMGAGL* QTggabOM (jô2à) gT? "O-P 
Qgjoaoujg opaojefnm gg^i tb g jgi^G* Lg^pGL ggtjc ogi,gpTg* igdnca gug 
Qgjoaomg ôpiojilpmî gg%. 
pnffGL^j&.cpL&BgjTB* uiGgarrLTuS MOLiua' o^pGL jgLAgG* gug aoiUG|TUiGa aowpjTSa* 
gjao gfG jtatuS pgf&gTga* a^ Tujc p/rSs' g cToggo uîuabp' gu gu|' abTgcta' g 
wegf prrf fo gccGbf cpggbg' poTjGg gSS îiojp' jGgu wegf gug pgugug* j,pg5l 
gug î,omjg ipGiu fo LG^nsG pOTjGg gSS MpTfG* qi/k wpcg^' poTjGg MpGgf * gug 
0Î, g 'q* cgjfgmi GgfTuS g SLgaapobbGL* gjorrSp (jà4o) cou&TUGg abGCTiuGus 
iOjTug fpGW fo pgAG fg^Gu oujl guTiiigj toog* h® sjao TugTogfGg opaGLAg^TOU 
&0LPG8 (J993) GxenuTueg fpG afomgcp coufGUfa o:{, GTSpf abGCTUGua gug 
onajl lgbolfgg gcojoSX.» 
et 
.aiBlIiqi9d-£0 
ai/ioiid'B'î ajjJ'Bvels aufonidgaoS 
arid" j-B bsfoeiloo SBW sx/xoxTcfB'î aafBvefs a^ d-onxriqBoS Tto nsmxosqa snO 
-axb Y-[9f)Xw Bx 89xo9qa axriT ,ôôÇI «TS 2l99W gnxixri) 9X1XB1^  wobIbS nx gai-i 
raoïl nwon^  ax obIb fins ,b9±b±8 bafxnU 9xid" lo tiaq maj-aba exid" nx tgfwdxif 
,BWOL I)NB ,OF)B10LOO ,B2laBltf9lI 
\iB2 axf±BXT:d-sxm9a auIxdqoxfoM 
91B1 gj-xjjp T^ILBISNAG ax rloxrlw 9lt99d B ai T^ BS Bis&Éii&aimse airIiiiqoid"oM 
9no ,89±ia owd- ±B ^ Ino &9±09ll00 BBW tl .j-nBfmudB ^IIBOOI ed T(;6m j-jjd 
3niniBm9'i 9dd- bnB 0^  2l99w ni blailnioo dlfiXad ÇôÇI 9jd[± moiî narai09qa 
2f99w §niixri) b9±o9lIoo 9i9w an9mxo9qs faoM .woigonal aaid-txrO ôôÇI 9rlt moil 
9±on ot snx±89i9±ni ai tl .04\ d99w as afal BB 9moa tud 8£ ^ a9w ligxroid# ^ £ 
39io9qa 9xld" d-Bifd" n^itBoibni sudf S 9loxl moiï gmeo an9mio9qa 9d± lo OS fBdf 
taoH iBluoifiBq B dfiw i)9d"BiooaaB ed -%Bm tird bgfudiifaif) "^ Imiolim; ton ai 
IJGQQBIT ano fBdf io ,9i0tB9l ^ B^ idBii B ,9lori tsrid" "io -%±inioiv 9jrid" ni drtBlq 
,9noinoi9rIq B lo aasalai arid" rf^ x/oirid" ai9d±o i)9d"0Bid'd"B 9VBII \;Bin lBifi)ivxi)ni 
ti fBdf ni Ttlgnoita i9d±Bi aalJ-aad i&gif add" aaldmaaai llaatx 9l±99d arfT 
gnidoBai ,nBoiiamA-anBid" ai noifudiifaifi arfT .agi^ a gnii)jjid-oiq I^ba^ iBm BBii 
d-i i)9i)ioo9i avBif (ôl^Çl) lagnilLaH bnB AGJJPBL ,ooix9M W9ll BB rid^jjoa IBI BB 
9±Bl arid" d-jjd ,(lôÇI ,ri±oi6nij) nwonixm ai a^ Bd^ a gnid-Bmadiri 9riT .BWOI moil 
.AS§9 10 ad"Ixfi)B BB noid"Bm9diri 9±Boibni ilxrow anaraioaqa îo aonanuooo 
larid-BT ("^ IlavBis ,naqo no Jbnxrol ai aaioaqa arit ±Brif i>9d"Bd"a (lôÇl) rifoibnij 
miBÏ aaid-ix/O d-B woiaonaï ariT .noifBfagav wol ,niri± rifiw bnuois \;ii5 
eaasb naad gnivBri ,n9qo non ,i(;Il9VBis ,Iioa gniBiom B I9ri±i9n BBW %IniBfi90 
oiriO na moil angmiogqa lanoiaBooc hefioqes (8^ Ql) rioadmed .noifafagsv dfiw 
.l)OB aasTgauId lo woisonsl 
etnoOsJ aifd-g^nola auriogmiag^ 
efnoOsJ aw±egnol9 awdogm±aa9 lo anemiosqa sairid" 8S i>xtB ys adesw aniiuŒ 
moil owt i9ilto 9ilt i)njB Iliri 9d± moil sno ,9iilBi9 isI^pO j-g 69±09lIoo 9i9w 
-xiA od- asxsT moil ^nxiix/ooo ,f)s9iqa9f)xw ax 39X09qa axriT .sd-xa rionscf 9rid-
naxhsnaO gild" lo anoxfioq ni9d±uoa aa dfion isl as Lna (lôÇI ,rid-oif)nxJ) anos 
aboalboow nsqo ,i(;ii) bng asxixaiq ad-xcfaiinx a9X09qa sriT .a9onxvoi9 9xil6i9 
aboow nx nssnaiistcTi/a ed od" asxogqa arid- Èsfafa (£IÇl) IfitasV ,(OôÇI ,IIaa) 
£3f3fîicf9ll g nx 9no±a b lebais moil tx b9±09ll00 (ô£Çl) nsIsxlW .awoisongl bna 
,Anal9±aaw moil an9mxo9qa 081 &9±09lioo d-jjcflxw fine nsMIaW .9XiXBiq 
,aaana2 nx aqoio sgaiol f)ne ,asiu±aaq 
.9 y^d ns^ied" asw (O^Ql) dgiroIS -yjd &919II0 i)ool gnxvxl lo m9±x \;i9vî5 
339 ijsixocf ,9899^0 .mxLbxIso amoaoIaO od" laups •^d'xoeiov s rid^xw aufagnolsi 
,Bnj5nsd ,9±xdw 339 f)9lxod d^jjd ngfag oals 9i9w doagq bns ,±a9m nasi ,3iIo-ç 
.i)9aifl9i 919W d-asdw %if) Lna , d-59dw isixod 
ixoi)JJBiiO aq90Xii)£Xfp agfxiaoG 
no n99a ^Ifn&up9il a9l±99d 93XSI 9ia agfxiaoS aifngg odd- lo a&Ijjhe edT 
qjj f)93foxq II .i9mmjja ni 9mi±Yf& 9d± gnxii/i) agoalq ngqo isdfo 10 asflawsBia 
ni agman oiliogqa 9iiT .aiod-qeo lisrid" od" gfafxagd d^on of) ^Il&wau nsrid" 
ssingoogi aiodd-jjg smoS .noiaulnoo lo sfafa s ni 91b asfiiaoG annsg 9ii± 
B lo asiosqadjja ae gasrid" 9±Bngia9& ai9rid"0 ;£0ii9mA rid-ioH ni agiogqa ngyga 
3BW 9i9ii i)9i(oIqm9 smsn 9HT .d-nsnitnoo siifns srid" gnitidadni aaioeqs glgnia 
i9V9n ajsrl d^jjd anaiinl moil ansraiogqa gnidiioagf) ni ixofjxfBriO ^^d figair faixl 
919x1) aird-BXid-adifa fadf 69±Boitni (OIÇl) Tjslxlod-fiia ,f)9xlqq£ y^&bxw n99d-
dgiroijdd' liiqA lo faiil 9dd- moil BXtsibnl d-jjoflsjjoidd" nommoo ai (aqgoiihswp 
,V TCinl. 
-X9 fsomla fisd'oalloo ensw lioWahO agaoÎT&snp asd"iiBoS "io ansmxosqS 
Slid- raoil gnxraoo nemxosqa sno \;Ir£o ,af)xt6l IfiUJ-d-IjJoxisB moil ^ s^vxaulo 
i)ad-09ll00 919W 8S ,an9mxo9qa lafof grid" 10 .9axT woalaX ,-y;l9niBn ,9xixaiq 
grid" moil &9±09ll00 9i9w ngd^  Igiioxd'xi)f)5 ns f)xi6 i)l9xlnioo cfleXgd ôôÇI grid* nx 
Bwol lo a±09aax lo ^ 6n±a axii gnxixfd .^ ÔÇI ni woi9on9l Lrts 6l9ilnioo cfljsSgd 
8£ÇI ni \;Ii9va .n9mio9qa glgnia s be&bsLLoo (0£ÇI) noaafoiifingH a9iiiaiq 
moo ±99wa oiilO as, moil (ajjd-siid-acfjja .8) m^ nony^  a Tjcf seioeqs 9Xft i)9d"ioq9i 
i»n£ ,89TU±aaq ,i)n£l 9±asw ni ,9i)i3ixBoi grid" gnolB ngjied" aaw d"! ,619x1 
, (^ Ç^I ,ijjcriiW i)ms ngMIsW) asanaX lo noifoga IliH d'nil'î grid" lo aqoio ggsiol 
i)ifia asw ,ajjioii(fg'E sueastiei-diss ,aq9oiiixsjjp .8 od" xslimia agiosqa A 
-00 aqgoiih&up .8 .agnilijgga gnigamgi) absdbaes ai Jônuol 9cf od- (OôÇl) Ilaff 
Bii) (lôÇl) litoiljnij ,£woI Bob ,eneif)nl ,BXiBiaiiroJ ,Bi)iioI'3 ,aj3X9T ni aijjo 
.fifijsneO §nirioB9i aa aqgoiibaup a9fiiBo8 fail d'en 
na ,-%iod-aio(faI arid" ni alaiid" gnibggl ^gfimil lo anoid-aviaacfo moi% 
-d-ooi a noqu bgonnoq ,gmi± lo i)oiigq a lol bglm/ ngrfw ,aqgoiibaup .8 d'lx/iJa 
iixorf-^ S a gnxiiKI .d-i bglli^  -^ Igd-aihgmmi bna d-i od- bgfngagiq avial miow 
-iiJ)ajjp .8 .gavial miowd-ooi Iai9V9a bamwanoo aqeoiibsup ,3 fluba na i)oii9q 
gmoa ,9avial airoigd-qoLiqgl auoiiav f)na amiowfooi nioo d-IjjJôa jfood" oala aqgo 
.9Xd-99cf f)njjoi§ gild- aa gnol aa d-aomla 
%68 ajjaolxrcfola awiiidoayg 
•y;a8 ajjaolxjcfola ajjiiirioa-yg lo anoid-oalloo d-rigig moil angraiogqa gniM 
-gd f)9i)ivib -%Ingvg ,i9l-\^ aO moil gmao angmiogqa arid- lo xia ;&gniafdo gigw 
-Ia3 moil i)gd-ogIIoo gigw angmiogqa glgniB .agfia dongd ijxia Ilirf grid" nggwf 
agnai nwond gxlT ,ôôÇI woiaongl aaid-iirO i>na ,ôôÇI blgilnioo dIaXgd ,woI woa 
ngvg bna ,aidmjjioD riaid-iiS od" dsew abanaO i)na ag±a±8 bgfinU nigfaag gild- ai 
8^ 
8£ (lôÇl) ritoTiniJ \;cf hsfafs ai fimil nisrirf'jjoa sriT .êjIbjbIA Lob hoîùjY sdf 
BiisiaixfoJ i)njB Bbiiol'ï moil bed-toqerc nssd aerl airaoliidolia, ,Œ .nwomùm gnied 
.(OSÇI (gnej) 
•ZlIeJJBu awoiiud lias \;êIO bae Lobb ni svil aj^ nsg aiilt Io aeioeqa sdT 
auaoljjtfola ajjiiirioBTçŒ tsiit bsfafa (lôÇl) ritoibniJ ,(OôÇI ,IIaa) isd-aw Tsen 
-T9vii lo 9nos d'aormgqqjj grfd" no aixrooo ngfïo txrd ngiigqii %IfoiT:±8 ton ai 
-ii)9raffli ,£d-02L6(I d±wo2 ni ±ad± bsfafa (noitBOinjjmmoo fgnoa^ gq) 3[iiS .aslnad 
"io gofîluja lioa grid" no an9raio9qa -^ n^ m ngga ixsri 9x1 ,niBi g §niwoIIo1 %I9±£ 
I)9Iê9V91 -igd-fil a^ gf) Ie*i9V9a noitevigado bnoosa A .±d^ in ±5 ilgilmoo grit 
ai abnjsl 9ldBi£ lo ^ monooe 9ïi± ni 9IOT: 'agiogqa airiT .an9mio9qa wel: 
bidfîiao 8JJOT:9nujn faom 9d± 9d o± aidf bnnol (Y£ÇI) ffooIoW .nwonjim; ^ Ilodw 
85W nemiogqa gignia A .mid -^ d £)9XI)JJ&S woJbagm a bne agTwfaaq owd" ni agiogqa 
(OIÇl) -%9ldo±aia -ixTdliW bna nabd^ aW •y;d igvolo fggwa ni b9±09lIoo 
.830I "îo jiijsd éaool d±B9ned motî bgfoslloo ngtlo 8£w a9io9qa grid" bgfafa 
noid"£J"9S9v saïaqa d±iw bnuon^  ngqo aa tad-ideii grid" bgd-ioqg*! (a^ ôÇl) biBvifl 
Bwol moiî angrniogqa Ifiigvga bgfoglloo (0£Çl) noajfoiiJbngH .lioa y;ib no 
bna aasi^ gifld oidO ni noranioo agioeqa grid" bnjjol (8|iÇl) rioadrasŒ .agiiisTq 
.woi)B9ra igvolo a ni -^ Ilanoiaaooo boB avroigongl 
,(0881 (igd'adgW) BVIBI Ilama B no gnibggl bgvigado aaw ngraiogqa A 
gfnoDgJ anoi'iiaagiqmi anivilD 
gmBO gagrfT .i)9d"09ll00 9i9W agiogqa nommdo airid" îo angrniogqa "ïlnO 
grid" a^blgiînaoo grid" moiî "^ I^ aom bna bnal gldaia grid" raoTÎ "^ Igvisiflozg 
aqaid" ^ ri^ ij .go-moa gignia d"a93iBl grid" gnigd ,ôôÇI jblgilnioo aaid"ix;0 
BnivilP lo aljjîbriBri •\tIlBi9d"iI bgfogfloo VôÇI Io igranuxa grid" sniinb bgfa^ gqo 
bg^ fooligvo aqBid" gagriT Io gIbJbira grid" gniixri) gd-noOgJ anoiliaagiqmi 
,0 d"Brid" agfaoibni airiT ,nioo narid" igrid"o aqoao gniiagd abnal Iaijjd"ljj0iisa 
d-£ ablsiJ. Jaslni -%IlBi±nsj-oq -blx/oo ax/rid" i)njB isill f)oos b ai anoiliaaeigmi 
sgjsmsf) liojjm asoi) asiosqa s# fadf bsfafa (OIÇl) -^slriod-Bia .sfia -y^OB faomla 
nisd'aBS isvo bed'ioqsi i^Isbiw i9r{d"B*i ai asiosqa airiT .moo gnid^Bniimsa od" 
oiiBd-nO od" rid-ion BOB ,aBsnBX od" fasw ,aBX9T as TBÎ aB rifwoa rsoitsmA rifioM 
moo fsswa B "io aitdsi) isbnu ansmiosqa bnx/oî (8£Çl) i^Iisva .osdsifP tuB 
nssd aBri aftotliaasiqmi BfiivilP .faiom aBW lioa srid" rtsriw ^Ilsiosqas ,&f9iï 
.Bwol ni nioo bssa no gnibssl aB bsfBoilqmi 
ajjioiicfB'5 Bd'BlJJd'ajjqicf BnivilP 
-noo scf d-airm axrioiicfB'ï Bd'BljJd'airqid' BniviJO lo anoid"Blxrqoq IIBISVO sriT 
-ni nssa gnisd ansmiosqa , anoiliaasiqmi ,0 lo saorid" nBrid" iswol ^IdBisbia 
-iosqa d-rigis lo iB±of A .Isiisfam qBid IlBÎd-iq 10 qBid" d-rigil ni ^ Ifnswpsil 
gnisd snon ,saii woalB^ srid" moil sniBO rioiriw lo llBri ,bs±09lIoo sisw ansm 
.siiiBin 191'^cbO bxiB niocfneS ;%l9mBn ,a9±ia taomniarid-ion 9rid- d'à bsfosiloo 
,a9io9qa iBoiqoifimga nsvg I^cfiaaoq 10 nigrifaroa B si I^fnsiBqqB asiosqa airiT 
BbiioI'E SB ibI aB rid'uoa d'lxd oiiBd"nO msrid^ xjoa ni y n^o BixsnBO ni §niiixrooo 
,3fioY wsM moil nwonsl oalB ai d"! .(lôÇI ,rifoibniJ) agiBnl ±a9W grid" n9V9 bnB 
grid- Io ajjd-Bd-a ajjonggibni srid- i)9noid-a9jjp (lôÇl) rifoi&nij ,BWOI i)xi6 ,BnBii)nI 
lBii9±Bm d-liif) aB Bnuoï sisw ansraiogqa srid- "io d-aom sonia BbenaO ni agiogqa 
,aqBid- frigil oiiBd-nO ni asiosqa srid" d^of (a^iôÇl) biBvifl .asioria g^LsI gnolB 
ni aiidsi) isbnjj Bd-BJjjd-axrqid ,0 bni/ol (8£Çl) -%Ii9v3 .aqaid" IlBÏfiq d-on d-ifd 
nsmiosqa sno hgfoglloo iirdliW hns nsWlBW ,i)l9il nioo ±99wa oiriO its 
riOBdmBd ,9biahB0i B GNOLB aaBig smoid moil eno oalB i)nB stis&aeq tasriw moil 
angmiosqa .oiriO ni awoigongî aaBigsx/Id moiï ansmiosqa bsfosiloo (8^Ql) 
asmsifxs rifod ,^£ JISSW SB sd"Bl aB hna jfssw SB %IIB9 AB bsd'oslloo sisw 
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4:p£r4: fps sbecTGS m9%. somsf Tines ps LrbsxTSU pnf psra s-jao peeu ^.o/ruq- ru gi,! 
VLjcguBsrs' Mesf fo gug uoLfp fo o^J-fs^TO* rTugtofP (làÇÇ) TugTcg^eg 
sbscTea ts ggsfem tu tfs gtsfxtprrftou* lggcjjtus s-a sorrfp ga 5,joi.Tgg* 
fpG QS^IGX PTJI* iLFTS -pps aiDffjjeai 05, fpG og^gpTga cojjGC^ïGg* j,pG 
Qujl |m0 sbGCTUJGua iffcjj'As SLETugLTrra DsQegu mglg coyj-ecfeg* pofp ^.loui 
^gcpTa Si.3ugi.Tn8 DGGgstu 
GgSa o^,ï,si.eg* 
DJTLTue jgpoLg^ ïoxîi. fLTgya fpGl. &onug #G Si.omig poGfye couamiGg çl^ o^, fpG 
bLeggcTona nbou cgppg^g mgssof eSêa tu fpg ï,tgjg (bT-fi-e Qpgbuigu' jôç^)' 
B* drrggLTUjgc/Tjg^îJïUJ wga ^onug fo pG fpG uioaf umueLorra Storrug pcs^jG 
aGLAGg moAGuiGUf 0^ -fpTa abecTGa fo pe Igxga ' 
Tf Mga fpG oiosf TuibOLfguf bLGggfoi.' i,pG?i. gjao LGboL^Gg fps wgxTuimu op-
begxeg ASLÎi. :(,gAoi.gp]-G fo ^ TapgLf' DoguG* gug i/jgÎLpGG (jô5ç)* lu fpG î,TGjg 
cgppgSe mgSSof GSS-sgf TuS cgbgcTflX. gug gprruggucG 0%, g» dnggi-TiugcjTjg^ inijj gb-
ouG CI.6ATCG fo guofpGL* fpna aGGuiruSjîX. ou g ooua^guf aGgLcp 401, ^ E,oog* ^ps 
coLu^tgig tu fpe pegf o^ arraimei.' gagu gnltus ggîtjxsp^: ponLs' l/raptus {,1,010 
gSeuf' jiPG abGCTUJGua wei.6 &LGdnGUfi& aeeu xnuuTuS ou fpe am,{,gcG o^, fpG 
Loofwoijw jgLAgG' gug aponjg gG&TUTfG%% pe sxbjoLGg ga g pTojoSTcgj coufz-o]" 
ègggtus fltgya tu fpg jgpoi.g4:oi,!?i. apowgg fpgf fpe sqnjj^s oonjq g^f co&u 
gncgg tu abltus (utagi,g» làç^p)* 
JàÇÇ)* H6 pga gjao ^.omrg fpgf tu oufe^TO -PF® abGCTea gG^tut|gj5i. LGbi,o-
gL^. BOTj* jips absoTGa Mga coumiou tu ou^^gxTo gSi.Tcrr]-fni.g% jgug (yTAe^g* 
fopg* BTASLg (jôç'^g) a^gfeg fpG pgpT^gf fo pe ujoa|j3t ou obeu Sto/rug wT^p 
tnLfpGL uofGg fpgf Tf pga pGGu opaetAGg bi,G!?i.TuS ou ïpjim^ gssb tu w^uT-
pnf gjao occm.a i,G&rrjgi,j?i. gjouB jsTCGapots gug ltasl pgujca* pTugLO^p 
Vjgajcg* h© stbo TugTogfGg fpgf fpG abecrea Ta comiuou tu onyfTASfGg {.TGjga* 
^5 
